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Abstract

The ever-growing demand for high-performance computational power
can no longer be met by the miniaturization of existing Si-based integra-
ted circuit technology. New approaches that replace the electrical charge
as the information carrier such as nanospintronics or overall new compu-
ting schemes such as quantum computation are promising technological
routes to address these issues and are at the heart of modern physics
research. While research towards quantum computation has made large
leaps forward in recent years, it also became apparent that the decohe-
rence time of the so-far realized qubits is too short. A heavily pursued
approach to solve this issue is the use of topologically protected qubits
that rely on exotic non-Abelian Majorana bound states (MBS), which
can be realized as excitations in condensed-matter systems e.g. at the
boundaries of topological superconductors.
This Ph.D. thesis addresses the experimental realization and fundamental
properties of both technological concepts (nanospintronics and topologi-
cal qubits) in the platform of artificial atomic spin chains assembled on the
surfaces of s-wave superconductors. The methods of scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) and - spectroscopy (STS) are employed to construct
such chains and different operational modes are used to investigate their
magnetic and electronic properties as well as their spin dynamics. The
experiments are carried out in a setup with a base temperature of 320 mK
and an external magnet capable of applying a 12 T magnetic field.
Three material systems are investigated in the course of this thesis in
order to determine suitable properties for the realization of MBS in spin
chains on superconductors. These properties are closely linked to the
local bound states that magnetic adatoms induce in superconductors —
Yu-Shiba-Rusinov (YSR) states — as well as their magnetic and electronic
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interactions in ensembles of multiple adatoms, which give rise to Shiba
bands. The first material platform investigated in this thesis are single
adatoms, artificial dimers, and chains of Mn adatoms on Nb(110). The
platform is characterized by an unprecedented energy resolution in STS
experiments and a highly reproducible control and fabrication of nano-
structures tailored from individual adatoms. This enables the indirect
observation of Shiba band formation in momentum space and reveals
the effect of SOC on these bands — a topological gap in a Shiba band.
The experiments reveal that a low SOC is the limiting factor, preventing
the realization of a large topological gap hosting isolated MBS in this
material platform.
A comparative study on similar Mn structures on Ta(110) is performed
to further investigate the role of SOC, which is enabled by the fact that
the main significant differences between niobium and tantalum are their
atomic masses and their SOC strengths. A comparison of similar Mn
chains and Shiba bands on both substrates reveals that the size of the
topological gap can indeed be increased by heavy substrates.
This highlights that proximitized films of a high-Z layer on Nb(110) can
be ideal substrates for Shiba chains to realize isolated MBS, which is the
third material platform investigated in this thesis. It is demonstrated that
Fe chains on one atomic layer of Au on Nb(110) can be tailored into a
single Shiba band regime.
Last, the spin dynamics of antiferromagnetically coupled spin chains on
Ta(110) are investigated using time-resolved spin-polarized STM. By tu-
ning external parameters, such as the magnetic field, we drive the system
from the quasiclassical case into the decoupled quantum limit, where the
chain is largely decoupled from itinerant quasiparticles of the metallic
substrate by the superconducting gap. We conclude that spin chains on
superconductors are promising systems for future studies of quantum
coherence effects.
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Zusammenfassung

Die immer zunehmende Nachfrage nach höherer Rechenleistung kann
nur noch bedingt durch eine Verkleinerung von lithographisch hergestell-
ten integrierten Schaltkreisen gestillt werden. Neue Ansätze schlagen
daher vor, die elektrische Ladung durch den Elektronenspin als Infor-
mationsträger zu ersetzen (Nanospintronik) oder aber quantenmechani-
sche Zustände zur Informationsverarbeitung zu nutzen (Quantencom-
puter). Die Erabeitung solcher Konzepte ist zu einem der wichtigsten
Forschungsschwerpunkte der modernen Festkörperphysik geworden.
In den letzten Jahren wurden erhebliche Fortschritte hinsichtlich des
Baus von Quantencomputern erzielt. Allerdings hat sich herausgestellt,
dass die Kohärenzzeiten von gängigen Qubits zu kurz sind. Daher wird
mit Nachdruck an topologisch geschützten Qubits geforscht, welche die
nicht-Abelschen Eigenschaften von sogenannten Majorana-Moden (MM)
nutzen sollen. Im Forschungsbereich der kondensierten Materie wurde
das Auftreten solcher Moden an den Grenzflächen von topologischen
Supraleitern vorhergesagt.
Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit beiden obengenannten Konzepten
(Nanospintronik und MM) durch die Erforschung von atomaren Spinket-
ten auf den Oberflächen von konventionellen Supraleitern. Die atomaren
Ketten werden mit Hilfe eines Rastertunnelmikroskops (RTM) fabriziert —
künstliche Strukturen werden Atom für Atom mit der Spitze des RTM ge-
baut — und anschließend mittels Rastertunnelspektroskopie untersucht.
Zusätzlich werden magnetische Spitzen eingesetzt, um Spin-sensitive
und zeitabhängige Messungen der elektronischen Struktur durchzufüh-
ren. Die Experimente wurden in einem RTM mit einer Basistemperatur
von 320 mK und einem supraleitenden Magneten (< 12 T) durchgeführt.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden drei verschieden Probensysteme unter-
sucht um günstige Eigenschaften einer Spinkette hinsichtlich der Realisie-
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rung von MM zu finden. Diese Eigenschaften werden vor allem bestimmt
durch die lokal gebundenen Zustände, welche magnetische Verunreini-
gungen auf Supraleitern induzieren — sogenannte Yu-Shiba-Rusinov
(YSR) Zustände — und von deren elektronischen und magnetischen
Wechselwirkungen in größeren künstlichen Strukturen, wodurch soge-
nannte Shiba-Bänder entstehen. Zunächst werden einzelne Mn Adatome,
künstliche Dimere und Ketten aus Mn auf Nb(110) untersucht. Diese Platt-
form ermöglicht insbesondere die Herstellung von defektfreien atomaren
Spinketten und eine hervorragende Energieauflösung bei der spektro-
skopischen Untersuchung dieser Ketten, was bei bisherigen Systemen
nicht möglich war. Diese Vorzüge erlauben eine indirekte Messung der
Bandstruktur von eindimensionalen Ketten im Impulsraum, wodurch
das Auftreten einer topologischen Energielücke in einem Shiba-Band
nachgewiesen werden konnte. Allerdings zeigen die Experimente auch,
dass die Spin-Bahn-Kopplung (SBK) in diesem System zu niedrig ist, um
eine genügend große topologische Energielücke zu erzeugen, die isolierte
MM beherbergt.
Um den Einfluss der SBK auf Shiba-Bänder zu untersuchen, wird ei-
ne Vergleichsstudie mit strukturell identischen Mn Ketten auf Ta(110)
durchgeführt. Da Niob und Tantal sehr ähnliche physikalische Eigen-
schaften haben, mit Ausnahme der atomaren Massenzahl und der SBK,
können Änderungen der Shiba-Bandstruktur auf eben diese Größen zu-
rückgeführt werden. So wird experimentell gezeigt, dass die Größe der
topologischen Bandlücke in der Tat von der Stärke der SBK abhängt.
Diese Erkenntnis zeigt, dass ultradünne Filme schwerer metallischer
Elemente (z.B. Gold oder Iridium), welche auf Nb(110) epitaktisch ge-
wachsen werden, vielversprechende Substrate zur Realisierung von iso-
lierten MM in Shiba-Ketten sind, da diese eine hohe SBK mit der großen
Energielücke des Niobs vereinen. Solche Substrate sind die dritte Ma-
terialplattform, die in dieser Arbeit untersucht wird. Es wird gezeigt,
dass es möglich ist, defektfreie eindimensionale Spinketten auf solchen
Heterostrukturen zu konstruieren, die exakt ein niedrigenergetisches
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dispersives Shiba-Band besitzen.
Des weiteren wird die Dynamik von antiferromagnetischen Spinketten
auf Supraleitern mit zeitaufgelöster Spin-sensitiver RTM untersucht. Es
konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Spinkette durch Ändern des Magnet-
feldes von einen quasiklassischen Néel-Zustand in einen Quantenspin-
zustand überführt werden kann, bei dem die Spins durch die Energie-
lücke des Substrats weitestgehend von den Substratelektronen abgekop-
pelt sind. Zukünftig könnten mit solchen Spinketten daher interessante
Quantenkohärenz-Experimente durchgeführt werden.
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Introduction 1
In order to handle the ever-growing demand for high-performance com-
putational power of industrial and scientific applications, an increasing
amount of supercomputers with higher performances are continuously
being built(1). As those facilities consume huge amounts of electrical
power for processing and cooling(2) — in 2006 data center computing
made up 1.5 % of the total U.S. electricity consumption(3) — physical
sciences have undergone a quest to develop novel and more efficient
classical computing schemes(4) as well as completely new approaches
such as quantum computation(5). The latter offers a pathway to solve
certain optimization problems considerably faster and more efficient
than conventional computers can. Furthermore, simulations of quantum
mechanical systems that are currently way out of reach due to their com-
plexity, may be envisioned(6). While significant steps forward are being
made using superconducting qubits to construct an universal quantum
computer(7), no ideal general purpose qubit platform has emerged so far,
which is partly related to the varying technical requirements depending
on the specific anticipated use (universal quantum computer, quantum
simulator, quantum annealing etc.)(5). One issue which unites current
technologies is the interaction of qubits with their environment, leading
to the decoherence of the quantum states.
A so far only theoretically proposed idea to address this issue is topo-
logical quantum computation(8,9). In recent years topology has emerged
as a key concept in condensed matter physics(10). In particular, it states
that a given system with a non-trivial topology in the bulk must have
boundary modes at the edges/surfaces of the system, as enforced by the
bulk-boundary correspondence(11). Hence, these states are protected by
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1. Introduction

the topology of a given system and are not destroyed by small perturba-
tions.
A beautiful example are quantum wells of CdTe-HgTe-CdTe, where the in-
ner material (HgTe) has an inverted band gap with respect to the outer ma-
terial (CdTe), making them topologically distinct. Therefore, helical edge
states must appear at the interfaces and must display the quantum spin
Hall effect(12–14). For the purpose of topological quantum computation a
special kind of boundary modes, called Majorana bound states (MBS), are
required, which are predicted to occur on the boundaries of topological
superconductors. The trait which makes them desirable for topologi-
cal quantum computation is the fact that MBS are neither fermions nor
bosons, but non-Abelian anyons. Upon exchanging two particles, the
former two (fermions and bosons) are characterized by a multiplication
of the wavefunction with a phase factor. However, considering the latter
type (non-Abelian anyons), the wavefunction is multiplied by a unitary
matrix, which is an operation that does not commute. Hence, after inter-
changing two MBS twice the final state will not be the initial state(15,16).
If one could realize a device where it is possible to exchange multiple
MBS, one could change the system between multiple degenerate ground
states and thereby encode and process quantum information without the
aforementioned problems of decoherence that conventional computation
schemes are struggling with(8).
Multiple solid-state systems have been proposed to host topological su-
perconductivity (TSC) and MBS, most of which include a spin-polarized
one-dimensional (1D) or two-dimensional (2D) system which is subject
to large spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and is proximitized by an s-wave
superconductor(17,18). Some examples are a strong topological insu-
lator coupled to an s−wave superconductor(17,19,20), materials with a
Dirac-like surface state being intrinsically superconducting(21–24), semi-
conductor nanowires proximity coupled to an s-wave superconductor
exposed to an external B-field(25–31) and magnetic chains on s-wave
superconductors(32–39).
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Although many experimental works suggest the observation of MBS in
this variety of systems, the clear unambiguous demonstration of a MBS
in a hard topological gap is still lacking. In fact the field has recently
undergone many controversies on experiments claiming the observation
of MBS or some of their key signatures(40) (see for example the retraction
of a paper on the quantized conductance in semiconductor nanowires(41)

or reproducibility issues of the same platform(42,43)). Furthermore, pub-
lications on Fe(Te,Se) are suspected to only show cherry-picked data(44)

following a novel study indicating that trivial bound states of magnetic
impurities might be the origin for the observed physics after all(24).
In this thesis I focus on the approach of 1D magnetic chains on s-wave
superconductors, which are investigated using a scanning tunneling mi-
croscope (STM) and scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS)(45,46). This
technique enables the imaging of surfaces with high vertical and lateral
resolution on the atomic scale and can even include magnetic contrast
on this scale, if spin-polarized tips are used(47,48). The method is then
referred to as spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM),
which can also be employed to record magnetic signals in the time domain
giving rise to measurements of the spin dynamics of nanomagnets(49–51).
Furthermore, STS enables spatially resolved measurements of the local
density of states (LDOS) as a function of energy, using the spectroscopic
mode. Employing the method of STM tip-induced atom manipulation(52),
it is possible to construct atomically precise nanostructures in an atom-
by-atom approach. Therefore, one can study artificial structures which
are free from defects and impurities, providing another advantage over
other static measurement methods.
Following the original proposals to realize MBS in magnetic adatom
chains deposited on s-wave superconductors(32–34,36–38), a tremendous ex-
perimental effort to craft such model systems and study them using STM
and STS has started. Initially, it was found that chains of Fe/Pb(110) and
Fe/Re(0001) display first indications of MBS in STS measurements(53–57)

— zero-energy states localized on the chain’s edges. However, the former
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1. Introduction

system of self-organized Fe chains on Pb(110) suffers from an unclear
chain geometry, intermixing of Fe and Pb, and the lacking reproducibility
of MBS signatures, which are only observed for few chains(54). While the
latter sample system Fe/Re(0001) resolves this issue through a fabrica-
tion of the adatom chains using STM tip-induced atom manipulation, the
low critical temperature of Re makes it difficult to clearly pinpoint the
physical origin of spectroscopic features(55,58). Consequently, new mate-
rial systems hosting structurally well-defined magnetic chains produced
by STM tip-induced atom manipulation with a large s-wave gap of the
substrate are required to enable the unambiguous identification of in-gap
features in STS measurements.
As I will show in this thesis, recent experimental work demonstrates that
the use of Nb(110) as the substrate for magnetic chains resolves both
issues(59–63). However, it was also shown that the SOC strength might be
too low in the investigated structures to open large topological gaps in all
relevant bands (see Section 4.2). Therefore, it is the primary aim of this
thesis to gain an understanding on the role of SOC in magnetic adatom
chains and to develop routes and techniques which increase the SOC in
these structures. Additionally, we perform first time-resolved SP-STM
measurements to characterize the spin dynamics of magnetic adatom
chains coupled to a superconductor.
The basic theoretical concepts and models which are used throughout this
thesis are introduced in Chapter 2, where I focus on the two phenomena
of magnetism and superconductivity. The discussion of their interplay
at the atomic scale, which gives rise to Yu-Shiba-Rusinov (YSR) states
as well as the coupling of YSR states to Shiba bands in chains and their
topological properties are in the focus of the first half of the chapter. Theo-
retical consideration of the spin dynamics of antiferromagnetically (AFM)
coupled magnetic chains on superconducting and metallic substrates
make up the second part of this chapter.
Chapter 3 is an introduction to the aforementioned powerful experimen-
tal tools of STM and STS, where I lay the physical foundation for both
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methods and I present the two experimental setups that are used through-
out this thesis. Additionally, I introduce the ultra-high vacuum (UHV)-
based sample preparation of Ta(110) and Nb(110), using the former as
an example. Afterwards, I demonstrate the reproducibility of STM tip-
induced atom manipulation for Mn adatoms on Ta(110).
The experimental results are separated into two chapters which deal
with different physical properties of artificial magnetic adatom chains on
superconducting substrates. In general, Chapter 4 presents multiple STM
and STS studies on the YSR states and Shiba bands of single magnetic
adatoms, artificial dimers and chains on s-wave superconductors, where
each section focuses on one particular effect related to SOC. To begin
with, I reveal a SOC-induced effect in the YSR states of AFM coupled
dimers of Mn on Nb(110). Afterwards, I present two examples of chains
using the same material platform, where SOC is definitely present, but
eventually it is too low to observe MBS in a hard topological gap. The
successive sections present novel approaches which may increase SOC
by engineering special chain geometries or by using high-Z materials as
the substrate, which are superconducting themselves or by proximity to
another material. Indeed I demonstrate that the latter two approaches are
promising, as it is possible to increase the topological gap size of Shiba
bands by choosing a high-Z substrate and since it is possible to tailor
defect-free single Shiba band systems on a proximitized thin film.
The second experimental chapter (Chapter 5) is devoted to measuring
the spin dynamics of AFM coupled magnetic chains on Ta(110) using the
random telegraph noise method(49,50). Since Ta is a type-I superconductor
we can abruptly switch the substrate from it superconducting state to
the metallic phase by applying an external B-field. Different types of
STM tips and a clever engineering of their magnetic state enables us to
investigate adatom chains in different limits i.e. the quantum case where
the chain is largely screened from any external perturbations and the
quasiclassical case where the chain collapses into a bistable magnetic
ground state(64,65).
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Theoretical background 2
This chapter introduces the basic theoretical concepts and models, which
are necessary to understand the motivation and experimental approach
of the work presented in this thesis. I begin by presenting single atom
magnetism, in particular focusing on magnetic anisotropy, the exchange
coupling between impurities and the origin/role of SOC in Section 2.1.
Afterwards, I proceed with the introduction of another major physical
property relevant to this thesis, namely superconductivity (SC). In partic-
ular, Section 2.2 introduces the phenomenology of SC, the microscopic
origin and the proximity effect. The section is concluded by covering
essential physical properties of magnet-superconductor hybrid (MSH)
structures in the limit of single atoms and 1D chains, which are the basis
for a large extent of this thesis. Section 2.3 is a short introduction on
spin dynamics, which focuses on the magnetization switching in AFM
coupled spin chains.

2.1. Single atommagnetism

Since the experimental approach discussed in this thesis is of bottom-
up nature, it is quite instructive to start the discussion of magnetism
at the single atom level: The electronic ground state of a not too heavy
(Z < 75) multi-electron atom is obtained by following Hund’s rules for
the outermost shell, with decreasing priority of the rules(66,67):

I the total spin momentum |S| = | ∑ ms| is maximized

II the orbital momentum |L| = | ∑ ml | is maximized and
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2. Theoretical background

III if the shell is half-filled or less, L and S couple antiparallel (J =

|L − S|) or in the other case they couple parallel (J = |L + S|).

To calculate the total magnetic moment m̂ of a given species, one adds
up the contributions of total orbital angular momentum L and total spin
momentum S to obtain the total angular momentum J = L + S, which in
turn can be plugged into

m = gµBJ, (2.1)

where µB = e
2me

h̄ ≈ 5.79 · 10−5 eV/T is the Bohr magneton and g is the
Landé or g-factor given by

g =
3
2
+

1
2

S(S + 1)− L(L + 1)
J(J + 1)

, (2.2)

which reduces to g = 1 for sole orbital momentum or to g = 2 for sole
spin momentum(68,69). However, this momentum is subject to change,
once a single atom adsorbs on a solid surface, where a hybridization with
the substrate may lead to charge transfer and the Coulomb interaction
with the electronic environment of the substrate atoms leads to a crystal-
field splitting of the magnetism-carrying d− or f−orbitals(68).
As discussed above, the spin-related properties of multi-electron atoms
or ions are usually described by the quantum mechanical states |L, MLð
and |S, MSð for the orbital states and the spin states, respectively. In
the case of a 3d transition metal atom adsorbed on a surface, where it is
coordinated by the substrate atoms, the orbital momentum is typically
largely quenched by the crystal field. The small remaining orbital mo-
mentum and SOC lead to a magnetic anisotropy of the system. Such
systems are usually well described by an effective spin Hamiltonian with
a multiplicity of 2S + 1(70). In the following, I will discuss two impor-
tant contributions to such a Hamiltonian. In particular I will consider a
Heisenberg Hamiltonian with

• magnetic anisotropy

8



2.1. Single atom magnetism

• exchange interactions with neighboring spins,

while keeping a particular focus on the types of systems studied in this
thesis. A more general overview, which does not focus on metallic surface
magnetism and one-dimensional systems, can be found in textbooks as
Ref. [68].

2.1.1. Magnetic anisotropy

A systematic way to describe the contributions to the magnetic anisotropy,
including the particular coordination environment and symmetry of a
magnetic atom, is provided by the Stevens operators, which have to be
taken into account up to a certain order, depending on the particular
system(71,72). The simplest Hamiltonian for geometries with uniaxial
symmetry is

Ĥspin = DŜ2
z , (2.3)

where Ŝz is the z−component spin operator. If the particular system
has an orthorhombic distortion, as it is the case for a rhombic pyramidal
geometry with a C2v point group, an additional term

E(Ŝ2
x − Ŝ2

y) (2.4)

has to be added to the effective spin Hamiltonian of Equation 2.3. The
relevant point groups of systems discussed in this thesis are C3v (to lowest
order only Equation 2.3) and C2v (Equations 2.3 and 2.4)(70,73).
The effect of these terms on a spin system can be illustrated quite easily.
E.g., if we neglect the transversal anisotropy term E and only consider the
uniaxial term, then the constant D determines whether it is an easy-axis
(D < 0) system or and easy-plane (D > 0) system.

9



2. Theoretical background

2.1.2. Interactions between magnetic atoms

An intriguing consequence of the observation of magnetic order is that
one has to treat it quantum mechanically to obtain a good understanding
of its origin. This is apparent from the conclusion that single atoms/ions
have magnetic moments on the order of µB. However, the dipolar in-
teractions at spacings equal to typical lattice constants can not account
for energy values of ∼ 300 K, which would be required to explain the
observation of room temperature ferromagnetism in a classical picture.
Eventually, it was found that the responsible interaction for the strong
coupling of magnetic moments is the quantum mechanical exchange
interaction.
As an instructive approach to understand it origin, we can consider a
two-atom system with two electrons, which results in a Hamiltonian
with two kinetic energy terms and sums over the Coulomb interactions
of each electron with each core and the other electron. In the latter case,
the Coulomb interaction is given by V̂C(r, r

′
) = e2

4Ãϵ0 |r−r
′ | , where ϵ0 is the

vacuum permittivity. The two electron wave function is then given by

Ψ(r, r
′
) = cIÆL(r)ÆL(r

′
) + cI IÆL(r)ÆR(r

′
)

+cI I IÆR(r)ÆL(r
′
) + cIVÆR(r)ÆR(r

′
).

(2.5)

The resulting Hamiltonian is a 4 × 4 matrix, where each element consists
of multiple two-electron integrals. Apart from the hopping integral
(commonly t), which evaluates the kinetic energy between two wave
functions and which can be imagined as the tunneling of an electron from
one Wannier wave function to the other, there are two important terms.
To begin with, there is the Coulomb integral

U =
∫ ∫

Æ∗
L(r)Æ

∗
L(r

′
)V̂C(r, r

′
)ÆL(r)ÆL(r

′
)dVdV

′
(2.6)

10
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and there is the direct exchange integral

JD =
∫ ∫

Æ∗
L(r)Æ

∗
R(r

′
)V̂C(r, r

′
)ÆL(r

′
)ÆR(r)dVdV

′
. (2.7)

The former can be imagined in a classical framework, where it corre-
sponds to the Coulomb repulsion of two electrons. The latter, however,
has no intuitive meaning. A solution of the system for its eigenfunctions
and eigenenergies, yields four solutions. By applying the Pauli principle,
stating that the total wave function of a Fermion, including the spin
wave function, which is not included in Equation 2.5, must be antisym-
metric under exchange, we conclude that there are three solutions with
symmetric orbital wave functions describing AFM ordered spins and
one solution with an antisymmetric orbital wave function describing
ferromagnetically (FM) aligned spins. The eigenenergies of these states
are shown as a function of the hopping parameter t in Figure 2.1a. The
exchange constant J is defined as half of the energy difference between
the lowest-lying AFM state and the FM state, which is given by

J = JD +
U

4
−

√

t2 +
U2

16
. (2.8)

From this definition we find that J > 0 favors FM order and J < 0 favors
AFM configurations.
In the Heisenberg model one neglects the two wave functions with doubly
occupied orbitals (terms I and IV in Equation 2.5), due to their strong
Coulomb repulsion (large U). One can then expand Equation 2.8 for
small t/U and obtain

J = JD − 2t2

U
. (2.9)

The aforementioned Coulomb interactions of the Hamiltonian, which act
on the orbital part of the wave function, are summarized in the exchange
constant J which is passed over to an effective spin Hamiltonian that
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2. Theoretical background

does not act on the orbital parts, but only on the spin part of the wave
function.
Now that we have a general understanding of the exchange interaction’s
origin in two-atom systems, we can define a Heisenberg Hamiltonian(68,73)

Ĥ = −2 ∑
i> j

Ji jŜi · Ŝ j, (2.10)

where we sum over all spins and their interactions, considering every
interaction only once, which explains the origin of the factor 2. It should
be noted that there are multiple ways to define the exchange energy and
the sum in Equation 2.10, which can result in different factors and signs
in the representation of the Hamiltonian.
Writing Equation 2.10 in its most general form, one obtains an exchange
tensor, such that the Hamiltonian can be rewritten in a form where the
different contributions to the exchange interaction are separated into the
following terms

Ĥ =
1
2 ∑

i ̸= j

Ji jŜi · Ŝ j +
1
2 ∑

i ̸= j

Di j · (Ŝi × Ŝ j) +
1
2 ∑

i ̸= j

Ŝi · Janiso
i j · Ŝ j. (2.11)

where Ji j is the isotropic exchange interaction, Di j is the Dzyaloshins-
kii-Moriya (DM) vector and Janiso

i j is the symmetric anisotropic exchange

interaction(73,74).
The DM interaction plays an important role in systems with broken inver-
sion symmetry and sizable SOC, while it is compensated in systems with
inversion symmetry(75,76). From its term in Equation 2.11, it is evident
that it favors a perpendicular alignment of the spins, which depends
on the orientation and strength of the DM vector Di j. Please note that
the connection of the DM interaction and SOC is established in Sub-
section 2.1.3. Besides the frustration of exchange interactions between
nearest and next-nearest neighboring spins(77–79), the DM interaction is
the driving term for non-collinear magnetic ground states(80–84).
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2.1. Single atom magnetism

Figure 2.1.: a Eigenenergies of the two-atom system with two electrons, depend-
ing on the hopping parameter t, where the exchange integral JD and the Coulomb
integral U are constants. E1 and E3 are the lowest-lying FM- and AFM ground
states used for the definition of the exchange energy J in Equation 2.8. b Distance
dependence of the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction.

Another important aspect of the atomic interactions for the systems stud-
ied in this thesis are the different types of exchange interactions. So far, I
discussed the direct exchange between two magnetic atoms. However,
one should also consider possible superexchange which is mediated by
an interstitial ion between the two spin-carrying atoms(85–87) and the
RKKY interaction, which is mediated by the conduction electrons of the
host(88–90). The latter can be derived by treating a free electron gas with
magnetic perturbations. In the framework of second order perturbation
theory, one obtains a distance-dependent exchange coupling(68)

J(R) = J2
0

2kFR cos(2kFR)− sin(2kFR)

(2kFR)4 (2.12)

where R is the distance between the two interacting atoms, kF is the Fermi
wave vector of the conduction electron system and J0 is the strength
of the local exchange between the atom and the conduction electrons.
This relation is illustrated in Figure 4.5b, where once can clearly see the
oscillatory behavior of the exchange constant J, which has also been found
in experiments(91,92). In contrast to Equation 2.12, kF is not isotropic in
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real systems. Therefore, the RKKY contribution to the exchange coupling
depends strongly on the crystallographic direction. The flexibility of the
exchange which this direction- and distance-dependence offers, can be
used to tailor non-collinear magnetic ground states as, e.g. spin spirals(93).

2.1.3. Spin-orbit coupling effects at metallic surfaces

As I will discuss in Section 2.2, SOC plays a crucial role for the phe-
nomenon of topological superconductivity. Overall, there are multiple
mechanisms contributing to SOC in solid state systems: contributions
from atomic SOC , potential gradients at surfaces/interfaces leading to
an effective SOC and intrinsic structural inversion symmetry breaking,
which leads to SOC -like terms as well. I will discuss the origin of each
mechanism in the following subsections. To get an instructive under-
standing of the topic, let us consider SOC from atomic contributions. In
the succeeding section I will move on to discuss SOC in metallic systems
and at interfaces. I conclude by linking SOC to the DM interaction.

Atomic origin of spin-orbit coupling

A mathematical approach to SOC is the derivation of the Pauli equation
from the Dirac equation of an electron in a vector potential A in the
non-relativistic limit, which is expressed by:

[ε+ eV(x)− 1
2m

(p̂ +
e

c
A(x))2 +

1
2m0c2 (ε+ eV(x))2

+i
eh̄

(2m0c)2 E(x) · p̂ −µBσ̂ · B(x)− eh̄

(2m0c)2 σ̂ · (∇̂V × p̂)]È = 0
(2.13)

Here ϵ = ϵ′ − m0c2 is the particle energy reduced by the rest mass energy,
c is the speed of light, V is a scalar potential, A is an external vector
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potential, E(x) is the electric field, and σ̂ is the vector containing the Pauli
spin matrices. For a detailed derivation see Ref.(11).
To extract the physical meaning of Equation 2.13, let us ascribe the terms
to well known effects and discuss the remainder: The first three terms
correspond to a regular Schrödinger equation which includes an exter-
nal vector potential A, while the next two terms can be considered as
relativistic corrections to the Schrödinger equation which do not act on
the spin. The following expression is the Zeeman term, which is well
known from non-relativistic quantum mechanics. However, the last term
is a novel type of interaction. It couples the electron’s spin to its orbital
motion, which is exactly the term describing SOC.
A common intuitive understanding of SOC in atomic physics is obtained
by imagining that an electron is moving in the electric field E = ∇V

near the core of an atom in the global frame of reference. A relativistic
Lorentz transformation to the electron’s frame of reference gives rise to
an effective B field, which in turn acts on the electron’s spin. In atomic
physics this effect explains the lifted degeneracy of, e.g., p states with
P3/2 and P1/2, also known as the fine structure(94). The size of the splitting
between the two levels scales with ∝ Z4(11,69).

Spin-orbit coupling in metallic systems

From the previous subsection we have obtained the understanding that a
potential gradient perpendicular to the momentum of an electron gives
rise to an effective B field in the electron’s frame of reference. If we look
for such potential gradients in condensed matter systems, we can think
of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in III-V heterostructures(95), or
more generally surfaces and interfaces, where the space-inversion sym-
metry is always broken(96). The SOC contributions, which are induced
by such potential gradients at surfaces and interfaces are referred to as
Rashba SOC.
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Figure 2.2.: a and b Eigenenergies of the Rashba Hamiltonian for a metallic
surface state (Equation 2.14) without SOC (³R = 0) and for finite SOC (³R > 0),
for any cut of the two-dimensional k space, that includes Γ . Color coded arrows
indicate the spin of the band.

Let us now consider the example of a metallic surface state, where Rashba
SOC gives rise to a Hamiltonian similar to the last term of Equation 2.13,
which reduces to(97,98)

ĤR =
h̄2k2

∥
2m∗ +³R(kyÃ̂x − kxÃ̂y). (2.14)

Here, m∗ is the effective electron mass in this band, k∥ = (kx, ky, 0) and
³R is the Rashba parameter, which accounts for the strength of the SOC.
The effect of this term on a metallic surface state, considering a finite
value of Rashba SOC , is shown in Figure 2.2. The parabolic bands of
opposite spin are shifted in opposite directions of the k-space and their
band bottom is offset compared to the case without SOC.
Therefore, the effect of SOC on band structures seems to be well known(99).
However, in reality it is challenging to predict the strength of SOC effects,
i.e. to estimate the size of³R prior to studying a given system experimen-
tally. This is already evident from rather simple and well studied systems
such as the surface states of Au(111) and Ag(111). For gold, the Rashba
splitting of the surface state is observable in angle-resolved photoemis-
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sion spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements(100,101), while it is not resolved
for silver(102), which has a similar surface state. The potential gradient
can be estimated by the potential change from the vacuum level to the
bottom of the surface state band —approximated by the work function Φ

— and the potential change occurs on a length scale of about the Fermi
wavelength ∼ ¼F, yielding (∇̂V)z ∼ Φ/¼F

(11). Therefore, this effect can
only explain a SOC-induced splitting of the surface state of Au(111) on
the order of³R|k∥| ∼ 1 · 10−6 µeV(11,103). This is in strong contrast to the
experimentally observed energy splitting of 110 meV at the Fermi wave
vector of Au(111).
Furthermore, the difference of the atomic masses (Z values) between Ag
and Au can not explain the drastically different size of the Rashba split-
ting, either. Eventually, it was found that it is rather the product of atomic
SOC and the asymmetry of the wave function under consideration that
is decisive(104). For the case of Au(111) and Ag(111) it was shown that
the difference in dz2 admixture to the pz-like surface state explains the
drastically different SOC, as it is much larger for the Au(111) surface than
for Ag(111). It was even shown, that in a single layer of Ag on Au(111),
the Rashba splitting is expected to be enhanced, as the d states of the Au
substrate induce a larger dz2 character in the surface state(103).
In conclusion, the effect of SOC on a particular system such as a surface
state splitting — or as I will show later, the opening of a topological gap
in magnetic chains on a s-wave superconductor— can be described quite
well. However, an estimation of the expected SOC strength in a given
system, which goes beyond an evaluation of the atomic contributions
(∝ Z4), is very difficult and might require an ab initio based theoretical
study(105,106) of the particular system, as illustrated in the example above.
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The relation of SOC and DMI

In Subsection 2.1.2 I introduced the DM interaction as an anisotropic
interaction contributing to the exchange and argued that a broken space
inversion symmetry is required. In this section, I will proceed to show
that it depends on the SOC of the host in a system of two magnetic
impurities, coupled via the RKKY interaction of a metallic substrate with
strong SOC(107).
Consider two magnetic atoms, located on a substrate of heavy impurities.
For the sake of simplicity one reduces the system down to both magnetic
atoms and one heavy substrate atom. Then, it can be shown that the
resulting spin Hamiltonian is dominated by

ĤDM = −V(À)
sin(kF(RA + RB + RAB) + ¸)RA · RB

RARBRAB
(RA ×RB)(ŜA × ŜB)

(2.15)
where RA and RB are the vectors from the non-magnetic atom to the
respective magnetic one with lengths RA and RB, RAB is the distance
between both magnetic impurities, ¸ is a phase shift and V(À) is propor-
tional to the SOC strength of the non-magnetic atom(108).
Apart from the dependence of the DM interaction on SOC of the non-
magnetic host, which is evident from Equation 2.15, a few symmetry
considerations of the problem and favorable spin configurations are ac-
cessible as well. Let us consider magnetic adatoms on a surface (defined
as the x − y−plane) and that the non-magnetic heavy substrate atom
is displaced from the connecting line of the two magnetic atoms in z-
direction: If the spins ŜA and ŜB lie in-plane, their cross product results
in a vector that is perpendicular to RA × RB. Therefore, there would be
no DM interaction contribution to the exchange. However, if the spins
have large out-of-plane contributions, ŜA and ŜB and RA × RB are no
longer perpendicular and a finite DM interaction is present, driving the
spins into perpendicular alignment(109).
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More generally, one has to take into account that every non-magnetic
substrate atom adds a contribution to the DM vector which is propor-
tional to the first, spin-independent part of Equation 2.15. Due to the
symmetry of the problem defined above, the DM vector will have a com-
ponent of zero in the direction of the connecting line of atom A and B
(x-direction). Due to the broken inversion symmetry at the surface, the
component of the DM vector in z-direction is small. Approximately, the
DM vector will have its largest component in the y-direction. Therefore,
the Hamiltonian in Equation 2.15 favors a perpendicular spin alignment
in the x − z−plane considering the system described above.

2.2. Superconductivity and its interaction with

magnetism

The following section introduces important theoretical concepts related
to SC which are necessary to understand the experimental results of this
thesis. In the description of this effect, I will proceed analogously to
the historical development of the field where the phenomenology was
studied first (Subsection 2.2.1) and only later an adequate microscopic
theory was found (Subsection 2.2.2). Afterwards, I will introduce the
SC proximity effect in Subsection 2.2.3, which is a crucial concept for
many of the ideas realized in this thesis. At last I will introduce the
basic concepts of the interaction of magnetism with SC at the single
atom level in Subsection 2.2.4 and for larger structures of 1D chains in
Subsection 2.2.6. In an intermediate section I will discuss the basics of
MBS in condensed matter systems (Subsection 2.2.5).
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2.2.1. Phenomenology of superconductivity

Generally, superconductors are a class of materials which are character-
ized by the following list of properties. If they are cooled below a critical
temperature TC:

• the electrical resistance of the sample drops to zero in the supercon-
ducting state, which was the first experimental manifestation of SC
and its observation was awarded with the Nobel prize of physics
in 1913(110)

• magnetic flux is expelled from the SC, as long as it doesn’t exceed
a certain field strength, which is called the Meissner-Ochsenfeld
effect(111)

• a SC has a gap of quasiparticle excitations with a width of 2∆
around the Fermi level.

Above the critical temperature TC, SCs behave like regular metals or even
heavily doped semiconductors. A phenomenological description of the
Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect was derived from the Maxwell equations
in the framework of the London theory, where screening currents on
the surface of a SC explain the expelled magnetic flux in the bulk of a
given sample. However, the theory lacks a microscopic origin, which
was realized much later.
Another important property of SC is the distinction of type I and type II
superconductors, which was experimentally motivated in the 1930’s(112–114)

but realized only much later(115). While type I superconductors are char-
acterized by a single critical field BC, above which the superconducting
state is destroyed, there are two critical fields for type II superconductors
BC,1 and BC,2 . Below a field of BC,1, the superconductor reacts to a B field
by expelling it from the sample through screening currents. Between BC,1

and BC,2 tubes of normal-conducting regions penetrate the superconduc-
tor — so-called vortices — which allow magnetic flux to locally penetrate
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the sample. At fields above BC,2, the superconducting state is quenched.
A prediction of a particular superconductor’s type can be obtained by
the Ginzburg-Landau parameter, which is given by

» =
¼

À
, (2.16)

where ¼ is the London penetration depth, the distance at which an ex-
ternal magnetic field is screened, measured from the surface to the bulk
of a given material, and À is the coherence length of the SC. Below a
critical Ginzburg-Landau parameter » = 1√

2
(116) one expects a type I

superconductor, while a parameter larger than that results in a type II
superconductor(114).

2.2.2. Microscopic model of superconductivity

The microscopic model, which was successful in describing SC — the
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory named after its three authors(117)

— relies on the formation of bound electron pairs below a material specific
critical temperature TC. These pairs are called Cooper pairs, and for
T = 0 K they occupy the same ground state due to their bosonic nature.
The formation of Cooper pairs below TC is the underlying reason for
superconductivity in all types of superconductors. However, the pairing
mechanism can vary under the condition that the Cooper pair wave
functions are antisymmetric under exchange of the two electrons, as
governed by the fermionic nature of the electrons making up the Cooper
pairs:
The pairing mechanism is called conventional SC or s-wave, if the total
spin S = 0 (antisymmetric) and the total angular momentum L = 0
(symmetric) of the Cooper pair both add to zero. Another pairing state is
characterized by a spin-triplet state S = 1h̄ and an uneven total angular
momentum L = 1h̄, referred to as p-wave(118). If one takes the time-
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dependence of the pairing into account, which can be even and odd as
well, it is possible to further classify the pairing mechanisms. A review
on the resulting odd-frequency SC in 1D systems is given in Ref. [119].
An important step towards the BCS theory was Cooper’s demonstration
that electrons near the Fermi surface can form pairs in the presence of
even a weak attractive potential at sufficiently low temperatures(120).
This attractive potential between electrons is assumed to be mediated
by electron-phonon interactions in BCS-like superconductors, which is
motivated by experimental observations of an isotope effect on the critical
temperature TC

(121,122). Even up-to-date, this property is sometimes used
as a hallmark to determine the origin of the coupling mechanism in novel
superconductors(123).
An accurate derivation of the BCS theory is given in Refs. [118, 124]. In
the following I will highlight the most important approaches and steps.
As an instructive starting point of the BCS theory, one may consider
the reduced BCS Hamiltonian, in which the creation and annihilation
operators ĉ kÃ and ĉkÃ create/annihilate quasiparticles with an effective
mass m∗, a momentum of k and spin Ã :

ĤR = ∑
k,Ã
Àk ĉ kÃ ĉkÃ + ∑

k,k′
V

kk
′ ĉ 

k
′↑ ĉ −k

′³ ĉ−k³ ĉk↑ (2.17)

in which Àk = h̄2k2

2m∗ − EF and V
kk

′ is the attractive potential of an electron

with momentum k and k
′

which will be further defined later. The ansatz
for the many-body wave function in the BCS theory is given by

ΨBCS = ∏
k

(uk + vk ĉ k³ ĉ −k↑) |Φ0ð (2.18)

where |Φ0ð is the vacuum state and uk, vk are complex probability am-
plitudes, which describe the unoccupied and occupied pair-states around
the Fermi energy with the normalization condition |uk|2 + |vk|2 = 1. The
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ground-state energy is then calculated to be

E =
〈

ΨBCS
∣

∣ ĤR
∣

∣ΨBCS
〉

= 2 ∑
k

|vk|2Àk + ∑
k,k′

V
kk

′ v∗
kukv

k
′ u∗

k
′ (2.19)

which can then be minimized with respect to uk and vk

|vk|2 =
1
2
· [1 − Àk

√

|∆|2 +À2
k

] (2.20)

and
|uk|2 =

1
2
· [1 +

Àk
√

|∆|2 +À2
k

] (2.21)

where ∆k is the gap function defined as ∆k = − ∑k
′ V

kk
′ u

k
′ v

k
′ . The

Equations 2.20 and 2.21 are plotted in Figure 2.3a. It is apparent that the
quasiparticles are dominantly electron-like below the Fermi level and
dominantly hole-like above it. Near EF, |uk|2 and |vk|2 are smeared out
in a range of ∆k.
As the attractive interaction between the electron pairs is phonon-mediated
for conventional s-wave superconductors, it is reasonable to assume the
pairing potential to be of the form

V
kk

′ =

{

−V for |Àk| and |À
k
′ | f h̄ÉD

0 for |Àk| g h̄ÉD or |À
k
′ | g h̄ÉD,

(2.22)

where ÉD is the Debye frequency of the phonons. Electrons within a
range of ±h̄ÉD around the Fermi energy are subject to −V and no pairing
potential is assumed otherwise.
From this consideration one can calculate the condensation energy, i.e.
the energy gained by the pairing. It is given by −NN(EF) · ∆2/2, where
NN(EF) is the normal state DOS at the Fermi energy. It is apparent that
a large DOS and a large pairing-interaction V favor the condensation
energy.
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Figure 2.3.: a Absolute squares of the probability amplitudes uk and vk for
unoccupied and occupied pair-states around the Fermi energy according to
Equation 2.21 and Equation 2.20. b Plots of the density of states (DOS) of excited
quasiparticles for a superconductor around the Fermi level, without broadening
Γ/∆ = 0 (darkest curve) according to Equation 2.24 and for finite values of Γ/∆
according to the Dynes function Equation 2.25.

The energy necessary to break a Cooper pair into two quasiparticles of
momentum k is given by

ϵk =
√

À2
k + ∆2 (2.23)

which illustrates that quasiparticles have a minimum energy of ∆ (118,124).
One remaining open point is the DOS of a superconductor close the
to Fermi level, which is directly measurable in STS experiments (Sub-
section 3.1.1). The normal state DOS is assumed to be approximately
constant NN(E) = NN(EF), as we are only considering a small energy
window. From Equation 2.23 we have concluded that quasiparticles have
a minimum energy of ±∆ . Therefore, a region of the size of ±∆ forms
around the Fermi energy, where no quasiparticle states are available —
the energy gap of the superconductor. For energies larger than |∆ |, the
DOS is given by

NSC(E − EF) = NN(EF) ·
E − EF

√

(E − EF)2 − ∆2
(2.24)
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Plots of the DOS are shown in Figure 2.3b. From Equation 2.24 one can
see that there are singularities in the DOS at E − EF = ±∆ for zero tem-
perature/broadening. In real systems, which are subject to broadening
due to finite temperatures and due to the measurement set-up a more
accurate description is obtained by the Dynes function(125)

NSC(E − EF)

NN(EF)
= sign(E)Re[

E − iµ
√

E2 + 2iµ − ∆2
] (2.25)

where Γ is a phenomenological broadening parameter. The effect of this
parameter is displayed in Figure 2.3b. Measurements of the supercon-
ducting energy gap in superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS)
tunnel junctions can be seen as further evidence for the correctness of
the BCS theory(126–128). Additionally, very recent experiments using shot
noise STM on a SC demonstrate that the charge transport inside the su-
perconducting gap occurs in packages of 2e, which can be seen as direct
evidence of Cooper pairs(129).

2.2.3. Proximity effect

Already quite early after the discovery of SC in some metals, experiments
using tunneling spectroscopy demonstrated that a normal metal (N)
brought into contact with a SC leads to superconducting correlations in
N, even if it doesn’t host attractive pairing interactions on its own(130,131).
This phenomenon — called proximity effect — is not entirely understood
yet. However, a basic understanding of it may be obtained by consid-
ering Andreev reflections at the normal metal-superconductor (N/S)
interface(132,133). Further, the framework of nonequilibrium SC(134) can
be used to explain some experiments(135). While there are claims that
some observations are not describable in this theory(136), they should not
be overextended, as the experiments can also be explained by the very
poor sample quality and tip effects.
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Figure 2.4.: a Sketch of the Andreev process, in which an incident electron (filled
blue sphere) in the N region is reflected from the N/S interface as a hole (empty
sphere) and a Cooper pair is transfered to the SC . b Band structure of a normal
metal, in which the electron and hole states of the particles involved in the An-
dreev reflection are marked. It is apparent that the wave vectors are mismatched
by ¶k = 2ϵ/h̄vF. c Solution of the Usadel equation (Equation 2.27) for ¹(x,E),
where constants are assumed for D and µSF. x is normalized to the coherence
length Lϵ evaluated at the energy ∆ . The white line marks the N/S interface.
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2.2. Superconductivity and its interaction with magnetism

Andreev reflections(137) are two-electron transport processes occuring at
N/S interfaces. At energies above/below ϵ > |EF ± ∆ | single particle
transport between a N and a SC may occur as usual. However, for en-
ergies lower than ϵ < |EF ± ∆ |, these processes are forbidden, as there
are no states in this energy region of the SC. Taking two-particle pro-
cesses into account, the transport mechanism illustrated in Figure 2.4a
is possible: An electron propagating towards the N/S interface can be
transferred to the SC, if there is a second electron transferred through
the interface, with which it may form a Cooper pair. This process is
similar to the reflection of a hole to the N region, which maintains charge
conservation. Further, the reversed process is possible as well, i.e. an
Andreev reflection from a hole to an electron. It should be noted, that
a perfect reflection is only possible for particles at EF, as illustrated in
Figure 2.4b. As the metal is not particle-hole symmetric, the incident
electron (EF +ϵ, kF + ¶k/2) and the reflected hole (EF −ϵ, −kF + ¶k/2)
have mismatched wave vectors.
Regarding the proximity effect, the important characteristic of Andreev
reflections is the phase coherence of the process. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.4a, the reflected hole has a fixed phase change of ¶ϕ = Φ +

arccos(ϵ/∆) in comparison to the incident electron. There is one con-
tribution from the fixed macroscopic phase of the superconductor Φ

and another energy-dependent phase contribution arccos(ϵ/∆), which
results in a phase shift of Ã/2 for ϵ = 0. The length scale of this phase
coherence of reflected holes and electrons in the N is the value that even-
tually determines the spatial extent of the proximity effect. After a length
of Lϵ =

√

h̄D/ϵ, where D is the diffusion constant, coherence is lost and
interference effects no longer occur.
As long as electrons and holes maintain a phase-coherence in the N one
obtains finite values of the condensation amplitude F

F = ∑
E>0

v∗(r)u(r)[1 − 2 f (E)], (2.26)
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where f (E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. It is apparent from Equa-
tion 2.26 that there is a finite probability of finding Cooper pairs in N,
i.e. Cooper pairs are leaking into the normal metal region(132,133). It is
important to note that this conclusion is true, even if one does not assume
a pairing potential in the N.
In the nonequilibrium theory of superconductivity, one defines a complex
function of space and energy ¹(x, E), which has to obey the Usadel equa-
tion given in Equation 2.27 for a model type N/S heterostructure(134,135)

h̄D

2
∂2¹

∂x2 + (iE − h̄µSF cos(¹)) sin(¹) + ∆(x) cos(¹) = 0 (2.27)

where µSF is the spin-flip scattering rate and ∆(x) has to obey

∆(x) = NSC(EF)V
∫ h̄ÉD

0
tanh(

E

2kBT
) Im[sin(¹)]dE. (2.28)

For adequate boundary conditions one can determine ¹(x, E), which
gives access to the pair amplitude F(x,ϵ) = −i sin(¹(x,ϵ)) and to the
density of states n(x,ϵ) = NSC(EF)Re(cos(¹(x,ϵ))).
An example of the density of states obtained for various values of x

(x = 0 corresponds to the N/S interface) and E, where D and µSF are set
to constant values is shown in Figure 2.4c. For positive values of x, deep
in the SC region, we find that the gap reaches a value of 1.5 arb. units,
which is set in the definition of Equation 2.27. Approaching the interface,
the size of the superconducting gap decreases continuously and the gap
is no longer fully pronounced, which manifests itself in the V-like shape
of individual density of states spectra. The phenomenon that the super-
conducting gap is no longer fully pronounced close to the N/S interface
in the SC region is referred to as the inverse proximity effect.
As we will discuss in Chapter 4, we are dealing with ultrathin films of
normal metals on superconductors in this thesis, where the supercon-
ducting gap is typically still fully pronounced and the size of the gap is
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2.2. Superconductivity and its interaction with magnetism

either similar as for the bulk superconducting substrate or close to it. The
theory of non-equilibrium superconductivity is applicable when the film
thickness is on the same order of magnitude as the diffusion length, i.e.
typically around several hundred nanometers for metallic films(135). Re-
cently powerful novel first principle methods were introduced to describe
N/S systems in the limit of few atomic layers, which further demonstrate
the connection of Andreev reflections and the proximity effect(138–140).

2.2.4. Yu-Shiba-Rusinov states

As we have learned in Subsection 2.2.1, magnetic fields destroy super-
conducting phases if they exceed a certain threshold. Yu, Shiba and
Rusinov separately investigated this effect in the atomic limit, following
the interesting question how a single magnetic impurity interacts with
a SC host(141–143). Magnetic atoms or molecules placed on or in a super-
conducting substrate are associated with a pair-breaking potential. As
a result, magnetic scattering centers lead to locally bound quasiparticle
states, which we refer to as YSR states in the following.
It should be noted that non-magnetic potential scattering can be pair-
breaking as well. However, it is only considered for p-wave, d-wave
etc. pairing mechanisms in common literature. This is motivated by the
fact that the low-energy states of a potential scattering impurity that act
on a s-wave SC have a finite width due to the hybridization with the
substrate’s conduction band. Since this width is commonly much larger
than the superconducting gap ∆ , the resulting bound states are typically
merged with the coherence peaks. Therefore, it is commonly assumed
that an important distinction of s-wave SCs is that non-magnetic potential
scattering is not Cooper pair-breaking(144).
In the quasi-classical description of Shiba(142), the origin of YSR states
for 3d transition metal atoms lies in the s − d exchange interaction of a
paramagnetic impurity spin with the conduction electrons, which can
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be treated like a local magnetic field. This is typically valid for a large
|S| >> 1. Assuming a low J, to obtain a finite value for JS, one can add

ĤSD = − J

2N ∑
k,k′

ĉ kσ̂ ĉ
k
′ · S (2.29)

to the BCS Hamiltonian to account for the s-d interactions. Using the
Greens function formalism and evaluating the poles of the T-matrix one
obtains solutions for a pair of localized excited quasiparticle states inside
the superconducting gap ∆ (142), which are the aforementioned YSR states.
Their energy is given by

ϵ = ∆ · 1 − a2

1 + a2 (2.30)

where a = J · S · Ã · NN(EF). This model neglects that the impurity may
also acts as a potential scattering site, which can be implemented by
adding a non-magnetic scattering potential U to the exchange term de-
scribed in Equation 2.29. However, as discussed above, the potential
scattering term does not influence the energy of the YSR states, it may
only cause an asymmetry in their particle-hole weight, which manifests
itself in an asymmetry of the dI/dV intensity of the YSR states in STS
experiments(145). A plot comparing the DOS of a bare SC with the DOS of
a magnetic impurity on a SC, which gives rise to YSR states is shown in
Figure 2.5b. Therein, it is illustrated that the YSR states are particle-hole
symmetric in energy, but not in their particle-hole weight. An addi-
tional plot displaying how the energy of the YSR states ϵ depends on a

(a depends on the impurity spin and the coupling strength) is shown in
Figure 2.5c. For a fixed impurity spin S, the coupling strength J is the
remaining free parameter, determining the energy of the YSR states. In a
regime of very low or very high coupling, the YSR states have an energy
of ±∆ , i.e. in STS experiments they are merged with the coherence peaks.
In a certain range of J, the YSR states split off the coherence peaks and are
located inside the superconducting gap. At a critical coupling strength
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2.2. Superconductivity and its interaction with magnetism

Jcrit a level crossing occurs and the ground state is switched, i.e. a quan-
tum phase transition occurs. This behavior was also demonstrated in
clever experiments, where the coupling strength J was tuneable(146–149).
Another way to physically describe the origin of YSR states is the quan-
tum spin model, where the spin and the s − d exchange are treated
quantum mechanically and include Kondo correlations in the conduction
electron system. In the simplest case, one can consider a S = 1/2 spin.
The magnetic impurity can either be screened by conduction electrons
resulting in a ground state with S = 0, which can be excited to S = 1/2
by tunneling electrons, or — in the low coupling regime— screening is
weak and therefore a finite spin S > 0 makes up the ground state, which
can be excited to S = 0 by a tunneling electron. The two possible ground
states and their excitations are shown in Figure 2.5a.
The descriptions above were performed for a single orbital (i.e. S = 1/2)
for the sake of simplicity. However, from the theory of single atom mag-
netism, which I introduced in Section 2.1, we know that real systems
usually have multiple orbitals resulting in a higher spin. Additionally, the
spin-carrying orbitals of an adsorbed magnetic adatom are typically non-
degenerate due to the crystal field splitting. Therefore, single adatoms
can host multiple scattering channels of different orbital origins, leading
to multiple observable YSR states(150–152).
Finally, one can show that the quasiparticle amplitudes of the YSR states
|uµ(r)|2 and |vµ(r)|2 are probed at positive and negative biases in the low
conductance regime of STM measurements, respectively(144,153). Here, µ
indicates the respective scattering channel. The spatial distributions of
the quasiparticle amplitudes resemble the shapes of the d-orbitals asso-
ciated with the scattering channel(152) and they spatially decay with the
term(143,145)

ur, vr ∝ sin(kFr + ¶±)
kFr

exp(
−r

À0
), (2.31)

where ¶± is a scattering phase shift and À0 is the coherence length of the
SC. This description seems to be reproducible in STM experiments(154).
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Figure 2.5.: a Illustration of the two processes leading to Shiba states in case of a
S = 1/2 impurity. The left panel shows the low coupling regime, where the spin
is largely unscreened by the conduction electrons, leading to a S = 1/2 ground
state, which can be excited by a tunneling electron resulting in a singlet excited
state. The right panel illustrates the strong coupling regime, where the ground
state is a completely screened spin (S = 0) and the excited case has S = 1/2.
Inspired by Ref. [145]. b Illustration of the particle component of the DOS for
a bare SC and a magnetic impurity placed on a SC, giving rise to YSR states.
c Plot of the YSR states’ energy-dependence on the parameter a according to
Equation 2.30. Black arrows mark the energetic position of the YSR states in b
and c.
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However, there are recent reports on two-dimensional systems displaying
long-range decays, which strongly depend on the Fermi surface of the
superconducting substrate(155–157).

2.2.5. Insert: Majorana bound states

As described in Chapter 1, the ultimate goal of a large part of the exper-
imental effort presented in this thesis is dedicated to the realization of
MBS . The previous Subsections 2.1.3, 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 enable us to
develop an intuitive approach to identify potentially interesting material
properties for the realization of MBS in condensed matter systems.
Originally, the theoretical description of fermions which are their own
antiparticles was developed by Ettore Majorana(158) in 1937 and was well
received in the field of particle physics. Only this century, the idea of
realizing a quasiparticle excitation, where the creation operator equals
the annihilation operator (similar to the expression that a particle is its
own antiparticle)

µ̂ = µ̂ , (2.32)

became widely popular in condensed matter systems. The reason lies in
two striking properties of this quasiparticle excitation, called MBS:

• to fulfill Equation 2.32, localized MBS have zero excitation energy
and they appear in spatially isolated pairs

• MBS obey nonabelian exchange statistics.

A popular theoretical idea proposes to exploit these properties in topo-
logical quantum computation(8,159), where information is processed by
exchanging MBS (braiding), which is robust against some extent of per-
turbations from the environment (electric and/or magnetic fields), as
long as their effect is smaller than the energy gap which separates MBS
from the quasiparticle continuum.
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To identify the necessary physical properties to host MBS in a condensed
matter system, we can derive some arguments from Equation 2.32: The
solid state analogue to particles and antiparticles are electrons and holes,
i.e. we are looking for a quasiparticle with equal electron and hole
character. From Subsection 2.2.2, we know that quasiparticles in a BCS
superconductor are described by the amplitudes uk and vk, whose abso-
lute squares are equal at the Fermi level |uk|2 = |uk|2 = 0.5 (Figure 2.3a).
However, we have neglected the spin of the Bogoliubov-de-Gennes (BdG)
quasiparticles in this treatment. If we drop the spin, by assuming that we
are treating spinless fermions, the conclusion that BdG quasiparticles at
the Fermi level could be MBS remains intact. This leads us to an issue
with the s-wave pairing mechanism of SC, though. Usually, the spin
wavefunction would have to be antisymmetric for this pairing mecha-
nism (Subsection 2.2.2), which is not possible in a spinless system. The
simplest pairing mechanism with an antisymmetric orbital wavefunction
and a symmetric spin wave function is p-wave pairing. We can conclude
that zero-energy excitations in spinless p-wave superconductors could
be MBS(15,16,160).
As candidates of naturally occurring p-wave SCs are sparse, and even
promising material systems like Sr2RuO4

(161–163) are still under debate(164),
an alternative route to engineer spinless p-wave superconductors includ-
ing the following physical properties were proposed(17,18):

• a 1D or 2D system proximity coupled to a s-wave superconductor

• spin-polarization in order to achieve an essentially spin-less system
and break the spin degeneracy

• SOC to enable the s-wave SC to still induce pairing in the spin-
polarized system.

A variety of experimentally accessible systems were predicted to host
MBS, including vortices in a strong topological insulator coupled to a
s-wave SC(17,19,20), materials with a Dirac-like surface state being intrinsi-
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2.2. Superconductivity and its interaction with magnetism

Figure 2.6.: a and b Development of the eigenstate energies depending on E0/t
and t/E0 for a finite chain. ∆ is set to constant value equal to 1t and 1E0, respec-
tively. The eigenstates are color-coded in such a fashion that the lowest energy
one is dark blue and the highest energy one is light blue.

cally superconducting(21–24), semiconductor nanowires with strong SOC

which are proximity coupled to a s-wave superconductor and exposed

to an external B- field(25–31) and spin-orbit coupled magnetic chains on

s-wave superconductors(32–39). In this thesis we focus on the latter ap-

proach, which is discussed in more detail in Subsection 2.2.6. Reviews of

other platforms are given in Refs. [165, 166].

2.2.6. Dilute chains of Yu-Shiba-Rusinov states

In this subsection, I will discuss the seminal Kitaev chain model and I

apply it to dilute chains of magnetic adatoms on SCs, which enables a

surprisingly good initial understanding of what is necessary to obtain
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topological superconducting phases and MBS. Afterwards, I will focus

on the role of SOC in more advanced models describing YSR chains.

The Kitaev chain

The general idea of hosting topological superconductivity and MBS in

chains of magnetic adatoms lies in the band formation of their YSR

states, in which topologically non-trivial band openings may occur under

certain circumstances. For one, a necessary condition is a finite overlap

of the individual YSR states of the multiple impurities in the chain, such

that they hybridize and split into linear combinations of the individual

states, which leads to a finite band width. This splitting was predicted

already by Rusinov in his original paper(167) and was further investigated

theoretically(168–170) and experimentally(60,171–175), recently.

Building upon these findings, we can set up a tight-binding model (TBM),

which describes the relevant physics under the assumptions that only

YSR states form bands wide enough to cross the Fermi level (i.e. all other

bands are excluded from the description). Two additional assumptions

are that only a single YSR state exists (one-band model) and that the chain

is perfectly spin-polarized. Alternatively, if there are multiple YSR states

in a given system, only one should be in the vicinity of EF, while the

other YSR states are far enough from the Fermi level to prevent them from

forming a band which overlaps with EF. In the nearest-neighbor model

(only nearest neighbor interactions are considered), we may describe

such a system with the following Hamiltonian(16,176)

Ĥ = E0 ∑
n

ĉ n ĉn − t ∑
n

(ĉ n+1 ĉn + h.c.) + ∆∑
n

(ĉn ĉn+1 + h.c.), (2.33)

where E0 is the single atom YSR state energy, t is the hopping term, quan-

tifying the hybridization between neighboring YSR states (discussed in

Subsection 2.1.2), and ∆ is the pairing strength between neighboring sites.
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The latter parameter ∆ is crucial, since it induces pairing interactions

between different sites even though the system is perfectly spin-polarized

and can, therefore, be interpreted as the effect of SOC. It should not be

mistaken with the gap of the superconducting substrate. We can write

the Hamiltonian in the BdG formalism and then solve it numerically (the

results shown here are calculated along the lines of Ref. [177] and the

numerical calculations were performed using the Kwant code(178)).

The energies of the eigenstates depending on E0 and t are shown in Fig-

ures 2.6a and b. Starting with a hopping of t = 0 in Figure 2.6b we find

trivial quasiparticles at E = E0. With an increasing hopping t, the band

broadens until it eventually crosses the Fermi level E = 0 at t = 0.5E0.

Afterwards we find that the lowest-energy eigenstate is pinned at zero

energy, and is separated from the quasiparticle continuum by a gap.

We can evaluate the band structure of an infinite chain and the LDOS line

profiles of a finite chain for these three limits, as shown in Figure 2.7. In

the limit of low hopping t = 1/4E0 (Figures 2.7c and f), we find two nar-

row bands at positive and negative energies, which do not overlap. The

LDOS profiles of selected eigenstates resemble regular standing waves

of a confined electron systems. At t = 1/2E0 (Figures 2.7b and e), the

bands are ungapped and just touch at k = π/a. Increasing the hopping

further, we find that a gap reopens as shown in Figure 2.7a for t = 1E0.

Further we observe that the lowest energy state at E = 0 is now localized

on the first and the last site of the chain (Figure 2.7d). From the Hamilto-

nian, we can further calculate the topological invariant of the system(179)

Q = sign(Pf[iH(0)]Pf[iH(π)])(177), which is Q = −1 for Figure 2.7a and

Q = 1 for Figure 2.7c. Therefore, we conclude that both band structures

are topologically distinct, i.e. they can not be transformed continuously

into one another without closing the gap, as seen in Figure 2.7b.

Taking all the arguments above into account, we can conclude that the

observed pinned zero energy states are MBS. Further, we have gained

an initial understanding, that in order to realize MBS in YSR chains, we

have to tailor bands which cross the Fermi level. In particular an odd
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Figure 2.7.: a-c Plots of the band structures of an infinite Kitaev chain with para-
meters t = 1, ∆ = 1 and E0 = 1t, E0 = 2t and E0 = 4t, as indicated in the top left
corner of each panel. d-f Plots of the LDOS for a finite Kitaev chain with L = 25,
showing the lowest energy eigenstate, the first and the fifth excited state. The
same parameters as for panels a-c were used.
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Figure 2.8.: a and b Influence of the SOC parameterα on the band structure and
the opening of a topological gap ∆topo.

number of band crossing should be present between k = 0 and k = π/a.

The influence of spin-orbit coupling

Initially, I discussed that SOC has to be present in fully spin-polarized

systems in order to be able to induce superconductivity by proximity,

as illustrated in the context of the paring parameter ∆ in Equation 2.33.

However, it plays a larger role in reality. To investigate the dependence of

a particular system on SOC, we can add a simplified Rashba termασ̂ykx

(see Subsection 2.1.3) and a Zeeman term Bzσ̂z to the Hamiltonian shown

in Equation 2.33. In fact, this Hamiltonian then describes the semicon-

ductor nanowire platform(32). However, we can still draw conclusions on

the role of SOC for the spin chain platform.

Dispersions of the two energetically lowest bands in such a system are

shown in Figure 2.8a for a SOC parameter of α = 0 and α = 0.3. In

the case without SOC the bands are ungapped and cross the Fermi level

continuously such that they intersect each other. If we keep all other

parameters fixed (t, ∆ and E0) , but assume a finite SOC parameter, a gap

opens around the Fermi level which is of p-wave nature and is often re-

ferred to as the topological gap. An evaluation of this gap depending on
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the Rashba parameter is shown in Figure 2.8b. For this set of parameters,

the gap increases up to a value ofα ∼ 0.27 and saturates there.

It should be noted, that the relationship of SOC and the band structure

is more complex in real systems. However, from the discussion above

we can still take away that no (very low) SOC prevents the opening of

a topological gap (or only opens a very small gap). Additionally, one

should mention that SOC and a spin helix ground state are often mapped

on one another in theoretical descriptions(34,180) of the adatom chain plat-

form. Therefore, if we consider a chain which fulfills all the criteria of the

band structure discussed above, it should be sufficient to either have a

spin helix ground state or to expose the chain to high SOC, in order to

host MBS.

2.3. Dynamics of spin chains

Atomic-scale spin systems, that are effectively described by a spin Hamil-

tonian that includes magnetic anisotropy (Equations 2.3 and 2.4), Heisen-

berg exchange (Equation 2.10) and a Zeeman term are described by the

following Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
N−1

∑
i=1

(JŜi · Ŝi+1 + gµBŜi · B + DŜ2
z,i + E(Ŝ2

x,i − Ŝ2
y,i)). (2.34)

Furthermore, spin chains can be separated into two categories concerning

the description of their dynamics. To begin with, e.g. chains of coupled

Ising-type S = 1/2 spins with two degenerate ground states can be

described by two oppositely FM-aligned out-of-plane states |↑ ... ↑ð and

|³ ... ³ð, which can generally be distinguished in a measurement(65). An

additional example are AFM coupled spin chains which are coupled to

the substrate’s electron bath (see Figure 2.9a). As discussed below, the

scattering of substrate electrons with the chain’s atoms can lead to a
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Figure 2.9.: a and b Illustrations of the two types of spin systems which can
generally be distinguished from one another by the overall spin and properties as
the magnetic anisotropy or by the scattering rate of substrate electrons with the
chain’s atoms. a Depicts the quasiclassical case of two degenerate ground states
with opposite magnetization. The degeneracy is lifted by an external B-field in
this illustration. Gray circles and arrows illustrate scattering substrate electrons
which increase the lifetimes of the quasiclassical spin states. b Illustration of a
spin system with non-degenerate ground states. Quantum spin tunneling leads
to the coupling of both states and results in a ground state (|grð) and a first
excited state (|exð), which are linear combinations of the two Néel states with
opposite magnetization. They are separated by the coupling V between the two
Néel states. Here, the influence of substrate electrons is neglected, which can
be realized experimentally by investigating spin chains on an insulator or a SC.
Inspired by Ref. [65].
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decoherence of the quantum mechanical ground state of the system, such

that there are two bistable Néel states.

On the other hand, there is the case of quantum spin chains. In Ref. [181]

it is shown that for an integer total spin and an antiferromagnetic spin

chain that is nearly described by an Ising model, there are no degenerate

ground states but a single one |grð and a first excited state |exð. The

ground state and the first excited state are both a superposition of many

states of the local spins, but are dominated by the semiclassical Néel states

with equal weight. Therefore, the ground- and first excited state can be

described as a linear combination of both Néel states (see Figure 2.9b).

The ground state and the excited state are split by ∆E = 2V due to

quantum spin tunneling(182) (V is the coupling between both Néel states).

It was shown, that this description can be valid for even- and odd chain

lengths as well as for integer- and half-integer spins.

If one were to initialize the spin chain in one of the Néel states, in a

situation where it is completely isolated from its environment, Rabi

oscillations would occur between the two Néel states with a period of

TRabi = h̄π/V. Therefore, in this fully decoupled case, the spin chain

would oscillate between both states with a very short period < 1 · 10−6 s

(assuming a value of V ≈ 2 neV, which was determined for short Fe

chains on Cu2N/Cu(100)(64)). If substrate electrons, which contribute to

a decoherence of the quantum states, are taken into account and the spin

chain is again initialized in one of the Néel states, the system evolves

to an equal population of both Néel states. The time scale at which this

process takes place is given by Γ = h̄/T∗
2 where Γ is the decoherence rate

of a Néel state and T∗
2 is the inverse dephasing time(64).

If we assume the realistic case, that the decoherence rate is very fast

compared to the Rabi evolution, the switching rate between the two Néel

states can be approximated by

1

τ0→1
=

2V2

h̄Γ
, (2.35)
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which shows that a high dephasing rate and a small coupling between

the Néel states favors long switching lifetimes.

As a rough assumption, we can approximate the dephasing rate as the

electron collision rate(183)

Γ = N · Tatom(EF)
kBT

2π
PSpin(N1 → N1) (2.36)

where N is the chain length in numbers of atoms, Tatom(EF) is the trans-

mission of electrons at the Fermi level to an atom of the chain and

PSpin(N1 → N1) is the elastic scattering probability that an electron

is scattered at a chain site. Therefore, Equation 2.36 highlights that the

dephasing rate can be drastically reduced if there are no substrate elec-

trons at the Fermi level, which would result in a situation where the

spin chain is largely decoupled with a strongly increased switching rate

and eventually should display the aforementioned superposition of the

two Néel states(64). Should the dephasing rate, however, be finite, as

it would be the case if the spin chain is positioned on a normal metal,

a switching between the two Néel states would be expected at a time

scale ∼ 0.01 s (assuming a decoherence rate of 20 ps(64)) and is therefore

accessible in STM measurements(50,184). In the latter limit, the switching

dynamics between the two Néel states are then governed by direct tunnel

electron-induced transitions and by spin-waves(181,185–187).
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Experimental methods and setups3
In this chapter I will introduce the basic working principle of the STM,

including a theoretical description of the quantum tunneling effect, spin-

polarized tunneling and the different measurement modes, that are em-

ployed throughout this thesis (Section 3.1). The experimental UHV setups

used for ultra-low temperature measurements and for growth studies

as well as the design of an STM head are presented in Section 3.2. Last,

preparation methods for clean Nb(110) & Ta(110) single crystals, the meth-

ods used for atom manipulation and procedures to obtain spin-polarized

tips are introduced in Section 3.3.

3.1. Scanning tunneling microscopy

As already indicated by the name of the method — scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM) — it relies on two major concepts, one being the quan-

tum tunneling effect and the other being the real-space scanning of a

given sample. The former is a well known effect that was predicted and

observed in the last century and is part of the success story of quantum

mechanical effects. Apart from its great use in the description of physical

effects as e.g., theα decay(188), it is also employed as a method to charac-

terize solid-state materials in planar tunnel junctions, where the material

of interest is typically separated from a metallic contact by an insulating

barrier.

Using this concept as a basis, G. Binnig and H. Rohrer introduced the con-

cept of an STM in 1982(45,46) where they replaced the metallic contact with

a metallic tip, the insulating layer with a vacuum barrier and additionally
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Figure 3.1.: Rendered illustration of an STMs working principle. The tip and the
piezo tube are colored yellow, the sample is the reflective square-shaped foil on
a gray sample holder. The electric circuit and the feedback loop are sketched
by black lines and labels. A rendered image of an atomically sharp tip and a
surface is shown in the bottom right panel and illustrates the actual measurement
process. An exemplary output image is shown in the top right panel. Figure
taken from Ref. [189].

introduced scanning with a piezoelectric motor. As I will demonstrate

in Subsection 3.1.1, the tunneling current between the metallic tip and

the surface of a given sample depends — among other parameters —

most strongly on the tip-sample distance. Therefore, one can relate the

tip-sample distance to a certain current. By actively controlling this dis-

tance with a feedback loop, which regulates the tip-position Z such that

a constant current is measured, one can obtain an image which, to first

order, is given by the topography of the sample’s surface. The actual

process of the image generation using an STM is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

To begin with, the tip can be positioned in-plane (x,y) and perpendicular

to the sample surface (Z) using a piezoelectric tube (yellow). Furthermore,

one applies a constant bias voltage Vbias between the tip and the sample,

such that a tunneling current I(pA-nA) flows between both electrodes.
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3.1. Scanning tunneling microscopy

As described above, one can now regulate the tip-sample distance such

that this current is kept constant (bottom right panel of Figure 3.1). If one

now scans the tip in the x − y-plane and links every spatial position to a

certain Z-value, which was required to maintain the constant current, one

obtains a topographic image of the surface (top right panel of Figure 3.1).

Under good experimental conditions, i.e. with an atomically sharp tip, a

clean surface and a noise-free environment etc. this method is so precise

and accurate, that it’s possible to obtain images of surfaces with atomic

resolution. In 1986 Binnig and Rohrer were awarded with the Nobel prize

in physics for designing the STM(190).

3.1.1. Quantum tunneling

An instructive approach to quantum tunneling is obtained by discussing

the 1D problem of a square-shaped potential barrier, which is performed

along the lines of Ref. [191] here. An illustration of the physical problem

is shown in Figure 3.2. The potential V(x) is defined as zero everywhere,

except for the barrier region which extends from 0 f x f a, where

the potential is set to V0. In classical mechanics, a particle with an

energy lower than the barrier E < V0 can’t cross the potential barrier.

This assumption does not hold true if we treat the problem quantum

mechanically:

To begin with, we separate the problem into three regions, as indicated by

roman numericals in Figure 3.2. We then assume that each of the regions

has a wave function of the form:

ψ(x) =











eikx + A · e−ikx x < 0

B · e−k′x + C · ek′x 0 f x f a

D · eikx a < x

(3.1)

with k =
√

2mE/h̄ being the wave vector and k′ =
√

2m(V0 − E)/h̄.

Since the wave functions above must obey the continuity conditions, one
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Figure 3.2.: Illustration of a 1D rectangular potential barrier with a height of V0

and a width of a. Roman numerals indicate the areas into which the problem
is separated. Blue arrows and black labels indicate the regional solutions of the
Schrödinger equations.

can solve this equation system for the four coefficients A, B, C and D.

The absolute square of D is equal to the transmission, i.e. the probability

of a particle crossing the barrier. In the limit of k
′
a >> 1 one can derive

the following equation for the transmission

|D|2 ≃ 16k2k′2

(k2 + k′2)2
· e−2k′a. (3.2)
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3.1. Scanning tunneling microscopy

From Equation 3.2, it is apparent that there is a nonzero probability that

a particle crosses the barrier, even for E < V0. The strong dependence

of the tunneling current on the tip-sample distance (a in this model) is

apparent from the exponential factor in Equation 3.2.

If we translate this simplified picture to the STM setup, the vacuum

between tip and sample can be seen as the tunnel barrier of width a

and the regions I and III are considered as the sample and the STM tip.

This results in an exponential dependence of the measured current on

the width a of the barrier, i.e. the spacing between the STM tip and the

sample, which was mentioned in the previous section(191,192).

Bardeen Ansatz

A better understanding of the tunneling effect in STM and STS measure-

ments, which takes the electronic structure of a given sample and tip into

account, is the transfer Hamiltonian approach by Bardeen. It has proven

to be a good approximation of the exact solution as long as the DOS in

the tunneling barrier is low(193).

As a foundation, let us assume that the tip and sample are both met-

als (referred to as electrodes in the following) which are separated by a

tunneling barrier extending from xa to xb and let us define two many-

particle states Ψ0 and Ψmn, where the latter describes the state after one

electron from metal a in state m was transferred to metal b in state n.

The quasiparticle wave function Ψ0 is a good solution for x < xa and

drops to zero for x > xb, the opposite is valid for Ψmn, meaning that it is

a solution for x > xb but not for x < xa.

We can describe the system by a Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + ĤT (3.3)

where ĤT is the transfer Hamiltonian describing the tunneling process

from one electrode to the other and Ĥ0 is the sum of the Hamiltonians
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that describe the left and right electrode. After applying first order time-

dependent perturbation theory we derive transition matrix elements of

the form

Mmn =
∫

Ψ
∗
0 ĤTΨmndτ , (3.4)

which results in a transition probability from the left electrode to the right

electrode that is given by

j =
2π

h̄
|Mmn|2

dnr

dEr
. (3.5)

Here, dnr
dEr

is the right electrode’s DOS(192,194).

For the calculation of the tunneling current the transition rates (Equa-

tion 3.5) have to be multiplied by the electron charge e and the Fermi-

Dirac distributions of the electrodes, which determine the occupation of

fermionic states in both electrodes at finite temperatures T > 0 K:

fl,r(E − EF) =
1

e
E−EF
kBT + 1

. (3.6)

The net current is then given by

I = Irl − Ilr =
4πe

h̄
·
∫

|M|2Nl(E − EF)Nr(E − EF + eV)

[ fl(E − EF)− fr(E − EF + eV)]dE

(3.7)

where we assume that the transition matrix elements Mlr and Mrl are

equal (independent of the direction) and are summarized to M. Further-

more, the DOS of the left and right electrode are now labeled Nr,l(E −
EF + eV) and V indicates the applied bias voltage between both elec-

trodes.

If we consider the case of temperatures close to 0 K, the Fermi-Dirac

distributions (Equation 3.6) are approximated by step functions. The
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3.1. Scanning tunneling microscopy

tunneling current then only depends on the integral of the DOS and the

transition matrix. Differentiating Equation 3.7 with respect to V and

assuming a constant DOS of the tip (good approximation for metals), we

find that the differential conductance is proportional only to the DOS of

the sample and the transition matrix. Therefore, dI/dV-spectra are often

considered as a probe for the LDOS of the sample. However, this is a

drastic oversimplification of the tunneling processes, as the tip DOS is

not necessarily constant. Therefore, a calculation of the sample’s DOS

from a dI/dV-spectrum requires an appropriate model for the tip(192).

3.1.2. Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor junctions

Figure 3.3.: a and b Illustration of a SIS tunnel junction at eV = 0 (a) and eV =
(∆tip + ∆s) (b). Single particle tunneling processes are only possible in scenario
b, where electrons may tunnel from the occupied coherence peak of the tip’s DOS
to the unoccupied states of the sample’s DOS.

Superconducting STM tips are used throughout this thesis for all mea-

surements where a high energy resolution is required. As we have seen

in the previous section, the use of a metallic tip results in a probing of the
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3. Experimental methods and setups

sample’s DOS with a constant tip DOS around the Fermi level, which is

smeared out by the Fermi-Dirac distribution (Equation 3.6). Therefore,

spectroscopic features in dI/dV-spectra would be considerably broad-

ened due to the finite measurement temperature. We overcome this limit

by employing superconducting tips, which do not have a constant DOS

around the Fermi level, but are rather gapped out (see Figure 2.3 and

Figure 3.3). In this case, one probes the sample’s DOS with the extremely

sharp coherence peaks of the tip’s DOS, resulting in very sharp in-gap

features in dI/dV-spectra.

However, this method has the downside that all in-gap features are

shifted to higher biases by ∆tip in dI/dV-spectra. This is illustrated by

the sketches in Figure 3.3. At a bias of eV = 0, no single particle tun-

neling processes are allowed (Figure 3.3a). If a bias of eV = (∆tip + ∆s)

is applied to the sample, electrons in the occupied states of the tip’s

coherence peak can tunnel into the unoccupied states of the sample’s

coherence peak (Figure 3.3b). Therefore, the coherence peaks of a sample

with ∆s appear at a bias voltage of approximately eV = (∆tip + ∆s) in

dI/dV-spectra.

It is easily seen that this conclusion is true for all in-gap states of the

sample. To obtain the actual energies of the features observed in a dI/dV-

spectrum, one can simply subtract the tip gap ∆tip from the bias voltages

at which this feature is observed. A more accurate method that is em-

ployed to display all features at their actual energy in this thesis is the

post-processing of raw data by numerical deconvolution as described

in Ref. [195]. As an input for this method we describe the tip’s DOS

using a Dynes function (see Equation 2.25), which in return requires

knowledge about the superconducting gap of the tip. We typically obtain

accurate values of ∆tip for a given microtip by analyzing multiple An-

dreev reflections(196) in dI/dV-spectra obtained with a small tip-sample

distance. Since we acquire them prior to most measurements, we have an

accurate value of ∆tip and can precisely deconvolute dI/dV-spectra. As

apparent from Equation 2.25, we require further input parameters, one
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3.1. Scanning tunneling microscopy

being the quasiparticle lifetime, which leads to a broadening and is typi-

cally found to be γ = 1 · 10−6 eV in our setup(61), and the measurement

temperature of T = 320 mK(197).

3.1.3. Spin-polarized tunneling

Figure 3.4.: a and b Illustration of the spin-resolved DOS of a tip and a sample.
The electrodes are in a configuration where the majority of electrons are spin
up in both cases (a) or spin up in the tip and spin down in the sample (b). The
contributions to the tunnel current are indicated by the thickness of the gray
arrow, which is thicker in the case of aligned majority spins and thinner in the
case of anti-parallel aligned majority spins.

In order to obtain information on the magnetic state of a given sample,

one can employ magnetic tips and exploit the tunnel magnetoresistance

(TMR) effect, which was first discovered by M. Julliere in 1975(198) in

planar tunnel junctions of FM films. The effect of TMR is schematically

shown in Figure 3.4. Let us assume a FM electrode that has an energy-

independent spin polarization, as illustrated in Figure 3.4a, where the

spin up electrons are the majority charge carriers. In a situation where

the second electrode is similarly spin-polarized (spin up electrons are

the majority spin channel) and if one applies a finite bias voltage V, a

large tunnel current flows between the electrodes, which does not require
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spin-flips of the majority charge carriers in the tunnel junctions.

If the spin-polarization of the second electrode is inverted, as illustrated

in Figure 3.4b, the situation is altered and a lower net tunneling current

flows between the two electrodes. In a simplified model, the TMR is

described by(199)

I = I0(1 + PtipPs cos(θ)), (3.8)

where I0 is the net spin-averaged current, Ptip and Ps are the spin polar-

izations of the tip and the sample, and θ is the relative angle between the

two electrodes’ magnetizations, i.e. θ = 0 (π) in Figure 3.4a (b).

The realization of the TMR effect in combination with an STM, which

was demonstrated by R. Wiesendanger in 1990(47), enabled the route to

a uniquely powerful method (SP-STM). It is capable of spin-resolved

measurements with atomic resolution. For a detailed review on SP-STM

see Ref. [48].

3.1.4. Measurement modes

In the following, I proceed to link the measurement modes, which were

used throughout this thesis, to their respective names. Furthermore, I

explain the general experimental procedure of obtaining STM images in

the given modes.

STM images

Images obtained in the mode commonly called constant-current mode

in the literature, are referred to as STM images in the following chapters.

The measurement procedure is the following: We apply a bias voltage

Vbias to the sample upon which the tip-sample distance is controlled by a

feedback loop such that a constant current I is achieved. Combining this

procedure with the scanning of the tip over a predefined spatial extent
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3.1. Scanning tunneling microscopy

with a given scanning speed and pixel density, we obtain an STM image.

dI/dV-spectra

dI/dV-spectra are obtained using a standard lock-in technique. A modu-

lation with an amplitude (root mean square (rms) value) Vmod is added

to the bias voltage Vbias with a modulation frequency of fmod = 4142 Hz.

Before performing a dI/dV-spectrum, the STM’s tip is stabilized at a

certain bias voltage Vstab and tunneling current Istab. After an initial

settling time at those parameters has passed, the feedback loop is turned

off. The bias voltage is then swept in a defined range Vsweep and the

frequency components of the current signal that are modulated by Vmod

are recorded, resulting in a dI/dV-curve.

dI/dV-grids, -maps and -line profiles

dI/dV-grids and dI/dV-line profiles are obtained by recording dI/dV-

spectra on a predefined spatial grid. Thereby, one obtains a map of the

dI/dV-signal at every bias in the predefined sweep range V ∈ Vsweep.

dI/dV-maps are the 2D maps of an energy-slice of such a grid evaluated

at a given bias voltage. dI/dV-line profiles are measured similarly to

dI/dV-grids. The only difference is that the spatial grid which is po-

sitioned over the structure of interest is 1D in the case of dI/dV-line

profiles.

Constant-contour maps

Constant-contour maps are measured by repeated scanning of individual

lines of STM images. In a first sweep, a line is measured as it would be

the case in a regular STM image. The Z-signal of this sweep is saved.
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In the next sweep, the bias voltage Vbias is set to a previously specified

value, for which one wants to obtain a dI/dV-map. The feedback loop is

turned off and the previously recorded Z-signal is retraced. The current

signal and the dI/dV-signal are recorded throughout this retracing. This

procedure enables the measurement of dI/dV-maps at biases located in

the superconducting gap of the sample, which would not be possible

using conventional STM images. The advantage of this method over a

dI/dV-grid, is the fast acquisition time and, therefore, the much higher

achievable pixel density. On the downside, one has to select the bias

voltages of interest prior to the measurement, while the measurement of

a dI/dV-grid yields dI/dV-maps at all bias values in Vsweep.

Random telegraph noise measurements

Neglecting pump-probe schemes, the best temporal resolution achiev-

able with an STM is obtained by moving the STM tip into a stationary

position over a subject of interest and by recording the current signal as a

function of time. Thereby, one avoids two limiting factors that STM im-

ages or dI/dV-maps have: Firstly the actual scanning is avoided, which

would cause a large time delay between two measurement points. Sec-

ondly, by recording the I-signal instead of the dI/dV-signal one avoids

the additional time constraints that a lock-in would impose. However,

the current-to-voltage conversion of the tunneling current which is per-

formed by a transimpedance amplifier with a limited bandwidth, as well

as the resonance frequencies of a given experimental setup in the kHz

regime limit the sampling rate to approximately 1 kHz, corresponding to

a time resolution of 1 ms.

To study the spin dynamics of artificial chains in this thesis, we employ

the random telegraph noise method. The raw data (a time trace) is ob-

tained by stabilizing a spin-sensitive STM tip over a particular atom of

a given artificial structure at parameters Vstab and Istab. Afterwards, we
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turn off the feedback loop and record a time trace of the current signal.

If the spin chain has a bistable magnetic ground state, and assuming

that the STM tip is magnetically sensitive to those states, we observe a

current signal which abruptly switches between two current states. The

switching in the I-signal corresponds to a switching between the bistable

magnetic states of the chain, which we are able to observe due to TMR.

After a statistically relevant amount of switching events have occurred in

a given time trace (typically ∼ 1000), we stop the measurement and turn

the feedback loop back on again.

The time traces are then analyzed in order to extract three characteris-

tic parameters of the dynamics. To begin with, one can determine the

arithmetic averages τ1 and τ0 of the randomly distributed lifetimes of

the high current state τ i
1 and the low current state τ i

0

τ0,1 =
1

N ∑
i

τ i
0,1 (3.9)

where N is the total number of switching events. From τ0 and τ1 one can

then calculate the average lifetime τ or switching frequency ν by taking

the arithmetic average
1

ν
= τ =

τ0 + τ1

2
. (3.10)

Last, we may determine the lifetime asymmetry A, which describes the

asymmetry in the temporal population of the two spin states by

A =
τ1

τ0 + τ1
. (3.11)

3.2. Experimental setups

The experimental results presented in this thesis were obtained in two

distinct UHV chamber systems, which generally serve different purposes.
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To begin with, all measurements characterizing transition metal adatoms

on superconducting surfaces were performed in an ultra-low tempera-

ture setup, which is described in Subsection 3.2.1. On the other hand,

measurements which served the purpose of surface characterization and

growth optimization were performed in a distinct UHV chamber system

hosting a variable-temperature scanning tunneling microscope (VT-STM),

which is described in Subsection 3.2.2.

3.2.1. The ultra-low temperature STM setup

Figure 3.5.: a Schematic of the UHV setup that is used for ultra-low temperature
and B-field dependent measurements. The three UHV chambers and the 3He
cryostat are color-coded and labeled. The yellow square marks the position of
the STM head in the measurement mode. Taken from Ref. [200]. b Image of the
STM head, where red arrows and labels indicate the main components.

A detailed description of the ultra-low temperature setup that was used

throughout this thesis is presented in Refs. [201, 202] by J. Wiebe and

A. Wachowiak, who designed and constructed the STM and the UHV
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chambers. A rendered image of the three UHV chambers and the 3He

cryostat is shown in Figure 3.5a. To begin with, the setup features a UHV

chamber that is devoted to the cleaning of samples and the focused evap-

oration of metallic films onto sample surfaces. This so-called preparation

chamber includes a sputter gun that can bombard a sample’s surface

with Ar ions. To do so, Ar atoms are dosed into the vacuum using a

needle valve located in close proximity to the gun, where they are then

ionized. The positively charged Ar ions are then accelerated towards the

grounded sample using a high voltage. The bombardment of a given

sample with an unreactive noble gas species of high mass enables the

removal of the topmost surface layers of the sample.

To enable the healing of freshly sputtered samples and to flash samples

to high temperatures, the preparation chamber is equipped with a home

built e-beam heating stage. A fine tungsten filament is heated up until

it glows by passing a large current through it, which causes it to ther-

mally emit electrons. By applying a high voltage to the sample, which

is held close to the filament by a tungsten plate (or tungsten rods in

the UHV chamber system described in Subsection 3.2.2), the electrons

are accelerated onto the sample. Thereby, one can heat samples up to a

temperature of T > 2800 ◦C. At low heating powers/temperatures, the

sample temperature can be estimated with a pyrometer. However, as the

preparation of Nb(110) and Ta(110) both require temperatures well above

2000 ◦C and since the repeated preparation of both sample types results

in the deposition of thin reflective layers on the inside of window flanges,

we typically don’t measure the temperature but achieve reproducible

heating cycles by controlling the heating power.

The preparation chamber is equipped with commercially available EFM3

e-beam evaporators of Focus. A long rod that is mounted on a high

voltage feedthrough is located in the very center of these evaporators. De-

pending on the particular evaporant, the evaporator material is attached

to the tip of this rod in the form of small pieces that are loaded into a

tungsten crucible or as a rod made form the evaporant, which is fixed by
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a molybdenum barrel connector. In a process that is similar to the one

described above for the heating stage, the evaporant can be heated by a

filament and by applying a high voltage to it.

Finally, the preparation chamber is equipped with a mass spectrometer,

which enables the analysis of the residual gas inside the chamber.

The low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) chamber is highlighted in

orange in Figure 3.5a. Its main feature is a LEED setup that was bought

from Omicron. It consists of an electron gun (uses a LaB6 filament), a flu-

orescent screen and 4-grid optics. Additionally, the chamber is equipped

with a manipulator capable of resistive heating, dc heating and reading

out currents.

The centered UHV chamber is connected to the 3He cryostat (blue) and

can be used to exchange samples and STM tips (purple). In the measure-

ment mode, the STM head is located inside the 3He cryostat as indicated

by the yellow rectangle in Figure 3.5a. For the purpose of sample and

tip exchanges, the STM head has to be moved down from the cryostat

using an electrical motor. Additionally, a triple e-beam evaporator (three

different cells which can be equipped by three different evaporants) is

positioned in such a way, that it can be directed onto the STM head, if it

is moved down into the transfer chamber, while the sample maintains a

temperature below ∼ 10 K because of a radiation shield mounted around

the STM head.

An image of the STM head, which was taken while it was removed from

the UHV setup, is shown in Figure 3.5b. Red arrows indicate the crucial

parts of the STM head. STM images are obtained as described in Sec-

tion 3.1 (fine movement in the (x, y)-plane and the Z-direction relies on

the piezo tube). The coarse motor, which enables an approach of the tip

towards the sample until the travel of the piezo tube is large enough to

maintain a tunnel current, is achieved by the slip-stick movement, similar

to the walker principle introduced by Pan(203). Unfortunately, the shear

piezos, which are in contact with the STM body and the sapphire, can

not be seen in Figure 3.5b. Four of them are hidden behind the sapphire
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and two additional ones are glued to the bridge, which is located behind

the Mo spring plate and the Ti ball. The screws pressing the Mo spring

onto the Ti ball can be used to change the pressure of the shear piezos

onto the sapphire in situ.

The 3He evaporation refrigerator can cool the STM down to 320 mK in a

single-shot mode, where the system retains the base temperature for ap-

prox. 27 h. Afterwards, the 3He has to be reliquified, in order to cool the

STM down to base temperature again. This period of 27 h imposes some

constraints on the possible measurements, e.g. for the B-field dependent

measurement series of spin lifetimes in Chapter 5 where the time limit

set by the cryostat prevents the measurement of statistically relevant spin

lifetimes with τ > 20 s.

The 3He system is located in the UHV part of the cryostat, which is

surrounded by a 4He bath including a superconducting magnet with

B f 12 T applicable in Z-direction (perpendicular to the sample surface),

a shield filled with liquid N2 and an outer vacuum chamber, which de-

couples all components from one another as good as possible.

All UHV chambers are pumped down to typical base pressures of ∼
1 · 10−10 mbar where turbomolecular pumps and pre-vacuum pumps

are used to reach a rough vacuum. Additionally, ion getter pumps, non-

evaporable getter pumps, titanium sublimation pumps and the cryogenic

pumping effect of the ultra-cold components of the insert lead to very

good UHV conditions during measurements and sample/tip transfers.

3.2.2. The variable temperature STM setup

The second UHV setup used in this thesis is a commercial Omicron

UHV chamber setup, in which we typically achieve a base pressure of

1 · 10−11 mbar. Apart from an overall more compact design, the system

is equipped with similar preparation tools as the ultra-low temperature

system described in Subsection 3.2.1. The major difference between both
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setups is the STM instrument and the cryostat. The home-built VT-STM

(similar to the one described in(204)) is cooled to 30 K using a flow-cryostat

operated with liquid helium throughout this work. The main advantage

of this system compared to the ultra-low temperature setup is the fact

that the STM head is not moved into a cryostat, but it is mounted on an

eddy current damping stage on a flange of the UHV chamber. Therefore,

sample transfers are easy and quick which is ideal to study the growth

and preparation of novel sample systems, where multiple preparation

attempts a day are desirable.

3.3. Preparation of samples and tips

Two single crystal substrates are used in the course of this thesis. In

particular, I investigate the following sample systems: Nb(110), Ta(110)

and thin films of high-Z materials grown on Nb(110). As single crystals

of niobium and tantalum with a (110)-cut are prepared similarly (except

for the exact temperature necessary during flashes), I will only introduce

the preparation of Ta(110) in Subsection 3.3.1. Interested readers are

referred to the detailed descriptions in Refs. [200, 205, 206] regarding the

preparation and the properties of clean Nb(110). As the growth of iridium

and gold on clean Nb(110) are fundamental results of my thesis, they

are presented in the Results chapter in Section 4.5. In Subsection 3.3.2, I

will introduce some important details regarding STM tip-induced atom

manipulation and its reproducibility using the example of Mn on Ta(110).

Parts of the following experimental results, text and figures are published

in Ref. [197].
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Figure 3.6.: a-c Ta(110) surface covered by an oxygen-induced reconstruction,
which was obtained by flashing the sample with a power of 250 W. The sample
is characterized using an overview STM image displaying the atomic Ta rows of
the oxygen-induced reconstruction (a), the 2D-fast Fourier transformation (FFT)
of an STM image with atomic resolution of the oxygen-induced reconstruction
(b) and a LEED pattern obtained at 93.5 eV (c). d-f Characterization of clean
Ta(110), which was prepared by flashing the sample with a power of 360 W. It
is characterized by an overview STM image (d), the 2D-FFT of an atomically
resolved STM image (e) and a LEED pattern measured with a beam energy of
90.3 eV (f). Measurement parameters: a and b Vbias = −20 mV, I = 2 nA, d
Vbias = 5 mV, I = 1 nA, e Vbias = 10 mV, I = 1 nA.
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3.3.1. Preparation of clean Ta(110)

Along with the renewed interest in superconducting surfaces, which was

spiked by promising theoretical predictions as the realization of MBS

in adatom chains or topological insulator-superconductor heterostruc-

tures, new attempts to prepare clean surfaces of long-thought unclean-

able elements were initiated. Two particularly intriguing candidates are

Ta(110)(207) and Nb(110)(206). Here I present a novel method to clean

Ta(110), which in contrast to the previously reported ones does not in-

clude high temperature annealing cycles at 2500 K for multiple hours(207)

or annealing in oxygen atmosphere(208), where the latter seems counter-

productive given that oxygen is the main contaminant of tantalum. In

the following, I demonstrate that a surface quality similar or even better

than previously reported is achievable by consecutive 30 s long flashes.

The only downside using this method is that the sample is flashed to

higher temperatures, which increases the risk of accidentally melting the

single crystal. In the following, flashes are carried out by positioning

the sample in such a way, that the polished side of the single crystal is

oriented towards the filament.

It is crucial that the sample quality is checked after each preparation,

in order to determine whether a higher flashing power/temperature is

needed. An STM image, a 2D-FFT of an atomic resolution STM image

and a LEED pattern of a preparation cycle where the Ta(110) single crys-

tal was flashed with a power of 250 W are shown in Figures 3.6a-c. The

well-known oxygen-induced reconstruction of Ta(110) is clearly visibile

in the atomically resolved overview STM image and the 2D-FFT (cf. Ref.

[207]). Stripe-like features consisting of 9-11 atoms are quasi-periodically

arranged on top of the surface which looks very similar to the well-known

oxygen-induced reconstruction of Nb(110)(209). Additionally, the similar-

ity of the LEED pattern measured on Ta(110) (Figure 3.6c) in comparison

with LEED measurements of reconstructed Nb(110) (cf. Ref. [210]) sug-

gests a similar structure of the oxygen-induced reconstruction, which
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is described in the following. The reconstruction is composed of two

distinct crystallographic layers: One being the Nb(110) substrate and the

other is a slightly distorted face-centered cubic (fcc) layer of NbO on top

of this substrate. Nb atoms form the quasiperiodic chains on top of this

NbO layer, which are clearly visible in Figure 3.6a(211).

After having characterized the surface structure of oxygen-reconstructed

Ta(110) and finding that it is useless for experiments with single atoms,

we proceed to increase the flashing power. Furthermore, we only charac-

terize freshly prepared samples by LEED as long as we observe a pattern

similar to Figure 3.6c. Once a change in the LEED pattern is observed,

we return to investigate the given sample by STM.

This procedure leads to a gradual increase of the flashing power to 360 W,

where we observe a first change in the LEED pattern (see Figure 3.6f). An

overview STM image and a 2D-FFT of an atomically resolved STM image

are shown in Figures 3.6d and e. The overview STM image displays

largely flat terraces that are covered by some residual defects that appear

as dark spots, which we interpret as oxygen impurities. They cover 15 %

of the clean Ta(110) regions. The 2D-FFT shown in Figure 3.6e confirms

that the flat areas of Figure 3.6d are indeed clean Ta(110) and display

an unreconstructed (1x1) bcc(110) surface. The LEED pattern further

supports the large-scale cleanliness and absence of oxygen reconstruc-

tions on the sample surface, as it only displays sharp diffraction spots

of the bcc(110) surface, which is in stark contrast to the LEED pattern of

reconstructed Ta(110) in Figure 3.6c.

From our experience with the cleaning procedure of Nb(110) we expect

that a cleaner Ta(110) surface with less residual oxygen atoms can be

obtained by slightly increasing the flashing power. It is crucial to have

an extremely low defect density in order to obtain reproducible dI/dV-

spectra, since the local environment of magnetic adatoms strongly influ-

ences the YSR states as recently shown in Ref. [212].

Therefore, we increase the flashing power by 20 W to 380 W. We obtain a

clean Ta(110) surface that is merely covered by 6 % of oxygen atoms (see
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Figure 3.7.: a Manipulated atom image which is obtained by stabilizing the STM
tip at a low bias voltage and high tunnel current (low tip-sample distance) and
by approaching a single Mn atom on the Ta(110) surface, which is then loosely
bound by the tip-potential. This configuration is then used to perform a regular
STM image. Black arrows and labels indicate crystallographic directions, which
are valid for all three panels. b Atomically resolved STM image displaying a
single Mn atom on clean Ta(110). White lines in b highlight the [111]-oriented
atomic rows of Ta atoms and reveal the position of the four-fold coordinated
hollow site. The adsorption site of the single Mn atom is highlighted by a blue
diamond. c Atomically resolved STM image displaying an artificially constructed
close-packed Mn chain in [110]-direction, where dark blue circles highlight the
atoms of the Ta(110) surface. Blue diamonds mark the fourfold-coordinated
adsorption sites in which Mn adatoms of the chain are positioned. Measurement
parameters: a Vbias = −2.2 mV, I = 121 nA, b and c Vbias = 10 mV, I = 1 nA.

Figures 4.16a and b). This sample is used for all experiments with Mn

and Fe adatoms and their artificial structures in this thesis. We find that it

is of sufficient quality to prepare defect-free structures in state-of-the-art

length. Last, one should note that the required flashing power can vary

between different e-beam stages and samples(197).

3.3.2. Atommanipulation of Mn adatoms on Ta(110)

After the preparation of Ta(110), which is described in Subsection 3.3.1,

we deposit Mn and Fe to the sample surface. Since the sample remains in
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the STM head throughout this procedure and since it is cooled below 7 K

we obtain statistically distributed single Mn and Fe adatoms, which can

not overcome the diffusion barrier at such low temperatures and, there-

fore, remain in place. The deposition is carried out in two steps: To begin

with we deposit Mn atoms and subsequently carry out all investigations

of single Mn atoms and artificial structures. Afterwards, we proceed to

evaporate Fe atoms onto the same sample. The strict separation of the

two deposition procedures allows us to unambiguously distinguish both

adatom species and their physical characteristics.

STM tip-induced lateral atom manipulation(52) at typical tunneling resis-

tances of ∼ 30 kΩ (exact values depend on the specific microtip), enables

us to laterally position Mn atoms with atomic precision in a highly re-

liable process. Upon approaching a single Mn atom at manipulation

parameters (low tip-sample distance) such that it is loosely bound to the

tip and by subsequently scanning a clean area of Ta(110) we obtain a

so-called manipulated atom image(213) which is shown in Figure 3.7a.

The image displays the geometric order of possible adsorption sites and

matches an atomic resolution image of the clean Ta(110) surface in this

case, i.e. the adsorption sites have the same lattice symmetry and spacing

of equal sites. Therefore, we conclude that there is only a single stable

adsorption site for Mn adatoms on Ta(110). Additionally, an atomically

resolved STM image including an adsorbed Mn atom is shown in Fig-

ure 3.7b. White lines highlight the [111]-directions of atomic rows of

the atoms located in the topmost substrate layer. From an evaluation of

the Mn atom’s position in relation to this grid, we can unambiguously

conclude that the only stable adsorption site of Mn atoms on Ta(110) is

the fourfold-coordinated hollow site.

By employing the manipulated atom image shown in Figure 3.7a as an

overlay of all regular STM images, we are able to build nanostructures

composed of atomically precise positioned Mn atoms in an atom-by-

atom fashion even without having an ultra-sharp STM tip. An exam-

ple of such an artificial structure is shown in the atomically resolved
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STM image of Figure 3.7c, which displays a close-packed (d =
√

2a and

a = aTa(110) = 331 pm)(214) Mn chain consisting of eleven atoms oriented

in the [110]-direction. Dark blue circles highlight the Ta atoms located in

the topmost layer of the surface and blue diamonds mark the positions

of the fourfold-coordinated hollow sites, in which one would expect the

Mn atoms of the chain to be positioned, based on a continuation of the

Ta lattice. Since we find an excellent agreement between the Mn atoms’

positions and the fourfold-coordinated hollow sites, we can unambigu-

ously determine that the fabricated chain is indeed a close-packed chain

in [110]-direction. In particular, we find that the interatomic spacing is

homogeneous along the chain and exactly matches the distance directed

from the substrate. This conclusion concerning the perfect geometry of

our artificially constructed chains is crucial, since if all Mn atoms in the

bulk of the chain are adsorbed/coordinated equally, we can conclude that

they experience similar interactions with the physical environment, e.g.

the coupling strength to the Ta(110) substrate electrons or the overlap of

the YSR states with neighboring Mn atoms is homogeneous throughout

the chain.

While it is not necessarily possible to manipulate dimers or chains in all

crystallographic directions or distances for all adatom-substrate combina-

tions, we find that this is reliably possible for Mn on Ta(110) in all three

symmetric directions [001], [110] and [111] in every spacing down to the

close-packed distances a,
√

2a and (
√

3/2)a, respectively. On the other

hand it is tremendously difficult to manipulate Fe atoms while maintain-

ing a stable tip, which renders it impossible to create artificial structures.

Therefore, we only study single Fe atoms with regards to their YSR states,

but do not investigate artificial Fe dimers or chains throughout the course

of this thesis.
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3.3.3. Preparation of STM tips

For most of the measurement series in Chapters 4 and 5, where the

energy resolution of YSR states and Shiba bands is decisive, we employ

superconducting Nb tips (see Subsection 3.1.2). For the ex situ preparation

of Nb tips we mechanically sharpen short pieces of Nb wire using non-

magnetic wire cutters. An appropriate piece is then mechanically wedged

into the tip holder. Upon moving the tip into the UHV chamber, we flash

it to 50 W in order to remove contaminants. To sharpen the tip in situ,

we apply bias pulses and/or dip the tip into the sample’s surface. To

magnetically functionalize the Nb tips, we pick up Mn and Fe atoms by

lowering the tip-sample distance over such an adatom and by applying a

slight bias pulse (≈ 200 mV). Afterwards, we measure a dI/dV-spectrum

to check if there are YSR states at the tip.

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are an exception with regard to the used tip. Here,

we use an electrochemically etched W wire, that was flashed to 1850 K in

order to remove contaminants in situ. Afterwards, the tip is dipped into

a clean Nb(110) sample to obtain a superconducting tip.

For some of the measurements in Chapter 5 (indicated in the figure

captions) we use a bulk Cr tip. This tip is prepared by glueing Cr splinters

to a tip holder using conductive H20E glue. We heat the tip up to 700 K in

situ in order to remove contaminants. Additionally, the tip is sharpened

by voltage pulses once it is approached to a given sample. In order to

obtain magnetically sensitive tips, we pick up magnetic adatoms until

magnetic contrast is obtained on a reference chain where the spins are

AFM aligned.
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on Shiba bands

4

In this chapter I discuss the experimental signatures of the influence that

SOC has on MSH structures and how it manifests itself in the physics of

in-gap states. The chapter is divided into five sections, each discusses a

different experimental approach and/or measurable effect. The obser-

vation of a lifted degeneracy of hybridized YSR states in AFM coupled

dimers of Mn atoms on Nb(110), which is shown to be a manifestation

of SOC, is presented in Section 4.1. I move on to present the formation

of Shiba bands and the intriguing properties of precursors of Majorana

modes (PMMs) in FM coupled chains of Mn on Nb(110), focusing on

the role of SOC. Furthermore, I demonstrate the need of novel ideas to

increase SOC in Shiba chains to realize MBS in a hard topological gap

in Section 4.2. Novel ideas to do so, which rely on the construction of

tailored chain geometries of Mn adatoms on Nb(110) are presented in

Section 4.3. Afterwards, I demonstrate the need to move to other sub-

strates in order to increase SOC by a comparative study of Mn/Ta(110)

and Mn/Nb(110) in Section 4.4. Last I present the approach of using prox-

imitized high-Z materials as substrates for Shiba chains in Section 4.5.

4.1. SOC induced splitting of hybridized YSR states

in AFM dimers

While the experimental results shown in this section are already part of

my Master thesis(205), their interpretation and the physics discussed here
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are a result of my PhD work. The experimental data, the figures and

parts of the following text are published in the article

Philip Beck, Lucas Schneider, Levente Rózsa, Krisztián Palotás,

András Lászlóffy, László Szunyogh, Jens Wiebe and Roland

Wiesendanger

Spin-orbit coupling induced splitting of Yu-Shiba-Rusinov states

in antiferromagnetic dimers

Nature Communications, 12:2040 (2021).

The measurements presented in the following section were obtained

with a bulk W tip, which was indented into the clean Nb(110) sample

multiple times in order to pick up a superconducting cluster to the tip

(see Subsection 3.3.3).

Contributions from experiment and theory

The STM and STS data presented in this section were measured by Dr.

Lucas Schneider an myself. We both analyzed the spectroscopic data

using self-written Python and Mathematica code. Dr. Krisztián Palotás

performed calculations using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package

(VASP). Dr. András Lászlóffy performed Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR)

calculations. Dr. Levente Rózsa performed model calculations for single

Mn adatoms and dimers on Nb(110).

Introduction

Roughly a decade before proposals to realize MBS in 1D chains of mag-

netic adatoms on s-wave superconductors(33,34,36,37) attracted growing

interest, the interactions of YSR states in coupled magnetic impurities

on superconductors were studied theoretically(168–170). These works con-
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clude, that in the case of a small-enough spacing between two coupled

adatoms — smaller than the lateral extent of the YSR states of single

impurities — the YSR states hybridize and form symmetric and anti-

symmetric combinations of the single impurity states. In the case of FM

aligned adatom spins the YSR states can shift in energy compared to

the single atom case, due to the Zeeman field of the second impurity.

Further, the hybridized symmetric and antisymmetric states are expected

to split up in energy. This behavior was observed experimentally for Fe

dimers on Pb(001)(171), Cr dimers on β− Bi2Pd(172) and for phthalocya-

nine molecules with a Co center on NbSe2
(173).

In the case of AFM coupled dimers, the theories conclude that the hy-

bridization is weaker, since quasiparticles of antiparallel spin are prefer-

ably scattered, leading to a smaller shift in the energy of YSR states in such

a dimer. However, the most striking conclusion is that the hybridized

YSR states remain energetically degenerate, i.e. there is no splitting of the

symmetric and antisymmetric states. This is explainable by the symmetry

of an AFM coupled dimer, which is invariant under exchanging the two

atoms of the dimer and flipping both spins(168,169).

A symmetry governed absence of the splitting of hybridized YSR states

in AFM coupled dimers and chains would have drastic consequences on

the band formation in such structures. In particular, it would mean that

the nearest-neighbor hopping parameter, discussed in Subsection 2.2.6,

is t = 0 in the case of symmetry-protected AFM coupled dimers. Since

the nearest-neighbor hopping parameters are typically dominant in close-

packed Shiba chains on 3D substrates, one would expect a non-dispersive

or very flat Shiba band for AFM coupled chains. Recent work indicates

that the next nearest-neighbor hopping of Mn adatoms on Nb(110) are

already significantly reduced compared to the nearest-neighbor hopping.

Therefore, one would expect a narrow band in AFM coupled chains, even

if one takes the next-nearest neighbor hopping into account(60,197). Hence,

AFM coupled chains would hardly be interesting from the standpoint of

tailoring TSC and MBS .
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However, the absence of this splitting in AFM coupled dimers is not

unambiguously confirmed, so far. While there is a study on dimers

of Cr atoms on β − Bi2Pd with different magnetic couplings, which

attempts to support these predictions, the work concludes on the mag-

netic interactions by only considering density functional theory (DFT)

calculations(172). Here, I present a study of artificial Mn dimers on

Nb(110) where we investigate their YSR states using STS. In contrast

to the previous work on AFM coupled dimers, we investigate artificial

chains with similar lattice orientation and interatomic spacing as the

respective dimers by SP-STM(59) to determine the magnetic coupling

and support those findings by calculations applying the screened KKR

method(60,215,216). As opposed to the theoretical predictions and prior

experimental publications, we find an unambiguous splitting of multi-

orbital YSR states in FM- and AFM coupled dimers. These findings are

explained by taking into account inversion-symmetry breaking and SOC,

which are ubiquitous effects at surfaces. So far, only little theoretical

work has been done including these effects in the description of YSR

states(217,218).

4.1.1. Single Mn adatoms on Nb(110)

The starting point of this investigation are the in-gap states of a single Mn

adatom on Nb(110), which are presented in Figure 4.1. The good sample

quality of the Nb(110) substrate is apparent from the overview STM im-

age shown in Figure 4.1c. Only few oxygen impurities (depressions) are

found in this image, leaving enough room to study single Mn atoms and

dimers without the influence of impurities or contaminants. A dI/dV-

spectrum measured on bare Nb (black curve) and on a Mn adatom (blue

curve) which is several nanometers apart from any contaminants, are

shown in Figure 4.1a. The spectrum on bare Nb resembles a typical

curve of a superconductor-insulator-superconductor tunnel junction at
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Figure 4.1.: a and b Raw dI/dV-spectra measured on bare Nb(110) and centered
on a Mn adatom. The coherence peaks ±(∆Nb + ∆tip) and the tip gap ±∆tip are
marked by red and green dashed lines, respectively. Black arrows and labels
indicate the energetic positions of the YSR states . b is a magnification of a, to
increase the visibility of the YSR states with a low dI/dV-intensity. c STM image
of the Mn/Nb(110) sample. The white scale bar represents a length of 3 nm
(Vbias = 100 mV and I = 200 pA). d STM image of a single Mn adatom, isolated
from any defects and impurities. e-h Energy slices of a dI/dV-grid, evaluated at
all biases where YSR states are observed. The white scale bar in d represents a
length of 500 pm and is valid for panels e-h as well. Measurement parameters of
dI/dV-spectra: Vstab = 6 mV, Istab = 1 nA and Vmod = 20 µV.
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low temperatures (see Subsection 3.1.2): Inside the superconducting gap,

which is confined by the coherence peaks ±(∆Nb +∆tip), the spectrum is

featureless. On the other hand, the dI/dV-spectrum measured on a Mn

adatom displays four pairs of in-gap states. The ones highest in intensity

(±α) are easily visible in Figure 4.1a, while the other states are better seen

in the magnification (Figure 4.1b). We label the pairs of peaks with greek

letters ranging from ±α to ±δ according to their energetic order, starting

with the highest energy one.

Together with the spatial distributions of the YSR states shown in Fig-

ures 4.1e-h, we determine their multiorbital origin in the d-states of

the Mn adatom (see the orientation of the x− and y−axis in panel Fig-

ure 4.1d): ±α resembles a dz2 -orbital with an admixture of a dx2−y2 -

orbital, ±β resembles a dxy-orbital, ±γ resembles a dxz-orbital and ±δ

resembles a dyz-orbital. We explain these results by symmetry consider-

ations: The five 3d-orbitals in a freestanding Mn impurity are all singly

occupied, resulting in a spin of S = 5/2. Upon the adsorption on the

Nb(110) surface, the adatom relaxes into a fourfold-coordinated hollow

site, as revealed by the STM images in Figure 4.2, which unambiguously

determine it to be the only adsorption site. For one, the atomically re-

solved STM image in Figure 4.2a directly reveals the adsorption geometry

as apparent from the white lines, which are extrapolations of the atomic

rows of Nb atoms in the substrate, and their intersection with a Mn

adatom. Further, the manipulated-atom image shown in Figure 4.2b

reveals that there is only one adsorption site for Mn adatoms on Nb(110),

which has precisely the same symmetry and lattice constants as the sub-

strate. This leaves only the conclusion, that Mn adatoms are adsorbed in

the fourfold-coordinated hollow site, as illustrated in Figure 4.2c.

Knowing the adsorption site, we can determine the point group of such

an impurity to be C2v, as we find a C2-rotational axis perpendicular to the

surface in the center of the impurity (green axis in Figure 4.2c) and two

mirror planes (green σxz and red σyz) including the rotational axis. As

the dz2 - and dx2−y2 -orbitals belong to the same irreducible representation,
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Figure 4.2.: a Atomically resolved STM image of the Nb(110) surface and Mn
adatoms randomly distributed on it. Red arrows and white labels mark the
crystallographic directions. White lines indicate rows of Nb atoms in the topmost
substrate layer in the [001]- and [110]-directions. The white scale bar represents
a length of 2 nm (Vbias = 6 mV and I = 1 nA). b Manipulated-atom image
obtained by dragging/pushing a Mn atom across the substrate and measuring an
STM image at manipulation parameters (Vbias = −3 mV and I = 50 nA). c 3D
rendered illustration showing the adsorption geometry of a Mn adatom (black
sphere) on Nb(110) (yellow spheres). Green and red planes/axis penetrating the
Mn adatom represent symmetry elements, which are described in the main text.

they may hybridize, while all other d-orbitals have distinct irreducible

representations and result in a single scattering channel each. We only

observe a single YSR state of the orbital origin dz2 - and dx2−y2 in the

dI/dV-spectra of Figure 4.1, though. We speculate that the second YSR

state of this symmetry is located in the coherence peak.

4.1.2. Hybridized YSR states in FM coupled dimers

To illustrate the expected physical behavior of sufficiently close-spaced

adatoms hosting YSR states I proceed to discuss FM coupled
√

2a − [110]

Mn dimers in the following. To begin with, the coupling of magnetic

nanostructures in this crystallographic direction is known from SP-STM

measurements(62) and ab initio based KKR calculations(60). An overview

of the spectroscopic results is given in Figure 4.3. A comparison of dI/dV-
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Figure 4.3.: a and b Raw dI/dV-spectra measured on bare Nb(110), centered on

a Mn adatom and taken in the center of a
√

2a − [110] Mn dimer. Black arrows
and labels indicate the energetic positions of the YSR states . b is a magnification

of a. c STM image of the
√

2a − [110] Mn dimer used for the dI/dV-grid of
panels e-j, which show all biases for which YSR states are found. The white
scale bar represents a length of 500 pm. Red arrows indicate the crystallographic
directions of the Nb(110) substrate and red circles mark the locations of the atoms
composing the dimer (Vstab = 6 mV, Istab = 1 nA and Vmod = 20 µV). d 3D

rendered illustration of the
√

2a − [110] Mn dimer (black spheres) on the Nb(110)
substrate (yellow spheres), including the spin structures (green arrows) and
crystallographic directions (blue arrows).
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spectra taken on the substrate, a single Mn atom and in the center of the√
2a − [110] Mn dimer is shown in Figures 4.3a and b. In contrast to the

four pairs of peaks, that we observe for the single impurity (black curve),

we find six pairs of peaks for the dimer (blue curve). Each peak that we

identify in the dI/dV-spectrum is marked by a black arrow and a label.

An evaluation of the spatial distributions of all these states, which are

shown in the dI/dV-grids of Figures 4.3e-j, reveals that the YSR states of

the single Mn impurity (Figure 4.1) have hybridized and split into three

pairs of linear combinations of the single Mn adatom’s ±α, ±γ and ±δ

YSR states.

In particular, we find that one state of each pair has a nodal line in the

x − z−plane in the center between both Mn atoms making up the dimer

(Figures 4.3f, h and j), while the corresponding other state has a max-

imum of the dI/dV-intensity at precisely this location (Figures 4.3e, g

and i). Therefore, we can unambiguously determine those states to be

antisymmetric and symmetric combinations of the single atom’sα, γ and

δ states, respectively.

It should be noted that no YSR states resembling the single impurity

β state are observed in this dimer, which we ascribe to its low dI/dV-

intensity, that is already observed for the single atom in Figure 4.1. Fur-

ther, one should note that the symmetry constraints on the hybridization

of d-orbitals are altered, in comparison to the single atom: The d-orbitals

are now distinguished by their transformation under mirroring on the

σyz-plane. While the wave functions change sign for the dxy and dxz

orbitals, they don’t do so for the dx2−y2 , dz2 and dyz orbitals. As a con-

sequence, wave functions of the first irreducible representation may

hybridize with one another and the wave functions of the second irre-

ducible representation may hybridize with one another in
√

2a − [110]

dimers. Therefore, hanging on to the old labels of the single adatom

states is not entirely correct. However, we proceed to do so for this dimer,

as we do not observe any signatures of a hybridization of different YSR

states.
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4.1.3. Hybridized YSR states in AFM coupled dimers

Now, we move on to study the influence of the spin configuration on

the YSR states states of a dimer. We recall that the absence of split YSR

states is expected for AFM coupled dimers(168,169), as described in the

beginning of Section 4.1. A report on short chains of close-packed Mn

atoms in [111]-direction on Nb(110) reveals that the exchange interaction

is AFM by using SP-STM(59). Furthermore, calculations based on the fully

relativistic screened KKR method support this conclusion(60). Therefore,

we conclude that dimers in this geometry are AFM coupled as well.

The results obtained on a
√

3/2a − [111] Mn dimer are presented in Fig-

ure 4.4. Surprisingly, we find six pairs of peaks in the dI/dV-spectrum,

shown in Figure 4.4a. This implies that there is a hybridization and a

splitting of YSR states, since the total number of states is increased in

comparison to a single Mn adatom (four peaks). A similar analysis of

the spatial distributions of all states, which are shown in Figures 4.4d-i,

reveals that we observe linear combinations of the single adatom’s YSR

states. For the single impuritiesα and δ states, we can straightforwardly

determine symmetric combinations (Figures 4.4d and h) and antisymmet-

ric combinations (Figures 4.4e and i) following a similar argumentation

as in Subsection 4.1.2. We refer to these YSR states as ±α1,2 and ±δ1,2,

respectively. The splitting is a bit more unclear for γ, where the nodal

line or the dI/dV-intensity maximum in the center of the dimer is not

that apparent. As it was already the case for the
√

2a − [110] dimer, we

find no signatures of the β state, presumably due to its low intensity in

dI/dV-spectra.

Overall, the assignment of the orbital origin of a particular YSR state is

more difficult in the
√

3/2a − [111] Mn dimer, which can be explained by

an extension of the symmetry considerations performed for the
√

2a −
[110] dimer. As opposed to this geometry, the symmetry is reduced from

the C2v point group to a single C2 twofold rotation around the center

of the dimer. As all orbitals reduce to the same pair of irreducible rep-
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4.1. SOC induced splitting of hybridized YSR states in AFM dimers
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Figure 4.4.: a Raw dI/dV-spectra measured on bare Nb(110), centered on a Mn
adatom and taken in the center of a

√
3/2a − [111] Mn dimer. The coherence peaks

±(∆Nb + ∆tip) and the tip gap ±∆tipare marked by red and green dashed lines,
respectively. Black arrows and labels indicate the energetic positions of the YSR
states. b STM image of the

√
3/2a − [111] Mn dimer used for the dI/dV-grids

of panels d-i, which show all biases for which YSR states are found. The white
scale bar represents a length of 500 pm. Red arrows indicate the crystallographic
directions of the Nb(110) substrate and red circles mark the locations of the
atoms composing the dimer (Vstab = 6 mV, Istab = 1 nA and Vmod = 20 µV). c
3D rendered illustration of the

√
3/2a − [111] Mn dimer (black spheres) on the

Nb(110) substrate (yellow spheres), including the spin structures (green and pink
arrows) and crystallographic directions (blue arrows).
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resentations, any orbitals may hybridize in this dimer. Therefore, it is

no longer possible to clearly assign any of the observed states a label

according to their single adatom origin, in principle. The labels expressed

above should be understood as an indication, which is derived from the

shapes and the energetic positions of the YSR states compared to those of

a single Mn atom.

4.1.4. On the role of SOC in the splitting of YSR states in AFM

coupled dimers

Overall, from the experimental results in Subsections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 we

find that there is a hybridization and splitting of YSR states in both FM

and AFM coupled dimers. A summary of the shifts and splittings of the√
2a − [110] and the

√
3/2a − [111] Mn dimer is given in Table 4.1. While

one should not overstress the comparison of both dimers, as the spin

configuration is not the only physical difference (i.e. they additionally

have a different spacing and the interaction strength can differ due to the

direction-dependence of the Fermi surface), we can still conclude that

the splittings and shifts are of similar size. As expected from the early

theoretical treatments of AFM coupled dimers(168,169), we find that the

shifts show a tendency to be lower for the AFM coupled dimer than for

the FM coupled dimer. On the other hand, the splittings are comparable

in size for both dimers, which is in stark contrast to these theories.

In order to explain this phenomenon it is instructive to start the theoretical

treatment with some thoughts on the reason of the forced degeneracy of

hybridized YSR states in AFM coupled dimers. Initially, if one assumes

non-magnetic impurities for the dimer, the according Hamiltonian is

invariant under time reversal. One can show that the antiunitary time

reversal operator T is given by T = iσyK, where σk are the Pauli matrices
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4.1. SOC induced splitting of hybridized YSR states in AFM dimers

Table 4.1.: Comparison of the energetic shifts and splittings of hybridized YSR
states in FM and AFM coupled Mn dimers. The shifts were calculated from
the experimental results by 1/2(|En,2| − |En,1|)− |En|, where En is the energetic
position of the single atom’s YSR state with n ∈ (α,γ, δ) and En,2, En,1 are the
energies of the respective hybridized and split YSR states in the dimer. The
splittings are calculated by |En,1| − |En,2|.√

2a − [110] dimer (FM)
√

3/2a − [111] dimer (AFM)
YSR state Shift (µeV) Splitting (µeV) Shift (µeV) Splitting (µeV)

α +120 +140 +15 -130
γ +260 +130 +120 -400
δ +330 +240 +25 -110

with k ∈ (x,y,z):

σx =

(

0 1

1 0

)

, (4.1)

σy =

(

0 −i

i 0

)

(4.2)

and

σz =

(

1 0

0 −1

)

. (4.3)

As T2 = −1 is valid, Kramers’ theorem dictates that all eigenstates of the

Hamiltonian are pairwise degenerate, which is known as Kramers’ degen-

eracy. If one takes the AFM ground state of the dimer into account, time

reversal symmetry is broken in principle. However, one can define a new

operation under which the Hamiltonian of the dimer remains invariant

Tr = TC2, where T is the previously defined time reversal operator and

C2 describes the rotation by π around the out-of-plane rotation-axis in the

center of the dimer. As T2
r = −1 is valid there is an effective time reversal

symmetry and Kramers’ theorem is still valid. This argumentation leads

to the conclusion that hybridized YSR states remain degenerate in AFM
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

Figure 4.5.: a and b Calculated energies of the hybridizedα statesα1 andα2 in a√
3/2a − [111] dimer depending on the orientation of the adatom spins making

up the dimer S1 = (0,0,1) and S2 = (sinϕ,0, cosϕ). The calculation shown in a
is performed without SOC, and the one in b with SOC.

coupled dimers. In contrast, there is no such an effective time reversal

operator for FM coupled dimers and, therefore, Kramers’ theorem does

not hold and one expects split YSR states if the interatomic spacing is low

enough.

However, the situation is altered if we take SOC into account: Tr has to

be adjusted as the Hamiltonian is no longer invariant under spin flip and

the rotation around the C2 axis. Now, not only the spin degree of freedom

has to rotate, but also the orbital one, which results in an effective oper-

ator of Tr′ = TC2σz for out-of-plane spins. For this operator we obtain

T2
r′ = 1. Therefore, Kramers’ theorem no longer holds and does not force

the degeneracy of hybridized YSR states any longer.

As the symmetry considerations above apply for the
√

3/2a − [111] Mn

dimer, we conclude that SOC enables the experimentally observed split-

ting of the YSR states. Model calculations shown in Figure 4.5 fur-

ther support these findings. The model is a Green’s function-based

method(167,172,219). Among others, there are two crucial input parameters
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4.1. SOC induced splitting of hybridized YSR states in AFM dimers

determining the energy and the intensity asymmetry of the calculated

YSR states, being the non-magnetic Kµ and the magnetic JµS/2 scattering

parameters, which are different for every of the four scattering chan-

nels (four different irreducible representations of d-orbitals for C2v point

group) and can be adjusted in such a way, that they match the experimen-

tal results of Figure 4.1.

Using these parameters, which have to be determined separately if SOC

is set on or off, we calculate the energies of the hybridized YSR states of

the α channel, called α1,2, as a function of the orientations of the adatom

spins in a
√

3/2a − [111] Mn dimer for the case without SOC in Figure 4.5a

and with SOC in Figure 4.5b. Here, ϕ = 0◦ (ϕ = 180◦) corresponds

to FM (AFM) coupled spins. As expected from the model excluding

SOC (Figure 4.5a), we observe a large splitting of α1 and α2 for ϕ = 0◦,

which decreases with an increasing angle between the impurity spins. At

ϕ = 180◦, we observe the degeneracy ofα1 andα2 enforced by Kramers’

theorem, as discussed above. If we include SOC (Figure 4.5b), we observe

an overall similar behavior of theα1,2 states at low values ofϕ. However,

moving closer to the AFM ordered spin structure, α1 and α2 no longer

approach but remain energetically separated by a finite energy value of

∼ 100 µeV, which is comparable to the experimentally observed values

shown in Table 4.1. While it can be shown that realistic non-collinearities

in the spin orientations of the dimer can induce splittings of the YSR

states in AFM coupled dimers as well, it is also found that those split-

tings are too low to explain the experimentally observed ones(60). This

indicates that SOC is indeed the key component leading to the splitting

of YSR states in AFM coupled dimers.

Similar curves as the ones shown in Figure 4.5 can be calculated for the

other YSR states and are shown in Ref. [60]. Overall, they display a

similar behavior as what I have discussed forα1,2 in Figure 4.5.
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

4.1.5. Conclusion

The experimental observation that YSR states hybridize and split in

dimers with considerable overlap — irrespective of the spin configuration

and in a similar order of magnitude — have far-reaching implications

for AFM coupled chains or self-organized islands(220,221). If sufficiently

strong SOC is present in a non-centrosymmetric system, our results imply

that the hybridization and splitting of YSR states as well as the Shiba

band formation in AFM coupled chains can yield band widths of similar

magnitude as for FM coupled systems. In fact,
√

3/2a-[111] Mn chains on

Nb(110) and Ta(110), which are AFM coupled, were recently studied in

Refs. [200, 222]. Indeed, it is found that Shiba bands with a considerable

width form, making them interesting for tailoring TSC and MBS as well.

For completeness, it should be noted that single Mn adatoms and artifi-

cial dimers in [110]- and [111]-direction on Nb(110) were studied using

fully relativistic first-principles based calculations by B. Nyári et al. in

Ref. [223], which partly results in very good agreement with experiments.

While the general effect of SOC on the YSR states of Mn adatoms on

Nb(110) and on the AFM coupled
√

3/2a-[111] dimers is reproduced, it

is also found that the effect is small according to this framework and

does not result in a large splitting of the YSR states in AFM coupled

dimers. Furthermore, it should be noted that realistic changes in the

relative angle between both impurity spins yield splittings that are one

order of magnitude below the experimentally obtained values. Therefore,

a satisfactory explanation of the experimental observations is not fully

achieved yet within this very promising framework.

Additionally, YSR dimers were studied by treating spins in the quantum

limit in a recent publication by H. Schmid et al. in Ref. [224]. This treat-

ment of AFM coupled dimers could shine light on the splitting of YSR

states as well.
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4.2. Spin chains exposed to low SOC

4.2. Spin chains exposed to low SOC

Building upon the findings obtained from the in-depth investigation of

the Mn dimers in Section 4.1, I proceed to discuss two STS studies on

artificial chains of Mn atoms on Nb(110), which are constructed by STM

tip-induced atom manipulation. In particular, I will present results on

close-packed chains in [001]- and [110]-direction. While both studies can

be seen as crucial developments in the field of Shiba chains, I will focus

on highlighting the problem of small SOC in both chain types. A more

general discussion of these chains is available in Ref. [200].

The results on 1a − [001] Mn chains are published in two articles. A first

publication discusses the direct observation of multi-orbital Shiba band

formation, which is resolved in k-space by analyzing the quasiparticle

interference (QPI) of BdG states. Furthermore, a topological gap is identi-

fied in one of the two Shiba bands. The experimental data, the figures and

parts of the text presented in Subsection 4.2.1 are based on the following

publication:

Lucas Schneider, Philip Beck, Thore Posske, Daniel Crawford,

Eric Mascot, Stephan Rachel, Roland Wiesendanger and Jens

Wiebe

Topological Shiba bands in artificial spin chains on superconductors

Nature Physics, 17, 943-948 (2021).

A second publication focuses on the spatial distribution of possible MBS

and the observed in-gap states with side features in this type of chains:

Daniel Crawford, Eric Mascot, Makoto Shimizu, Lucas Schnei-

der, Philip Beck, Jens Wiebe, Roland Wiesendanger, Harald O.

Jeschke, Dirk K. Morr and Stephan Rachel

Majorana modes with side features in magnet-superconductor hy-

brid systems
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arXiv:2109.06894 [cond-mat.supr-con] (2021).

The tailoring of an effective one Shiba band system by constructing√
2a − [110] Mn chains and the length-dependent observation of end

states that are identified as PMMs is described in yet another publication.

The experimental data, the figures and parts of the text presented in

Subsection 4.2.2 are based on the following publication:

Lucas Schneider, Philip Beck, Jannis Neuhaus-Steinmetz, Lev-

ente Rózsa, Thore Posske, Jens Wiebe and Roland Wiesendan-

ger

Precursors of Majorana modes and their length-dependent energy

oscillations probed at both ends of atomic Shiba chains

Nature Nanotechnology, 17, 384-389 (2022).

All measurements presented in this section were obtained with an elec-

trochemically etched W tip with a superconducting apex, which was

realized by repeated indenting of the tip into the Nb sample. Further-

more, the studies were performed on the same Mn/Nb(110) sample that

is presented in Section 4.1. All dI/dV-spectra were processed by nu-

merical deconvolution as described in Subsection 3.1.2. Unless indicated

otherwise, STS measurements were performed using the following mea-

surement parameters: Vstab = −6 mV, Istab = 1 nA and Vmod = 20 µV.

Contributions from experiment and theory

The STM and STS data presented in this section were measured by Dr. Lu-

cas Schneider an myself. We both analyzed the spectroscopic data using

self-written Python and Mathematica code. TBM calculations reproduc-

ing the results by experimentally motivated parameters were performed

by Dr. Lucas Schneider and Dr. Thore Posske for 1a − [001] chains and

by Dr. Lucas Schneider and Jannis Neuhaus-Steinmetz (University of
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Hamburg) for
√

2a − [110] chains. Dr. Daniel Crawford (University of

Melbourne, group of Prof. Dr. Stephan Rachel) and Dr. Eric Mascot (Uni-

versity of Illinois at Chicago, group of Prof. Dr. Dirk Morr) contributed

TBM calculations using input parameters obtained from ab initio DFT

calculations, that were performed by Dr. Makoto Shimizu (Okayama

University, group of Prof. Dr. Harald Jeschke).

Introduction

Since we have demonstrated that artificially constructed Mn dimers on

Nb(110) are at least subject to some degree of SOC in Section 4.1, let

us recall the ingredients for TSC in magnetic chains coupled to s-wave

superconductors. Topological phases are predicted if an odd number of

spin-polarized bands cross the Fermi level (in the absence of supercon-

ducting pairing)(37), which is linked to a fine tuning of the single adatom’s

YSR energy E0 and the hopping parameter t (see Subsection 2.2.6). As

an effect of Rashba SOC and superconducting pairing, these bands may

be gapped around EF by p-wave contributions to the pairing, which can

result in a minigap ∆ind
(32).

Up to this point, the search for TSC phases in magnetic chains on s-wave

superconductors focused on the observation of zero-energy edge modes

and tried to pin-point them as MBS(53–57,225). However, it is difficult to

unambiguously determine the origin of such edge states, as they may

also exist in topologically trivial structures(58,63). Therefore, it seems as

if the problem was so far tackled from the wrong side, focusing on the

consequences of TSC — MBS — rather than on its origin , the Shiba

band structure. The difficulty lies in the experimental access to this quan-

tity, since typical momentum resolved methods of solid state physics as

ARPES are limited by their spatial averaging(226), which renders them

useless in measuring single sparsely distributed nanostructures. Ap-

proaches to narrow the X-ray beam size down to the nanometer range
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

are still under development(227,228).

However, for certain systems there are possibilities to extract parts of

the band structure using STM-based methods. In confined electronic sys-

tems of a good crystallographic quality one can obtain energy-dependent

dI/dV-maps of interfering quasiparticles, which are scattered from de-

fects or step-edges(229–231) — commonly referred to as QPI. A Fourier

analysis of these QPI patterns enables the determination of the dispersion

relation of some electronic states. This method was already successfully

used to gain new insights in high-TC superconductors(232,233) and topo-

logical surface- and edge states(234–237). Here, we are able to apply the

method to BdG quasiparticles, which are confined to the spatial extent of

a 1D magnetic structure. In the case of 1a − [001] Mn chains, we extract

the dispersion of two Shiba bands with distinct orbital origin and identify

a topological gap in one of those bands (Subsection 4.2.1).

Building upon the knowledge of the multi-orbital band structure ob-

tained for 1a − [001] Mn chains, we tailor a chain geometry in which

we only expect a single band to cross the Fermi level. In particular, we

construct chains along the [110]-direction with an interatomic spacing of√
2a. A length-dependent analysis of the BdG QPI reveals that we have

indeed obtained a system with a single Shiba band crossing the Fermi

level. Furthermore, our STS study shows the occurrence of low-energy

end states.

Similar to other material platforms of atomic spin chains on s-wave su-

perconductors, the experimentally accessible chain lengths constructed

by STM tip-induced atom manipulation lie on the order of a dozen

nanometers(55,58,61,63,238). Therefore, if one were to realize MBS on both

ends of such a chain, they might still interact and split away from zero

energy. This splitting should oscillate as function of the chain length.

Topological end states showing this feature are so-called PMMs, since

they are expected to be pinned to zero energy if the chain length is in-

creased sufficiently(30,239,240), making them adiabatically connected to

MBS. So far, length-dependent measurements were performed for the
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4.2. Spin chains exposed to low SOC

semiconductor nanowire platform(30), however the amount of data points

is very low, as a new device has to be designed for every length. Using

STM tip-induced atom manipulation, we are not limited in this regard

and can perform length-dependent studies with atomic precision.

Another upside of our method is the possibility to straightforwardly

perform measurements on both ends of a 1D structure. The observation

of signatures of MBS must be performed on both ends of a given chain

to be significant at all. This issue has recently been addressed for self-

organized magnetic chains(53,54,225) and semiconducting nanowires(42)

and it was found that signatures of MBS were neither observed for all of

the investigated chains or nanowires nor on both ends of the same chain

or nanowire, proving that the observed end states can’t be MBS.

Our length-dependent STS study on
√

2a − [1110] Mn chains on Nb(110)

in Subsection 4.2.2 shows exactly these two characteristics discussed

above. We observe end states on both ends of a chain, which oscillate as a

function of the chain length, which we increase atom-by-atom. We inter-

pret them as PMMs and predict that they will evolve into topologically

protected MBS for chains longer than 70 sites(62).

4.2.1. Multi-orbital Shiba band structure

Let us recall, that a single Mn adatom has four pairs of YSR states:

• α is the one highest in energy and dI/dV-intensity (for negative

bias) and resembles a mixed dz2 - and dx2−y2 -orbital

• β resembles a dxy-orbital and is barely visible in dI/dV-spectra

• γ resembles a dxz-orbital

• δ, which is closest to EF , resembles a dyz-orbital

Additionally, it is worthwhile to consider similar symmetry arguments as

in Subsection 4.1.4 for chains in [001]-direction (i.e. along the x-axis) with
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Figure 4.6.: a Illustration of a 1a-[001] Mn chain (red spheres) on Nb(110) (yellow
spheres). Black arrows and labels indicate crystallographic directions, which are
valid for panel d as well. b STM images displaying the construction of 1a − [001]
chains with lengths 1, 12 and 36, which is indicated in the top left corner. c
Three exemplary dI/dV-line profiles of lengths 17, 20 and 26. White arrows
and black labels mark standing waves with a well-defined number of maxima n,
that originate from theα band. d STM image and energy slices of a dI/dV-grid
measured over a Mn34 chain. Labels in the top left corner indicate the number of
maxima located on the chain (α) and on the side of the chain (β). Measurement
parameters as indicated above.
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a spacing of 1a = 329.4 pm, which we will investigate in the following.

An illustration of such a chain is shown in Figure 4.6a. There are two

distinct irreducible representations for this chain type, which differ from

one another by being symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the

xz-mirror plane, that cuts the chain in half along its long axis. The dz2 - ,

dx2−y2 - and dxy-orbitals are symmetric with respect to the mirror plane

and the dxy- and dyz-orbitals are antisymmetric. Therefore, the former

YSR states may hybridize and form Shiba bands which are symmetric

with respect to the x − z−plane, while the latter two may hybridize and

form bands which are antisymmetric with respect to the x − z−plane.

As demonstrated in Section 3.3 and Figure 4.2, the Nb(110) surface al-

lows the precise and reproducible STM tip-induced manipulation of Mn

atoms, which is further highlighted by the construction of defect-free

1a − [001] Mn12 and Mn36 chains starting from a single atom in Fig-

ure 4.6b. The individual magnetic moments in such chains are aligned

FM, which was recently demonstrated by SP-STM measurements(59) and

DFT calculations(216). To study the formation of Shiba bands, we per-

formed dI/dV-line profiles in a length-dependent fashion, starting with

a single atom (N = 1, left panel in Figure 4.6b) and increasing it atom-

by-atom up to a Mn36 chain (N = 36, right panel in Figure 4.6b). Three

examples of these dI/dV-line profiles for chains with N = 17, 20 and 26

are shown in Figure 4.6c. We observe energetically sharp states with a

well-defined number of maxima along the chains, which resemble stand-

ing waves. White arrows and black labels on the side of the leftmost

panel mark some of these states. Starting with the state that has one

maximum along the chain and an energy of ≈ 500 µeV, we find that the

number of maxima nα increases with decreasing energy. Additionally,

the relation E(nα) depends on the chain length N, as visible by the shift

of these states with defined numbers of maxima for the two longer chains

in Figure 4.6c.

Energy slices of a dI/dV-grid, which are evaluated at exemplary energies

where standing waves are observed, are shown in Figure 4.6d. We find
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that the states with maxima nα = 4, 5, 6 and 7 are localized dominantly

on top of the chain, whose perimeter is indicated by a gray dashed line.

Taking the length-dependent evolution of the energies of these nα states

into account, which are shown in Figure 4.7a by chain-length dependent

spectra being averaged over the whole chain length, we find that the

previously mentioned state with one maximum nα = 1 at +500 µeV

emerges from the single Mn adatom (N = 1) α YSR state. Combining

the spatial distributions, the dominant dI/dV-intensity of these states,

and the evolution form the α state, we unambiguously conclude that this

state has its origin in the single atomα YSR state and, therefore, we refer

to it as the α band. The states with different numbers of maxima have

their origin in the confinement of the BdG quasiparticles residing in this

α Shiba band by backscattering at the ends of the chain with a scattering

vector of length q.

Therefore, we can extract the Shiba band structure by performing an

energy-wise 1D-FFT of the dI/dV-line profiles with lengths N = 14 to

N = 36. To match all FFTs to the same k-points, we interpolate all arrays

to the same axis. Subsequently, we average all of the 1D-FFTs. This aver-

aging has the purpose of not only considering the standing waves given

by the boundary condition q = ±2nπ/Na of one particular length, but

we include those of all chains over a certain length threshold (N = 14).

The plot of this averaged 1D-FFTs is shown in Figure 4.6b. We find a

parabolic band of dominant intensity, which has its band maximum at

+500 µeV and a negative curvature. The particle-hole partner of this band

with a minimum at −500 µeV is visible as well. However, it has a much

lower intensity, which is reminiscent of the single atom α state for which

a strong particle-hole asymmetry was observed as well. A comparison

of the dispersion with the previously identified standing waves in the

dI/dV-line profiles results in the conclusion that this must be theα band.

The most striking feature of this band is its minigap around the Fermi

level. A cut through the 1D-FFT at the k-value of the expected α band

crossing (if there was no minigap), is shown in Figure 4.7c. We find a
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Figure 4.7.: a dI/dV-spectra averaged over the whole chain length, plotted as a
function of the chain length N. Gray and red dashed horizontal lines mark the
superconducting gap of Nb and the minigap induced in theα band in all panels.
b Absolute square of the energy-wise averaged 1D FFT of the dI/dV-line profiles
of all chains from N = 14 to N = 36. The black dashed vertical line is a cut
through the 1D FFT approximately at the k-value, where the α band would cross
the Fermi level in the absence of a minigap. The spectral function extracted along
the cut is plotted in panel c and includes the fit of a Dynes function to the minigap
resulting in the following parameters: ∆ind = (164 ± 4)µeV, γ = (35 ± 4)µeV
and A = (476 ± 11) arb. units. Here, A is a dimensionless prefactor of the Dynes
functions to account for the unnormalized dI/dV-intensities. Measurement
parameters as indicated above.
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Figure 4.8.: a Length-dependent dI/dV-spectra obtained at the end and on the
side of each chain, i.e. at a location where δ states are observable in Figure 4.6d.
Gray and red dashed horizontal lines mark the superconducting gap of Nb and
the minigap induced in theα band. b Shiba band dispersions of the α (blue) and
the δ (orange) bands, evaluated manually by linking a calculated scattering vector
q = ±2nπ/Na to its respective energy. Measurement parameters as indicated
above.

quite sharp cut-off of the spectra intensity in a range from −180 µeV to

+180 µeV, which somewhat resembles a superconducting gap. To obtain

a good estimate for the minigap size we fit the respective energy range

using a Dynes function(125) and obtain ∆ind = (164 ± 4)µeV.

To discuss the origin of the gap, we have to consider that this band origi-

nates form the single impurityα YSR state, which is non-degenerate. This

remains valid even if we take the spin degree of freedom into account,

since we are dealing with Shiba bands in the gap of a superconductor,

where the particle-hole partners of these bands carry opposite spin po-

larization (Subsection 2.2.6). Therefore, we can conclude that bands may

only be gapped by p-wave contributions to the pairing mechanism. If we

imagine this band structure but assuming zero SOC, we would find that
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4.2. Spin chains exposed to low SOC

there is a single band-crossing of theα band with the Fermi level. As this

is an odd number of band-crossings, we can determine the topological

invariant to be M = −1, making it topologically non-trivial(176).

Taking a closer look at the dI/dV-grids in Figure 4.6d, we find that there

are additional in-gap states. Besides the ones located on top of the chain

(identified as theα band), there are states with a distinct symmetry, which

are located on the side of the chain. These states appear as dumbbells

along the [110]-direction, but have a well defined number of maxima on

both sides along the chain. Their nodal line makes them difficult to be

observed in dI/dV-line profiles, especially since the α band has a very

dominant intensity. Additionally to the dI/dV-line profiles measured on

each chain, we also took a dI/dV-spectrum on the side of every chain

with a length ranging from N = 1 to N = 36. A corresponding plot of

these length-dependent dI/dV-spectra, similar to Figure 4.7a, is shown

in Figure 4.8a. We find that the states besides the chain emerge from the

single atom’s δ YSR state and, therefore, attribute these states to the δ

band. In contrast to Figure 4.7a, where we dominantly investigated theα

band, we find that there are dispersive states shifting continuously across

the Fermi level for the δ band without an obvious minigap.

Since it is difficult to extract the dispersion of the δ band from the 1D

FFT — due to it’s low intensity, caused by the nodal line— we evaluate

the band by performing the QPI analysis manually. We link each state

located on the side of the chain with a wave vector q = ±2nπ/Na to the δ

band. Then, by linking these scattering vectors to their respective energy

we obtain the dispersion relation shown in Figure 4.8b by orange dots.

The δ band obviously has a Dirac-like dispersion, which crosses the Fermi

level at 0.1 π/a. Evidently, the δ band is not gapped but appears to cross

the Fermi level continuously.

If there were an odd-numbered amount of topological bands for chains

of this type, which would imply that they are gapped by p-wave correla-

tions and that the chain length is long compared to the localization length

of MBS(37,241), we would expect the emergence of MBS. However, we do
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

not observe clear indications of MBS in our measurements. In principle,

states similar to the one at E = 0 µeV in Figure 4.6d have end-state char-

acter and could be interpreted as MBS, as it was done in a previous study

on Fe/Pb(110) where a zero energy state with a comparable spatial dis-

tribution was observed(57). However, the novel methods demonstrated

here allow us to disprove this idea: MBS that originate from theα band

would have an imprinted modulation of qF,α/2 ≈ 0.2π/a, as governed by

the k-vector at the topological gap’s minimum(241,242). Since this doesn’t

agree with the scattering vectors of the states with dominant side weight

(cf. blue and orange dots in Figure 4.8b), we conclude that those end

states can’t be MBS related to the topological gap of theα band.

Additionally to the two observed bands, it could be that there are up to

three more Shiba bands originating from the dx2−y2 -, dxy- and dxz-like

YSR states that might be difficult to observe experimentally due to their

low dI/dV-intensity (Figure 4.1). Therefore, we conclude that the multi-

orbital character of this chain may cause an overall topological trivial

invariant for the entire system, preventing the emergence of MBS . This

highlights the need to engineer chain geometries where only a single

band crosses the Fermi level (see Subsection 4.2.2).

The absence of a measurable topological minigap in the δ band is a

remaining interesting question. Apart form the explanation, that the su-

perconducting order parameter is k-dependent in Shiba chains exposed

to SOC(61,62) and could therefore vanish at the k-point where the δ band

crosses EF, a difference in SOC between the two observed bands could

be the origin as well. In Subsection 2.1.3 we found that the SOC strength

in metallic systems depends on the atomic contribution (related to Z and

probably similar for both bands) and on the asymmetry of the wave-

functions, which are expected to vary heavily for both orbitals. The

dz2 -orbitals (where theα band stems from) mainly extends perpendicular

to the surface, while the dxz-orbitals (where the δ band stems from) lie

in-plane. Therefore, the former could be exposed to a larger asymmetry

and higher SOC naturally(243). Furthermore, both orbitals hybridize dif-
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4.2. Spin chains exposed to low SOC

ferently with the substrate bands, which may cause a difference in SOC

strength as well.

It should be noted that the band structure of Mn 1a − [001] chains on

Nb(110) has recently been calculated using parameters that were ex-

tracted from the DFT-determined band structure in the normal metallic

state as an input for a multi-band TBM, where superconducting onsite

pairing is introduced in the niobium substrate(244). While these calcula-

tions were not able to reproduce the measured dispersion of the scattering

vectors shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, they resulted in an overall topologi-

cal gap with a very small size connected with PMMs that have a quite

similar appearance as the δ states shown in Figure 4.6d. This suggests,

that the chains are indeed in an overall topologically non-trivial phase,

but the minigap is beyond the experimental resolution, and the connected

MBS of δ-character are still strongly hybridized such that they are not

protected by the tiny topological minigap.
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

4.2.2. Precursors of Majorana modes

Figure 4.9.: a Illustration of a [110] Mn chain (red spheres) on Nb(110) (yellow
spheres). Black arrows and labels indicate crystallographic directions. b STM

image and energy slices of a dI/dV-grid measured over a Mn32

√
2a-[110] chain.

The white scale bar represents a length of 2 nm. The crystallographic directions
are rotated by 90◦ with respect to the illustration in a. c Three exemplary dI/dV-
line profiles of lengths N =14,15 and 16, as indicated in the top left corner
of each panel. White dashed lines mark the superconducting gap of Nb ∆Nb.
Measurement parameters as indicated above.

As we have seen in Subsection 4.2.1, the multi-orbital character of close-

packed Shiba chains in [001]-direction makes a clear identification of the

topological invariant of the entire system difficult. Therefore, we now

attempt to realize a Shiba chain in which only a single band crosses the

Fermi level. The spatial anisotropy of the YSR states of Mn adatoms
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4.2. Spin chains exposed to low SOC

on Nb(110) allows us to tune the hybridization of YSR states in dimers

and chains by varying the crystallographic direction(60,174,175). If we re-

consider the YSR states of an individual impurity (see Subsection 4.1.1),

we find that the δ states lie very close to the Fermi level (±80 µeV) and

that they spatially extend mainly along the [110]-direction. Thus, if

we construct a chain in [110]-direction with an interatomic spacing of

d =
√

2a = 465 pm (see Figure 4.9a), we expect that the δ states form a

Shiba band which should be wide enough to cross EF. Furthermore, the

interatomic spacing d, which is considerably increased with respect to

the 1a − [001] case studies above, should prevent a strong hybridization

of the other YSR states —in particular that of the α YSR states— which

are not extended in [110]-direction.

We perform a length-dependent STS study on
√

2a−[110] Mn chains,

proceeding similar to the study discussed in Subsection 4.2.1. A dI/dV-

grid and three exemplary dI/dV-line profiles are shown in Figures 4.9b

and c. We find two important experimental signatures in these STS

measurements. First, we observe in-gap states which are spatially dis-

tributed over the entire length of the chains in an energy range from

0.5 meV < |E| < 1.5 meV. Since these states are located on top of the

chain, we conclude that they stem from the single atom α YSR state. Sec-

ond, by looking at the Mn32 chain (Figure 4.9b), the Mn14 and the Mn16

(Figure 4.9c) chain we find zero energy end states, which have an oscilla-

tory decay into the bulk of the chain. Those end states are separated from

the bulk α Shiba states by a gap of ∆fs ≈ 400 µeV. Therefore, the states

show all characteristics that have previously been ascribed to MBS.

The atom-by-atom construction of the Mn chains allows us to perform a

length-dependent study of the end states. Strikingly, if we vary the chain

length by only one atom from N = 14 or 16 to N = 15, we find that the

end states shift to ±300 µeV, as shown in the middle panel of Figure 4.9c.

While this observation is not compatible with spatially isolated MBS, the

fact that the energy shift occurs symmetrically on both ends of the chain

indicates that the end states are a single quantum state of the chain.
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

To further investigate the length-dependent energy of the end states,

a series of dI/dV-spectra obtained on the end of chains with lengths

1 f N f 39 is shown in Figure 4.10a. To begin with, we find that

the states of the α band appear to shift continuously from ±1.5 meV

to ±0.8 meV. The α band is also visible in the averaged 1D-FFT of the

dI/dV-line profiles, which is shown in Figure 4.10d. In contrast to those

states, the energy of the end states doesn’t seem to evolve continuously

with the chain length N but it appears to be modulated by ∆N = 2. To

clearly illustrate this effect, the dI/dV-spectra of chains with even and

odd lengths are plotted separately in Figures 4.10b and c. Only this pre-

sentation of the data shows a continuous evolution of the in-gap states.

From these two plots we find that the end states continuously evolve

from the single atom’s (N = 1) δ YSR state (see the states marked in

Figure 4.10c). For lengths of N = 12, 19 and 32 the end states are tuned

to zero energy within our energy resolution of ≈ 50 µeV.

Using a TBM for the Shiba bands(34), theoretical calculations in Ref. [62]

with experimentally motivated inputs are able to accurately reproduce

the observed findings for finite values of SOC. The calculations result

in a band structure of the δ band which is similar to the one shown in

Figure 4.10d. The resulting Shiba band would have a band-crossing

with EF at kF ≈ π/2d in the ungapped phase. This band-crossing with

λF ≈ 2π/kF ≈ 4d, which is an approximate multiple of the lattice constant,

appears to lead to the modulation of the end states with ∆N ≈ 2. Similar

beating effects have been observed for other platforms as well(245–247).

One may also understand the even-odd effect by considering the fact that

MBS are modulated with λF/2(242) which equals 2d in our case, causing

the overlap and interactions of the MBS to alternate with ∆N = 2.

Since there is no minigap observable in the δ band within our experimen-

tal resolution, first-principles based simulations were performed(60,62) to

determine a gap of ∆p = 50 µeV, which is just at the limit of the experi-

mental energy resolution (∆E = 50 µeV) and considerably smaller than

the observed finite-size gap (caused by the steep δ band in Figure 4.10d)
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4.2. Spin chains exposed to low SOC

Figure 4.10.: a Length-dependent dI/dV-spectra obtained on the end of
√

2a-
[110] Mn chains plotted sequentially. Gray dashed horizontal lines mark the
superconducting gap of Nb. The same data set as in a is separated into even (b)
and odd (c) lengths and is plotted separately. Black circles in b mark the locations,
where an avoided crossing is expected. Arrows and greek labels in c indicate the
energetic positions of the single Mn atom’sα and δ states. d Absolute square of
the energy-wise averaged 1D FFT of all chains from N = 10 to N = 32. White
dashed horizontal lines mark the superconducting gap of Nb(110). The red scale
indicates the band width of the in-gap states which we attribute to theα Shiba
band. The pink arrow indicates the band crossing of the δ Shiba band with the
Fermi level at kF ≈ −π/2d. Measurement parameters as indicated above.
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and the hybridization of the PMMs (e.g. middle panel in Figure 4.9c).

These unfavorable orders of magnitude make the detection of a topolog-

ical gap difficult within our energy resolution. For the finite size limit

investigated here, it is expected that the p-wave pairing manifests itself

as an avoided crossing of the two energetically lowest states (see circles

in Figure 4.10b)(62). However, this effect is too small to be observed

within our energy-resolution. The model calculations show that the end

modes converge to energies below ∆p for chains longer than N > 70

sites. Since it is not possible to construct defect free chains of this length

(∼ 33 nm), due to the remaining oxygen impurities on Nb(110), we have

to develop other ideas to improve the localization of the PMMs, such that

they converge to zero energy for shorter chains.

4.2.3. Conclusion

In conclusion, the absence of topologically protected MBS in both types of

Mn chains on Nb(110) is linked to a low SOC in some of the Shiba bands.

In the case of close-packed 1a−[001] chains, we find that the multi-orbital

character of the Shiba band structure is problematic for the realization of

an overall topological system: Besides theα band with a sizable p-wave

gap we observed a second band (δ band), which crosses the Fermi level

continuously. We speculate that a low SOC might be the origin for the

absence of a measurable p-wave gap in this band(244).

We were able to address the problem of having multiple Shiba bands

by exploiting the spatial anisotropy of the single adatom’s YSR states

and by constructing close-packed chains in [110]-direction. Indeed, we

observe a single Shiba band that crosses the Fermi level. However, we can

not resolve a gap within our experimental resolution and rely on model

calculations to determine a gap size of ∆p ≈ 50 µeV. Furthermore, we

observe low-energy end states, which oscillate in energy with increasing

chain lengths and we identify these end states as PMMs. Unfortunately,
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4.2. Spin chains exposed to low SOC

the PMMs do not converge to zero energy within the accessible chain

lengths. Since the localization of MBS is related inversely to ∆p
(241),

which is linked directly — but not exclusively — to the SOC strength (see

Subsection 2.1.3), we expect that an increase in SOC might result in MBS

that are protected by a sizable topological gap and that converge to zero

energy for shorter chains than it is the case for
√

2a−[110] Mn chains on

Nb(110).

Approaches and ideas to increase the SOC in Shiba chains are discussed

in Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 .
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

4.3. Complex chain geometries of Mn on Nb(110)

The results of Section 4.2 were obtained at an early stage of my PhD work.

Due to the link of these results to a small SOC strength in the investi-

gated Shiba chains, novel ideas how to increase SOC were required. One

particular set of ideas and first experimental approaches to realize it are

presented in this section.

All measurements presented in this section were obtained with a me-

chanically sharpened and in-situ flashed Nb tip (see Subsection 3.3.3).

All dI/dV-spectra were processed by numerical deconvolution as de-

scribed in Subsection 3.1.2. Unless indicated otherwise, STS measure-

ments were performed using the following measurement parameters:

Vstab = −6 mV, Istab = 1 nA and Vmod = 20 µV.

Contributions

The ideas and experimental results shown herein were obtained together

with Dr. Lucas Schneider. They remain unpublished up to this date. Self-

written Python code and Gwyddion(248) were used for the data analysis

and for the presentation of data in figures.

Introduction

The experimental results of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 lead to the conclusion

that the YSR states and Shiba bands of the Mn/Nb(110) system are at

least exposed to some degree of SOC(60). However, it is too low to gap out

all observed Shiba bands in 1a − [001] Mn chains(61) and its low strength

in
√

2a − [110] Mn chains hinders the clear separation of the observed

PMMs into topologically protected Majorana modes (MMs) at accessible

chain lengths(62). Furthermore, the comparatively small SOC is most
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4.3. Complex chain geometries of Mn on Nb(110)

probably also the reason for the predominant collinear magnetic spin-

alignment of most linear chain geometries as shown experimentally by

employing SP-STM(59) and as calculated theoretically using the Vienna

ab initio simulation package and the KKR multiple scattering theory(216).

Therefore, I am devoting this section to the identification of new routes

to increase SOC artificially, i.e. without changing our material system

entirely to a high-Z superconductor (Section 4.4) or choosing another

transition metal adatom species.

We restrict ourselves to ideas which increase SOC in the Shiba chains, but

allow the use of Nb as the superconducting host, which contributes the

s-wave pairing. This choice is experimentally motivated by the high TC

(large ∆) of niobium, which enables an unprecedented energy resolution

in STS experiments on Shiba chains and is crucial for the resolution of

in-gap bands as well as for the distinction of topological states from trivial

ones.

The basic principle behind the herein presented ideas lies in the analogy

of SOC and a spin spiral magnetic configuration, which I briefly touched

in Subsection 2.2.6. I will proceed to describe it in more detail, following

the argumentation presented in Ref. [180]. If one treats a 1D electron

system, such as a semiconductor nanowire, in a similar fashion as in

Subsection 2.2.6, but neglecting SC, it may be described by a Hamiltonian

consisting of three terms:

• Ĥel, which includes the kinetic energy terms

• Ĥso, the well known 1D spin-orbit term (see Subsection 2.1.3)

• ĤZ, a Zeeman term of a uniform externally applied magnetic field.

In the following, I define the coordinate system in such a way, that

the chain and the B-field, which aligns the spins, are both oriented

in x-direction. Then, the one-dimensional SOC term is given by σ̂ykx.

One can show, that a spin-dependent gauge transformation can be de-

fined in such a way, that the spin-orbit term is eliminated. However,
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thereby, the previously uniform B-field is turned into a non-uniform

one: B(r) = BxgµB/2(cos(2kSOr)x − sin(2kSOr)y), where kSO is the shift

of the spin-up and the spin-down bands caused by SOC in k-space (see

Figure 2.2) and x, y are the unit vectors in x- and y-direction, respectively.

Therefore, the Hamiltonian now describes a system without an explicit

SOC term, but the electrons are now exposed to a non-uniform spiral

magnetic field in the x − y-plane.

Most of the following ideas rely on this conclusion. While it’s not possible

to apply such a spiral magnetic field using an external magnet, we can

employ on-sample nanofabrication to realize stray fields resembling a

spiral magnetic field(249). In the following, I will refer to an increase of

SOC by such a field as synthetic SOC. If one could organize an array

of nanomagnets parallel to an out-of-plane spin-polarized Shiba chain,

where the nanomagnets are magnetized in such a way that they have

alternating in-plane fields, the physical system would be equivalent to

the one described above and the 1D electron system should be exposed

to a higher SOC than in the case without nanomagnets. In order for the

spatially varying magnetic field to act as synthetic SOC, it must have

Fourier components similar to kF
(250,251).

One example for the realization of synthetic SOC is the study of a carbon

nanotube positioned over an Al2O3-capped multi layer sandwich of Pt

and Co. In this system, the synthetic SOC is induced by spatially-varying

out-of-plane polarized magnetic domains(252). An equally elegant exper-

imental realization could be obtained for Shiba chains, if one were to

construct them parallel to quasi 1D structures with domain walls as e.g.

Fe on W(110)(80,253) or other self-organized islands with in-plane magne-

tization. However, Fe(254) and Mn(221) islands, which were experimen-

tally studied on Nb(110), show out-of-plane FM and AFM ground states

without domain formation, respectively. Furthermore, while there are

material systems with domain widths in the single nanometer range(48),

it would be another challenge to tune the domain size of a given system

into the range of λF. Furthermore, it is an open question whether the
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dominant interaction mechanism between such an island and a Shiba

chain would be the stray field of the island, or if RKKY interactions and

the coupling of YSR states would dominate. An experimental attempt

addressing this question is presented in Subsection 4.3.1.

In contrast to applying the spiral magnetic field synthetically, a more

obvious approach to increase the SOC is to design an artificial chain that

is in a spin-spiral magnetic ground state (see Refs. [55, 93]), as it was

already proposed in early theoretical work(34,36). As shown above, linear

Mn chains in high-symmetry directions on Nb(110) are in collinear mag-

netic ground states due to a low DM interaction. However, exploiting the

frustration of isotropic interactions and constructing zigzag or double

chain structures may lead to spin spirals(255–257). An attempt to construct

a magnetically frustrated Shiba chain is presented in Subsection 4.3.2

4.3.1. Coupled Shiba chains

Due to the lack of an experimentally realizable self-organized magnetic

2D system that is in an in-plane FM state and that forms domains, I pro-

ceed to discuss an experiment where two chains of distinct geometries

and magnetic ground states are coupled to one another. As a starting

point, I choose to investigate a
√

2a − [110] Mn29 chain, which is well

known from Section 4.2. As a reminder about the spectroscopic properties

of such chains and to enable an easy comparison with the new geometry,

STS results of a
√

2a − [110] Mn29 chain are shown in Figure 4.11, where

panel a is a dI/dV-line profile, panel b is an STM image of the chain and

panel c are slices of a dI/dV-grid at energies where clear in-gap states

are observed.

As discussed in Section 4.2, we find dispersive states in an energy region

from ±1.30 meV to ±0.5 meV. Additionally, we observe another disper-

sive state at about ±380 µeV and end states at ±60 µeV. The latter states

are separated form the continuum of in-gap states by a finite-size gap
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Figure 4.11.: a Deconvoluted dI/dV-line profile of a Mn29

√
2a − [110] chain.

White dashed horizontal lines mark the coherence peaks ∆Nb and the Fermi
level. b STM image of the chain shown in a. Black arrows and labels indicate
crystallographic directions and are valid for panel c as well. c Energy slices of a
dI/dV-grid, where in-gap states are observed in a. White labels in the top right
corner of each panel indicate the energy. Yellow dashed lines mark the perimeter

of the Mn29

√
2a − [110] chain. Measurement parameters as indicated above.
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and are identified as PMMs in Section 4.2 and Ref. [62]. If we were to

increase the SOC in such a chain, we would expect that the localization of

these modes improves and, thereby, the interactions of the MMs would

be reduced. Therefore, MMs would already be pinned to zero energy at

smaller chain lengths and a topological gap ∆p should be observable in

STS measurements.

We now attempt to increase SOC by constructing a chain in parallel and

in proximity to the Mn29

√
2a − [110] (original) chain by perturbing it

with additional RKKY exchange-couplings. Ideally, the Shiba band struc-

ture of the original chain should only be altered by the additional SOC

but not by a hybridization with the perturbing chain. In particular we

attempt to do so by constructing an AFM-coupled 2
√

2a − [110] (perturb-

ing) chain(216) on one side of the close-packed FM coupled
√

2a − [110]

chain(62) with a separation of 2a in [001]-direction, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.12a.

Comparing the dI/dV-line profile of the unperturbed Mn29

√
2a − [110]

chain in Figure 4.11a and the perturbed one in Figure 4.12b, we find that

the in-gap states are drastically altered. While we still observe disper-

sive states, they are now located at almost all energies and we no longer

observe a finite size gap. Furthermore, there are no clear signatures of

PMMs localized at the ends of the original chain. While there are still end

states, they are now shifted to higher energies. Furthermore, these end

states are not symmetric in dI/dV-intensity for positive- and negative

bias voltages as well as for the left and right edges.

Taking the spatial distributions of the new in-gap states into account,

which are shown in Figure 4.12c, we find that most of the in-gap states

are located on the perturbing chain. Furthermore, the states that have

considerable dI/dV-intensity located on the original chain or to the side

of the original chain that faces away from the perturbing chain (e.g. at

−1.39 meV, −0.96 meV,±0.72 meV and 1.09 meV in Figure 4.12c) seem

to be intimately connected to the states of the perturbing chain, i.e. we ob-

serve maxima in the dI/dV-intensity which have the same spatial distri-
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Figure 4.12.: a Illustration of the attempt to increase SOC in the Mn29

√
2a− [110]

chain on Nb(110), by constructing an AFM coupled 2
√

2a− [110] chain in parallel

to the FM coupled Mn29

√
2a − [110] chain. Yellow and red spheres represent

Nb and Mn atoms, respectively. Green spheres indicate spins that point out-of
the paper plane and purple crosses point through the paper plane. Black arrows
and labels indicate crystallographic directions and are valid for panel c as well. b

Deconvoluted dI/dV-line profile of the Mn29

√
2a − [110] chain located next to a

Mn16 2
√

2a − [110] chain shown in the STM image in c. White dashed horizontal
lines mark the coherence peaks ∆Nb and the Fermi level. c STM image and energy
slices of a dI/dV-grid, where in-gap states of the structure described in a are
observed. White labels in the top right corner of each panel indicate the energy.

Gray and yellow dashed lines mark the perimeter of the Mn29

√
2a − [110] chain.

Measurement parameters as indicated above.
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bution on the perturbing chain and on the original chain (−1.39 meV and

−0.96 meV) or are only spatially shifted by half a period (±0.72 meV).

Therefore, we conclude that the side chain is not a small perturbation

in the present case but rather substantially hybridizes with the Shiba

states/bands of the Mn29

√
2a − [110] chain. This hybridization is one of

the limiting factors in attempts to perturb Shiba chains by other magnetic

structures, be it by 2D islands or by other chains. Ideally, one wants to

avoid a change of the Shiba band structure and only aims at exposing

the chain to a spiral magnetic field or to additional magnetic couplings

which could lead to an exchange frustration in the original chain. There-

fore, the herein presented attempt does not appear to work out in the

planned way. However, it should be noted that the magnetic state which

we expect from the perturbing chain — according to calculations — is not

as ideal as described in the introduction (in-plane AFM coupled chain).

Furthermore, SP-STM measurements of the system shown in Figure 4.12c

are not available, so we can’t be sure about the spin order in the cou-

pled chains. Therefore, the observed physics might be altered for other

material platforms.

4.3.2. Mn zigzag chains on Nb(110)

In this subsection we attempt to construct a Mn chain on Nb(110) with

frustrated magnetic interactions, which could lead to the emergence of

a spin spiral ground state. The magnetic couplings of Mn adatoms on

Nb(110) are well-known from the SP-STM measurements of Ref. [59]

and from ab-initio calculations of Refs. [60, 216]. Frustrated magnetic

couplings may occur for example by tailoring a system in which the

nearest-neighbors and the next nearest-neighbors of a given chain atom

are both AFM-coupled.

The strongest AFM coupling of Mn atoms on Nb(110) is found for close-

packed structures in [111]-direction, for which an exchange interaction
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

of J12 = −33 meV was calculated. The sign of this magnetic coupling is

supported by SP-STM measurements on chains in this direction. Further-

more, an AFM coupling of J12 = −7 meV is calculated for close-packed

structures in [110]-direction. However, SP-STM measurements indicate

FM aligned moments in chains along the [110]-direction with the close-

packed spacing of
√

2a(62). This discrepancy makes a clear allocation of

the sign of the exchange coupling in the [110]-direction difficult.

If we assume an AFM coupling in the [110]-direction we would be able

to tailor a magnetically frustrated system by building a zigzag chain

in the [110]-direction, which is illustrated in Figure 4.13a (I will refer

to this chain geometry as zigzag chain in the following). For a certain

parameter range of the magnetic couplings in [110]- and [111]-direction,

a spin spiral may occur, even if contributions of the DM interaction are

negligible. In the following, we perform a STS and SP-STM study of such

chains.

To begin with, we perform a length-dependent STS study where we con-

struct zigzag chains in an atom-by-atom fashion and measure a dI/dV-

line profile for each length up to a size of N = 40. This procedure

enables us to perform a data analysis along the lines of the close-packed

chains in [001]- and [110]-direction which was presented in Section 4.2

and gave great insight into the Shiba band properties. Three exemplary

dI/dV-line profiles of chains with lengths N = 34, 35 and 36 are shown

in Figure 4.13b. We observe clear signatures of BdG QPI, indicating a

good crystallographic quality and the absence of defects. Additionally,

we measured a dI/dV-grid over a Mn34 zigzag chain, where the energy

slices of Shiba states are shown in Figure 4.13c.

The dI/dV-line profiles in Figure 4.13b reveal three distinct energy-

sections with strongly varying in-gap states. In the range of −1 meV ≥
E ≥ −1.5 meV, we find a single end state that is primarily located on

the main axis of the chain. From the length-dependent data of the end

states, we find that this state is constant in energy starting from a length

of N ∼ 10, as shown in the length-dependent data of Figure 4.14c (see
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4.3. Complex chain geometries of Mn on Nb(110)

Figure 4.13.: a Illustration of a close-packed zigzag chain in [110]-direction (red
spheres) on Nb(110) (yellow spheres). Black arrows and labels indicate crys-
tallographic directions. Color-coded arrows between red spheres indicate the
magnetic couplings according to the scale underneath the panel, as calculated in
Ref. [216]. b Three exemplary dI/dV-line profiles for zigzag chains of lengths
34, 35 and 36. White dashed horizontal lines mark the superconducting gap
∆Nb of Nb. c STM image and energy slices of a dI/dV-grid measured over a
Mn34 zigzag chain. Labels in the bottom right corner indicate the energy of the
respective slice. Measurement parameters as indicated above.
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description of the other panels of Figure 4.14 below). A comparable end

state with an energy well above the Fermi level was observed for linear

Mn chains in [110]-direction (cf. Figure 4.11) as well.

In contrast, for positive energies in the range given above, we observe

states that resemble standing waves along the chain that are located on

the side of it (similar to the β states in Figure 4.6d) and have a nodal

line in the center, i.e. they have a dumbbell-like shape in [001]-direction

(see slice of the dI/dV-grid with E = 1.04 meV in Figure 4.13c). The

nodal line in the center of the zigzag chains causes a low dI/dV-intensity

of these states in dI/dV-line profiles of Figure 4.13b. Nevertheless, we

find that the states are dispersive and continuously shift from 0.8 meV to

1.4 meV, as seen in Figures 4.14a-c.

The in-gap states with the highest dI/dV-intensity are observed in the

energy range from 0.4 meV ≤ |E| ≤ 0.9 meV. These states clearly re-

semble standing waves, which have an increasing amount of maxima

with decreasing energy. In the dI/dV-line profiles of Figure 4.13b and

the length-dependent dI/dV-spectra obtained in the bulk of the chain

(Figure 4.14b), it appears as if these states are cut-off from the energy

range of+400 µeV to −400 µeV. Furthermore, from the dI/dV-grid in

Figure 4.13c we find that the states are localized primarily in the area

given by the dashed ellipse, i.e. inside the chain.

The third distinct energy range extends from +400 µeV to −400 µeV.

Interestingly, we do not find any in-gap states in the bulk of the zigzag

chains in this energy range, as shown in Figure 4.13b. We observe the

absence of bulk states starting at a length of N ∼ 20, as apparent from

Figure 4.14b.

However, in contrast to the bulk of the chain, we observe a plethora of

end states in this energy range. We find that the exact energies of the

end states depend strongly on the particular chain length. This is easily

visible in Figure 4.14c, where dI/dV-spectra obtained at the ends of the

zigzag chain are plotted sequentially. It appears as if the end states are

continuously shifting from −300 µeV to +300 µeV with increasing chain
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4.3. Complex chain geometries of Mn on Nb(110)

Figure 4.14.: a-c Length-dependent dI/dV-spectra obtained for zigzag Mn chains
in [110]-direction on Nb(110) by averaging over an entire dI/dV-line profile (a),
by plotting only the dI/dV-spectra obtained in the bulk of the chain (b) and at the
ends of the chains (c). Gray dashed horizontal lines mark the superconducting
gap of Nb. d 1D-FFT of all investigated zigzag chains with lengths of N = 16 to
N = 40. Gray dashed horizontal lines mark the superconducting gap of Nb(110).
e Symmetrized 1D-FFT obtained by flipping the array along the energy axis
and averaging it with the original 1D-FFT of panel d. This illustrates how the
scattering pattern would look like in the absence of particle-hole asymmetry.
Colored dashed lines are guides to the eye. Measurement parameters as indicated
above.
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length and in periods of ∆N ≈ 6. From the dI/dV-grid in Figure 4.13c,

we find that these end states are located on the main axis of the chain.

The analysis above indicates that there are at least three Shiba bands in

Mn zigzag chains on Nb(110). To obtain information on their disper-

sion, we perform an energy-wise 1D-FFT of the dI/dV-line profiles of

chains with lengths N = 16 to N = 40, which is shown in Figure 4.14d.

Here, d in the x-axis label refers to the nearest-neighbor distance in

[110]-direction, which is 0.5 ·
√

2a. Again, we can analyze the entire

energy range in the three separate sections mentioned above. From

1 meV ≤ E ≤ 1.5 meV we find a Shiba band with positive curvature and

very low dI/dV-intensity (red dashed line). From 0.9 meV and q/2 = 0

to 0.4 meV and q/2 = ±0.5π/d we find a parabolic band with negative

curvature (yellow dashed line). The band appears to be gapped from

+400 µeV to −400 µeV, since it seems as if the Shiba band continues at

−400 µeV and q/2 = ±0.6π/d. The fact that these two branches might be-

long to the same band, is highlighted in the 1D-FFT that is symmetrized

around EF (these particle-hole partners must exist, but are probably not

visible in STM measurements due to a strong particle-hole asymmetry(61)),

which is shown in Figure 4.14e. In this representation of the data, both

yellow color-coded bands that I have previously described appear to be

continuous at q/2 = ±0.6π/d.

Additionally to this gapped band, we find another Shiba band which

might cross the Fermi level continuously. It has its band bottom at

±700 µeV and q/2 = 0 and might proceed to cross EF at q/2 = ±0.4π/d

(black dashed line). However, the low dI/dV-intensity makes it diffi-

cult to unambiguously determine if the band crosses the Fermi level, or

whether there is a small gap.

To investigate the magnetic ground state of Mn zigzag chains in [110]-

direction, we perform SP-STM measurements using a bulk Cr tip. Prior to

the measurements of the zigzag chain, we verify the magnetic sensitivity

and the magnetic stability of the tip magnetization for the relevant field

strengths (−700 mT to +700 mT) by performing SP-STM measurements
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on an AFM coupled chain in [111]-direction, where magnetic contrast is

clearly visible (not shown here). Additionally, it should be noted that a

slight asymmetry of the tip can produce fake features in dI/dV-maps.

A regular STM image, dI/dV-maps obtained at +700 mT and at −700 mT,

and the calculated asymmetry map are shown in Figure 4.15a. The latter

was calculated by

A =
dI/dV(6 mV,r)| ↑↑ −dI/dV(6 mV,r)| ↑↓
dI/dV(6 mV,r)| ↑↑ +dI/dV(6 mV,r)| ↑↓ . (4.4)

We find that there is no strong contrast modulation along the chain di-

rection in the dI/dV-maps. While there is a contrast modulation in the

direction perpendicular to the chain in dI/dV-maps, as it would be ex-

pected for a row-wise AFM coupled chain, we attribute those features

to an asymmetry of the tip. This is motivated by the fact, that the con-

trast modulation is strongly reduced in the asymmetry map and that

similar features are observed in simple linear chains (e.g. for
√

3/2a-[111]

Mn chains, which is not shown here). Furthermore, the dI/dV-intensity

is continuously higher at −700 mT than at +700 mT, which is clearly

visible in the asymmetry map. Here, almost the entire spatial extent of

the chain (indicated by the gray dashed line) appears dark blue. There-

fore, we conclude that an AFM ground state of this chain is unlikely.

Due to the lack of any contrast modulation along the chain, it rather

appears as if the chain is FM coupled. As we performed dI/dV-maps

B-field-dependently, we can evaluate the dI/dV-intensity averaged over

the chain as a function of the magnetic field. This is demonstrated in

Figure 4.15b.

It should be noted that the dI/dV-intensities in the field range of −400 mT

and +400 mT appear unreasonable, which is caused by the fact that the

Nb substrate is superconducting in this B-field range, which may strongly

alter the dI/dV-intensity at low biases as 6 mV. Nevertheless, a clear

difference in dI/dV-intensities is observed for fields above +400 mT and
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

Figure 4.15.: a STM image and dI/dV-maps of a zigzag Mn chain in [110]-
direction, measured with a spin-polarized bulk Cr tip in an out-of-plane magnetic
field of ±700 mT, as indicated in the top right corner of each panel. The bot-
tom panel is the spin asymmetry map of the dI/dV-maps obtained at opposite
magnetic fields. b Averaged dI/dV-intensity of the zigzag chain depending on
the applied magnetic field. Measurement parameters: Vbias = 6 mV, I = 1 nA,
Vmod = 40 µV.
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4.3. Complex chain geometries of Mn on Nb(110)

below −400 mT, as it is larger in the latter case.

In any case, we did not observe any evidence for a spin spiral magnetic

ground state. However, the chain doesn’t appear to be in an AFM state ei-

ther, which is interesting as the AFM exchange coupling in [111]-direction

is the strongest one of all that were calculated and should, therefore, dom-

inate the overall magnetic interactions in the zigzag chains.

4.3.3. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have realized two artificially constructed systems in

which we attempt to tailor magnetic frustration or expose a spin chain

with a well-known Shiba band structure to a spiral magnetic field or

alternate its magnetic couplings. On the upside, it was possible to con-

struct such complex structures reliably and we observed well-defined

Shiba bands in both cases. However, we found that a variation of the

hybridization of the YSR states is the dominant effect in both structures.

Considering the geometry with the perturbing chain in [110]-direction,

we observed that the in-gap states of the
√

2a− [110] chain were consider-

ably altered. If one were to further pursue this approach, one would have

to carefully study the influence of the distance between a well-known

Shiba chain and 2D island or a perturbing chain.

In the second approach we attempt to construct a Mn chain in a more com-

plex zigzag geometry, in order to achieve frustrated magnetic couplings.

However, we do not observe indications for a non-collinear magnetic

ground state, but we rather find indications of FM order. Due to the very

low symmetry and interatomic distances in these particular zigzag chains

we observe at least three Shiba bands in the length-dependent study of

dI/dV-line profiles. The in-gap states lost their clear orbital character,

which results in a scattering pattern of BdG quasiparticles that is very

difficult to understand due to the plethora of in-gap states. Even after

performing a QPI analysis it is difficult to unambiguously determine the
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band properties without extensive theoretical model calculations. This

result illustrates the advantage of linear chains along the high symmetry

directions of the Nb(110) substrate over more complex chain geometries.
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4.4. Effect of substrate SOC on the topological gap

size of Shiba bands

In this section, I demonstrate that it is indeed possible to influence the

Shiba band properties and the size of a minigap by placing a given

spin chain on a substrate with higher SOC, namely Ta(110). I proceed

to present two STS studies on artificial chains of Mn atoms on Ta(110),

which are performed in analogy to Section 4.2. In particular, I discuss

length-dependent STS measurements to reveal the Shiba band structures

and I present spin-polarized scanning tunneling spectroscopy (SP-STS)

results on the magnetic ground states of close-packed Mn chains in [001]-

and [110]-direction.

The experimental data, the figures and parts of the following text are

largely based on two joint publications. One lays the foundation for the

entire experimental results of this study:

Philip Beck, Lucas Schneider, Roland Wiesendanger and Jens

Wiebe

Systematic study of Mn atoms, artificial dimers and chains on

superconducting Ta(110)

arXiv:2205.10073 [cond-mat.supr-con] (2022).

The preparation methods (see Section 3.3), the investigation of single

Fe and Mn adatoms (see Subsection 4.4.1) and of close-packed chains

in [110]-direction (Subsection 4.4.3) are published in this manuscript.

The investigation of artificial dimers in [001]- and [110]-direction is not

presented in this thesis for the sake of shortness.

A second publication focuses on the direct comparison of in-gap states

and the Shiba band structure of 1a − [001] Mn chains on Ta(110) and

Nb(110). In analogy to Subsection 4.2.1, we identify a topological minigap

in one of the two Shiba bands. Due to a very similar Shiba band structure
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of the 1a − [001] Mn chains on Ta(110) and Nb(110), we can link an

increase of the minigap for the former substrate to the higher SOC of

the substrate. The experimental results, the figures and parts of the text

presented in the Introduction and Subsections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 are largely

based on this publication:

Philip Beck, Lucas Schneider, Roland Wiesendanger and Jens

Wiebe

Effect of substrate spin-orbit coupling on the topological gap size of

Shiba chains

arXiv:2205.10062 [cond-mat.supr-con] (2022).

The following studies were performed on the Ta(110) sample, whose

preparation is described in Subsection 3.3.1. The mechanically sharpened

Nb bulk tip (described in Subsection 3.3.3) was used for all measurements,

unless indicated otherwise. All dI/dV-spectra which were obtained with

a superconducting STM tip were processed by numerical deconvolution

as described in Subsection 3.1.2.

Contributions

The ideas and experimental results shown herein were obtained together

with Dr. Lucas Schneider. Self-written Python code and Gwyddion(248)

were used for the data analysis and for the presentation of data in figures.

Introduction

The shortcomings of the MSH structures investigated in the previous two

sections regarding the strength of SOC in Shiba bands (Section 4.2) and

the limits with regards to tailoring structures of Mn on Nb(110) exposed

to artificial/synthetic SOC (Section 4.3) lead to a search for new supercon-
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ducting platforms with the possibility to construct artificial chains which

are exposed to higher SOC. However, even though SOC is considered

to be a key ingredient for the realization of MBS and a large topological

gap, there is no experimental study on the origin of SOC in Shiba bands

so far. In particular, I propose an experimental comparison of the in-gap

band structures of systems with strongly different SOC but otherwise

very similar properties, which is lacking so far.

In this section, I present a STS study of Mn adatoms and artificial chains

on clean Ta(110). This material platform enables an investigation on

the effect of strong substrate SOC on Shiba bands, as elaborated in the

following: By looking at the periodic table of elements it is apparent that

tantalum is the element located one period below niobium. Therefore,

they have a similar electronic configuration of the valence level which

leads to almost indistinguishable physical properties. Both elements

share the body-centered cubic (bcc) crystal structure and their lattice

constants are only 0.3 % apart(258). Additionally, they have very similar

electronic properties, as indicated by their work functions which only dif-

fer by 1.5 %(259), their almost identical Fermi surfaces(260,261) and by the

occupied dz2 -like surface state with similar effective masses and binding

energies that the (110)-surfaces of both elements display(206,207,262,263). In

fact, niobium and tantalum are so similar, that they were even named

after father and daughter in greek mythology, and are commonly referred

to as "geochemical twins"(264).

However, one major difference between both materials is the strength of

SOC effects. According to theoretical simulations and experiments on

the surface states of both elements, it was found that the SOC strength

is increased by a factor of ∼ 3 for Ta(110) compared to Nb(110)(262,263).

This enables us to directly compare the band properties of artificial Shiba

chains constructed on Ta(110) with those prepared on Nb(110). As demon-

strated in the previous sections (Sections 4.1 and 4.2) the latter substrate

is particularly well-characterized in combination with Cr(63,265), Mn(59–62)

and Fe(244) adatom structures. Since the Mn chains on Nb(110) show the
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clearest indications of SOC effects, e.g. the observation of a topologi-

cal minigap in a Shiba band and the length-dependent investigation of

PMMs, we proceed to study similar chains on Ta(110).

In particular, I discuss single Mn and Fe adatoms on Ta(110) and their

YSR states in order to further highlight the pronounced similarities of

Ta(110) and Nb(110) in Subsection 4.4.1. Afterwards I will focus on the

characterization of 1a − [001] Mn chains on Ta(110) using SP-STM to de-

termine the magnetic ground state and length-dependent dI/dV-spectra

to reveal the Shiba band structure and the existence of a topological gap.

As physical quantities other than SOC are expected to play only a minor

role in the differences of these Mn chains on Ta(110) and Nb(110), I will

directly compare these two types of Shiba chains in Subsection 4.4.2. Em-

ploying the same tools as before, I proceed to investigate
√

2a-[110] Mn

chains on Ta(110) in Subsection 4.4.3.

4.4.1. YSR states of Mn and Fe atoms on Ta(110)

A clean Ta(110) sample with statistically distributed Mn adatoms that is

prepared according to the description given in Subsection 3.3.1 is shown

in Figure 4.16a. Here, we identify bright protrusions as Mn adatoms

and dark spots/depressions as residual oxygen. We performed the de-

position of Mn and Fe adatoms in a two step process as described in

Subsection 3.3.1. We start with the investigation of Mn atoms and arti-

ficial structures and only then evaporated additional Fe atoms, which

enables a clear distinction of both species. However, it is more instructive

to discuss the properties of both species jointly. An overview STM image

of the same Ta(110) sample as in Figure 4.16a but featuring additional

randomly distributed Fe atoms is shown in Figure 4.16b. A closer look at

the adatoms reveals that there are two dominant species present: At the

measurement parameters of Figure 4.16b, the slightly shallower ones are

identified as Fe atoms ((58.0 ± 0.5) pm), whereas the ones with a slightly
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Figure 4.16.: a and b Overview STM images showing statistically distributed
Mn atoms on clean Ta(110). Additionally, Fe atoms were deposited in panel
b, where color-coded encircled numbers highlight the positions where dI/dV-
spectra were measured. c Exemplary dI/dV-spectra measured on Fe atoms
(blue), on Mn atoms (black), as well as on the Ta(110) substrate (gray). Color-
coded encircled numbers link the spectra to a position in the overview image
of panel b. A dI/dV-spectrum taken on the substrate is pasted behind every
spectrum to enable an easy comparison. The spectra are offset by 0.5 arb. units
for the sake of visibility. Gray vertical lines mark the coherence peaks of Ta at
∆Ta = ±690 µeV. Red- and purple-colored lines enclose shaded energy areas
where YSR states of randomly positioned Mn atoms are typically found. d
STM image of a single Mn impurity and constant-contour dI/dV-maps taken
at the bias indicated in the top right corner of each panel. The scale bar and
the crystallographic directions displayed in the bottom left corner are valid
for all panels of d. Measurement parameters: a Vbias = −1 V, I = 500 pA, b
Vbias = −20 mV, I = 200 pA, c Vstab = −2.5 mV, Istab = 1 nA, Vmod = 20 µV
and d Vstab = −3 mV, Istab = 1 nA and Vmod = 40 µV.
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larger apparent height ((74.3 ± 0.6) pm) are identified as Mn atoms. An

exemplary selection of each adatom species is marked by blue and black

encircled numbers, respectively. Deconvoluted dI/dV-spectra, which

were measured directly on top of each of the highlighted impurities are

shown alongside the same color-coded numbers in Figure 4.16c. A de-

convoluted dI/dV-spectrum measured on bare Ta(110) is pasted behind

every spectrum of the impurities and is displayed in gray at the very

bottom of both panels in Figure 4.16c. We observe sharp coherence peaks

located at ∆Ta = ±690 µeV, which exactly matches reference values(266).

At our measurement temperature of 320 mK the superconducting gap

of bare Ta(110) is fully pronounced, i.e. the dI/dV-signal approaches

the noise level at energies lower than ∆Ta. It should be noted, that some

of the used tips display a less sharp drop-off of the dI/dV-signal inside

the gap, e.g., it is slightly visible in Figure 4.16c. This is most probably

the result of a tip with a slightly reduced gap value or quasiparticle life-

time. A particularly good example of a very good tip displaying sharp

Ta coherence peaks in dI/dV-spectra, which was obtained in the herein

presented study, is shown in Ref. [267].

Comparing the six dI/dV-spectra of Fe atoms (blue) with the gray-

colored substrate spectra, we find very little differences (Figure 4.16c).

Most importantly, we do not observe any YSR states located between the

coherence peaks of the Ta substrate. This changes clearly if we investigate

Mn impurities. Here, we find that the dI/dV-spectra vary strongly in

comparison to the substrate spectrum. In particular, the coherence peaks

of tantalum are reduced in intensity and we additionally observe two

pairs of YSR states inside the gap. Furthermore, all dI/dV-spectra mea-

sured on a Mn impurity show similar in-gap features: The most intense

peaks are found at (−470 ± 70)µeV, as indicated by the red shaded re-

gion termed −³. The corresponding states at positive bias termed +´

(as we will argue in the following, the states have distinct orbital origin)

are very low in intensity and are not visible in the spectra shown in

Figure 4.16c. Considering the 2D maps in Figure 4.16d, we will proceed
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to show that this is partly caused by the spatial distribution of this partic-

ular state, which has a nodal line in the center of the atom. Nevertheless,

even if one averages a spectrum over the adatom extent, the YSR state at

+(450± 70)µeV only shows a low dI/dV-signal, which is most probably

caused by a non-magnetic scattering contribution of the impurity(144,146).

The second pair of YSR states is located at ±(190 ± 70)µeV as indicated

by the energy range shaded in purple and termed ±µ.

In the following, I proceed to discuss the absence and presence of YSR

states inside the superconducting gap of Ta(110) for Fe and Mn adatoms,

respectively. In a model for quasi-classical spins coupled to an s-wave

superconducting host, which turns out to be a decent approximation for

transition metal atoms having magnetic moments considerably larger

than 1µB, the energy of YSR states is given by

ϵ = ∆
1 − (JSimpÃNN(EF))

2

1 + (JSimpÃNN(EF))2
, (4.5)

which is derived from Equation 2.30(141–143,167). Recent experiments and

theoretical calculations have shown that J is subject to a systematic trend

regarding the 3d transition metal series(265,268). Starting with the atomic

species of Mn, J is expected to increase for higher and lower atomic num-

ber elements. Exactly this trend has been shown to hold true for several

3d transition metal species on clean Nb(110)(60,63,212). Therefore, we spec-

ulate that JSimpÃNN(EF) is considerably increased for Fe with respect to

Mn. According to Equation 4.5, an increase of this term eventually leads

to YSR states that shift into the coherence peaks of the substrate.

Now, let us discuss the YSR states of Mn adatoms in detail. From Fig-

ure 4.16c one finds that the YSR states +³ and ±µ vary slightly in energy

for the different impurities investigated in Figure 4.16b. This is naturally

explained by the random distribution of the Mn atoms investigated here,

which were not moved to a defect free region of the surface prior to the

measurement. It has been shown that one may influence the parameter
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JSimpÃNN(EF) in Equation 4.5 experimentally, i.e. by changing the tip-

impurity distance and, thereby, modifying attractive/repulsive forces

between tip and impurity(148,269), by having magnetic molecules forming

a self-organized island with Moiré-like variations(270), or by bringing

adatoms close to residual impurities(212). The latter example is exactly

what we are observing here, since some of the Mn adatoms are quite obvi-

ously positioned in proximity to residual oxygen (3–5) or might even be

located on top of an oxygen patch (1–2). However, it is important to note

that even though the energies of the YSR states vary slightly for randomly

distributed Mn adatoms, the overall spectroscopic features appear to be

quite similar, i.e. we always find two pairs of YSR states. Once an adatom

is moved to a defect-free region, we find very reproducible energies of the

YSR states (±450 µeV and ±200 µeV), which is crucial for the purpose of

studying artificially assembled dimers and chains. Therefore, defect-free

regions were chosen to perform the following experiments.

An example of a Mn atom that was moved to a defect free environ-

ment is shown in Figure 4.16d. A dI/dV-spectrum measured on this

atom is shown in Ref. [267] and displays YSR states at +³ = +450 µeV,

−´ = −450 µeV, and ±µ = ±200 µeV, which is in very good agreement

with the values that we obtained for statistically distributed Mn atoms

in Figure 4.16. The spatial distributions(151,152) of this atom’s YSR states

are shown in Figure 4.16d, where the leftmost panel is an STM image of

the adatom, and the remaining panels are constant-contour dI/dV-maps

(see Subsection 3.1.4).

As I have shown in Subsections 3.3.2 and 4.1.1, Mn adatoms are stably

adsorbed in the fourfold-coordinated hollow sites of Ta(110) and Nb(110),

respectively. This adsorption geometry belongs to the C2v point group.

Here, the dxy-, dxz- and dyz-orbitals are assigned to different irreducible

representations of the group and should, therefore, have one scattering

channel each, which can not hybridize with one another. On the other

hand, the dx2−y2 - and dz2 -orbitals may hybridize as they belong to the

same irreducible representation. Therefore, we expect similar spatial
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distributions for the YSR states of Mn adatoms on Ta(110) and on Nb(110)

(see Subsection 4.1.1).

Indeed, we find spatial distributions which match the 2D projection of

atomic d-orbitals onto the x − y−plane. However, the distinct spatial

distribution of the particle-hole partners of the YSR state at ±450 µeV is

rather unusual. While the one at negative biases resembles the dz2 -orbital

with slight contributions from dx2−y2 , the positive bias state quite clearly

matches a dyz-orbital. As the just described positive- and negative YSR

states may not hybridize in an individual atom due to symmetry con-

straints, we interpret them as two distinct YSR states which are closer in

energy than our experimental resolution allows us to distinguish. Along

with a strong intensity asymmetry, which is given by a non-magnetic

scattering term, the different spatial distributions for positive and neg-

ative biases explain the intensity asymmetries of these YSR states in

Figures 4.16c and d.

On the other hand, the spatial distributions of the ±µ-states are similar

for positive and negative biases. They resemble the 2D projection of a

dxy-orbital, possibly with contributions from dxz- and dyz-orbitals. We

do not find unambiguous signatures of a YSR state with dominant dxz

character, except for the minor contribution of the dumbbell-shape in

the map at −160 µeV. Alternatively, this YSR state could be hidden in

the coherence peaks of the Ta substrate. A comparison of the YSR state

energies of Mn/Ta(110) and Mn/Nb(110) is shown in Table 4.2.

Overall, we find very similar dominating YSR states for a single Mn atom

on Ta(110) and Nb(110) (cf. Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.1). For example, we

observe a YSR state close to the coherence peak of the substrate with a

very strong particle-hole asymmetry and with a very local and spherical

spatial distribution on top of Mn (dz2 ). Additionally, we find another

YSR state with a more even particle-hole intensity distribution, which is

located close to the Fermi level and has a more extended spatial shape lo-

cated at the sides of the Mn atom (dxy for Ta and dyz for Nb, respectively).

However, Table 4.2 shows that the energetic order of the dxz, dyz, and dxy
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Table 4.2.: Comparison of the YSR states of single Mn adatoms on Ta(110) and
Nb(110) in units of the respective superconducting gap. YSR states that are not
observed experimentally on Ta(110) are left blank.

d-orbital ϵYSR (∆Ta) ϵYSR (∆Nb)
(60)

dz2 , dx2−y2 0.65 (³) 0.79 (³)

dyz 0.65 (´) 0.08 (¶)
dxy 0.29 (µ) 0.70 (´)
dxz 0.52 (µ)

YSR states is interchanged for Ta with respect to Nb.

Considering this comparison, we conclude that the Shiba bands of chains

where the dz2 -like YSR state dominates should be similar for Mn/Nb(110)

and Mn/Ta(110). An example of such Shiba chains are the 1a − [001]

Mn chains on Nb(110), that are discussed in Subsection 4.2.1 and Ref.

[61]. For this chain geometry, we expect that the substrate’s SOC strength

contributes the main difference between both systems. We proceed to

compare exactly those chains in Subsection 4.4.2. A more limited com-

parison is possible considering Shiba chains where the dyz- or dxy-like

YSR states dominate the properties, as e.g. the
√

2a-[110] Mn chains on

Nb(110) (see Subsection 4.2.2 and Ref. [62]). Since the starting energies

E0 of the relevant single impurity YSR states already vary significantly,

we do not necessarily expect similar results. Nevertheless,
√

2a-[110] Mn

chains on Ta(110) are presented in Subsection 4.4.3. While a detailed and

spacing-dependent study of artificial dimers can contribute largely to

the understanding of Shiba band formation(60), I refrain from doing so at

this point for the sake of shortness. Interested readers are referred to Ref.

[197].
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Figure 4.17.: a Sketch of the tunneling geometry employing the method of YSR
SP-STM. b Two dI/dV-spectra measured on the Ta(110) substrate and on a
Mn41 1a − [001] chain using a superconducting Nb tip decorated with Mn atoms
(illustrated in a). The same microtip was used for all panels and an out-of-plane
magnetic field of +400 mT was applied. c STM image and constant-contour
dI/dV-maps measured at biases of the tip’s YSR states, as indicated in the bottom
right corner of each panel. The red dashed lines marks the spatial extent of the Mn
chain. Measurement parameters: Vstab = −2 mV, Istab = 2 nA, Vmod = 40 µV
and B = +400 mT.

4.4.2. Magnetic and electronic properties of 1a − [001]Mn

chains

Since we have discussed 1a − [001] Mn chains at an earlier stage of this

thesis, I refer to the illustration of the atomic positions of this chain

geometry in Figure 4.6a. We commence the comparison of 1a − [001]

Mn chains on Ta(110) and Nb(110) by performing SP-STS and SP-STM

measurements. For this purpose, I use a YSR state functionalized su-

perconducting Nb tip (details on method in Ref. [59] and Figure 4.17a).

SP-STS and SP-STM measurements on a Mn41 1a− [001] chain are shown

in Figures 4.17b and c. The substrate is quenched into its metallic phase

by an out-of-plane magnetic field of +400 mT throughout these measure-

ments. Thereby, we avoid tunneling processes between YSR states of
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the tip and YSR states of the sample, which could dramatically compli-

cate the interpretation of the SP-STS data(149). Furthermore, an external

B-field stabilizes the magnetic moment of the tip apex in the field direc-

tion, which is required as we only pick up very few magnetic atoms. As

shown recently, the particle-hole partners of the tip’s YSR states have

opposite spin orientations(56,144,271). A dI/dV-spectrum measured on the

Ta substrate (blue curve), which clearly demonstrates the presence of at

least three YSR states on the tip, and a dI/dV-spectrum measured on the

Mn41 1a − [001] chain (orange curve) are shown in Figure 4.17b.

Let us discuss the influence of spin-polarized tunneling using the exam-

ple of the YSR state at ±130 µV. From the spectrum measured on the

Ta(110) substrate, it is apparent that this state has a particle-hole asym-

metry in the dI/dV-intensity, i.e. it has a higher intensity at +130 µV

than at −130 µV. Upon moving the tip onto the Mn41 1a − [001] chain,

a change in these YSR states’ intensities occurs: The positive (negative)

bias YSR states have larger (lower) intensities in the spectrum measured

on the Mn chain than on the Ta substrate. We interpret this asymmet-

ric intensity change of the particle-hole partners as a consequence of

TMR(59,198,199,271).

To eventually determine the spin structure of the chain, we proceed to

measure constant-contour dI/dV-maps over the Mn41 1a − [001] chain,

which are shown in Figure 4.17c. The dI/dV-maps reveal an intensity

increase (decrease) of the YSR state at +130 µV (−130 µV) throughout the

entire chain in comparison to the substrate. We observe exactly the same

behavior considering the YSR state at ±500 µV. Furthermore, we observe

that the dI/dV-signal on the chain is constant in all four dI/dV-maps.

From the increased asymmetry of the tip’s YSR states measured on the

chain and the absence of any contrast changes along the chain we con-

clude that the chain is in a FM state in the external field of 400 mT. Since

1a − [001] Mn chains on Nb(110) are in a FM state as well, we proceed

with the comparison of the in-gap band structure for chains on these two

substrates.
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Figure 4.18.: a Exemplary dI/dV-line profile measured along the longitudinal
axis of a Mn14 1a − [001] chain on Ta(110). White arrows and labels indicate the
number of maxima n³ along the entire length of the chain for a particular energy.
Red dashed horizontal lines indicate the edges of the minigap. b STM image
and dI/dV-grid of a Mn14 chain evaluated at energy slices indicated in every
panel’s top right corner. Gray dashed lines mark the spatial extent of the chain.
c Chain length-dependent dI/dV-spectra for Mn2 − Mn34 1a − [001] chains.
Each spectrum (row) was obtained by averaging over the dI/dV-line profile of
the particular length. Red dashed lines are a guide to the eye. Measurement
parameters: Vstab = −2.5 mV, Istab = 1 nA and Vmod = 20 µV.
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We reveal the Shiba band properties of 1a − [001] Mn chains on Ta(110)

the same way as we have done it so far throughout this thesis: We sub-

sequently construct a chain with increasing length starting form Mn2

up to Mn34. We measure a dI/dV-line profile for each of those lengths.

An exemplary dI/dV-line profile of a Mn14 1a − [001] chain is shown

in Figure 4.18a and an additional data-set on a Mn33 1a − [001] chain is

shown in Figure A.1a. We find states with a very high dI/dV-intensity

which dominate inside the superconducting gap of tantalum. They re-

semble standing waves with increasing numbers n³ of maxima along

the chain at decreasing energies, as indicated by white arrows and labels.

For example, we observe n = 2,3,4 and 5 maxima at energies +290 µeV,

+200 µeV, −130 µeV and −310 µeV, respectively. As shown in the previ-

ous study of structurally identical Mn chains on Nb(110), these standing

waves are assigned to confined BdG quasiparticles in a Shiba band which

forms by the hybridization of YSR states of the chain’s Mn atoms (see

Subsection 4.2.1). Most importantly, we find that these states are again

separated by a minigap around the Fermi level, as indicated by the red

dashed horizontal lines in Figure 4.18a, which is visible in all dI/dV-line

profiles for N > 5, see the length-dependent chain-averaged spectra in

Figure 4.18c.

These dominant states are also uncovered by the dI/dV-grids at the re-

spective energy slices shown in Figure 4.18b (see Figure A.1b for dI/dV-

grids of a Mn33 1a − [001] chain). The states are spatially localized on

top of the longitudinal axis of the chain. They have a transversal extent

that is similar to the most intense, dz2 (³), single atom’s YSR state, c.f.

Figures 4.16c and d. As visible in the length-dependent investigation of

averaged dI/dV-spectra, which is shown in Figure 4.18c, the confined

states gradually evolve from the split ³ YSR states of the dimer. They

continuously shift up in energy from −350 µeV, cross the Fermi level,

and saturate at +400 µeV, which is the bottom of the corresponding

Shiba band. Therefore, we conclude that the Shiba band producing these

confined states primarily stems from hybridization of the single atom dz2
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(³) YSR states.

In addition to these dominant states of the³ band, we observe confined

states which have an elongated intensity minimum directly on top of

the chain, c.f. Figure 4.18b. This nodal line renders those states barely

visible in the dI/dV-line profiles of Figures 4.18a and c. In contrast to

the³ states, these states are extended in the [110]-direction, i.e. on both

sides of the chain with an offset in [110]-direction that compares to the

spatial extent of the lobes of the single Mn atom’s ´ and µ YSR states (cf.

Figure 4.16d). Nevertheless, these states form standing waves along the

longitudinal axis of the chain. We conclude that these states originate

primarily from hybridization of the single atom’s dyz (´) and dxy (µ) YSR

states. Additional dI/dV-grids of a 1a − [001] Mn33 chain on Ta(110)

are shown in Figure A.1. These measurements reveal that the observed

side features remain bulk states and do not evolve to end states, even for

longer chains.

In the following, we analyze the dispersions of these two bands. We

obtain the ³- and ´/µ-Shiba bands by extracting the energy-dependent

scattering vectors q from the average of 1D-FFTs of all dI/dV-line pro-

files for chains with lengths Mn14-Mn34 (details in Subsection 4.2.1). The

resulting averaged 1D-FFT is shown in Figure 4.19a. Additionally, the

figure features an overlay of gray and orange dots which are manually

evaluated points of scattering vectors q and energy E. We extract them

from the confined states of the Shiba bands by plugging n, the number

of maxima for a given energy, and the chain length N into the equation

q(E) = ±2nÃ/(N · a).

By evaluating both sets of data points, the averaged 1D-FFT and the

manually evaluated gray dots, we find that the ³-Shiba band has a

parabolic dispersion of scattering vectors with negative curvature rang-

ing from +400 µeV to −600 µeV. Similar to the ³ YSR state, whose

dI/dV-intensity dominates all other YSR states, this band also dominates

all other features in the averaged 1D-FFT. Most notably, a minigap in

the ³ Shiba band is visible in Figure 4.19a, which we have identified
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before in all dI/dV-line profiles for N > 5, see Figures 4.18a and c. To

quantify the size of this minigap, we extract the spectral function at the

q-value where the ³ band would cross EF in an ungapped phase. This

q-value is indicated by a dashed blue line in Figure 4.19a. The spectral

function of the 1a − [001] Mn chains on Ta(110) is shown by the blue dots

in Figure 4.19b. We fit the minigap using a Dynes function (Equation 2.25)

and extract a width of ∆³ = ±(146 ± 10)µeV or 0.21∆Ta. In order to

compare this minigap size with the structurally identical chain of Mn on

Nb(110), we proceed similarly, as shown by the black dots in Figure 4.19b,

which results in (164 ± 4)µeV or 0.11∆Nb for the Nb system.

Additionally to the gapped³-Shiba band, the averaged 1D-FFT reveals

another band with a lower intensity and a nearly linear dispersion which

extends from +500 µeV at ±q/2 = 0.2 Ã/a to −500 µeV at ±q/2 =

0.64 Ã/a. From a comparison with the manually extracted q(E)-values

of the confined dyz/dxy-like states (orange dots in the left panel of Fig-

ure 4.19a), we conclude that this band is the ´/µ band. It is not gapped,

but bypasses the minigap of the ³ Shiba band and the Fermi level contin-

uously.

Now that we have extracted the crucial Shiba band properties of 1a −
[001] Mn chains on Ta(110) and Nb(110), we can proceed to compare

the results on both material platforms. Firstly, despite the larger SOC

of Ta(110) in comparison to Nb(110), we do not observe indications for

non-collinear spin structures in the 1a − [001] Mn chains on Ta(110). In

fact, our results show quite the contrary. They indicate a FM ground

state, i.e. the same magnetic state as for structurally identical chains on

Nb(110)(59).

Secondly, we obtain similar results for the in-gap states on the single

atom level: We find alike spatial distributions of the YSR states and a

comparable energy of the dz2 -like (³) YSR states, if taken in relation to the

respective substrate’s ∆ . On the other hand, the remaining YSR states are

energetically interchanged (Table 4.2) between both material platforms.

Thirdly, due to these similarities of the spin structures and the single
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Figure 4.19.: a Averaged 1D-FFT of Mn 1a − [001] chains with lengths Mn14-
Mn34. Gray and orange dots are an overlay of manually evaluated q(E)-values
from the maxima visible on and besides the chain (e.g. from Figures 4.18a and
b), respectively. Red dashed horizontal lines indicate the minigap of the ³ band.
The blue dashed line marks the cut in q-space, where the ³ band would cross
the Fermi level. b Symmetrized spectral functions(272) evaluated at the q-value
where the³ band is closest to EF for 1a − [001] Mn chains on Ta(110) (blue) and
on Nb(110) (black) (see Figure 4.7c), extracted from cuts through the 1D-FFTs.
For the blue curve, the FFT intensity is offset by 0.5 arb. units for the sake of
visibility. Red curves are fits of the spectra in vicinity of the minigaps using a
Dynes function (Equation 2.25). Measurement parameters: see Figure 4.18 and
Figure 4.6.
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atom³ YSR states, we expect, and in fact observe, very similar properties

of the³ Shiba bands for the two substrates: (I) The³ band has a similar

dispersion for both substrates with a sufficient band width such that it

crosses the Fermi level. We can unambiguously conclude this from the

fact that there are confined states with less maxima above and with more

maxima below EF
(61). (II) We observe a minigap in the ³ band around

EF for both substrates. We assign this gap to a topological gap induced

by SOC-driven p-wave correlations(61). If we determine the size of the

minigap using the same method, we find that it is only 0.11 ∆Nb for the

Nb system while it is 0.21∆Ta for Ta. This results in an increase by a factor

of 1.9 (cf. Figure 4.19b).

In general it is not straightforward to pinpoint the origin of the increased

minigap. As recently shown, it doesn’t only depend on the SOC strength,

but also on the normal state Fermi wave vector kF,0 of the substrate

and on the Fermi wave vector of the ³ band kF,³
(62). However, as the

³ Shiba band dispersions of the Ta(110)- and Nb(110)-based material

platforms, which we compare here, are very similar (kF,³ = 0.24Ã/a

for Ta, kF,³ = 0.19Ã/a for Nb) and since both substrates have very sim-

ilar Fermi surfaces(261), we assume that the latter effects play a minor

role. Therefore, to a large degree, we ascribe the increased minigap to

the threefold-increased SOC(263) of the Ta(110) substrate compared to

Nb(110). Even though the factor of 1.9 increase in the minigap size and

the factor of 3-fold increase in SOC agree reasonably well, we note that

there is probably a complex relation of substrate SOC and the SOC in

the relevant Shiba bands. The strength of SOC in surface science related

phenomena is usually determined by an intricate interplay of atomic con-

tributions and wave function asymmetries(103,104), and requires further

theoretical modeling in the case of Shiba bands.
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4.4.3. Magnetic and electronic properties of
√

2a − [110]Mn

chains

To begin the characterization of
√

2a-[110] Mn chains on Ta(110), we

perform SP-STM and SP-STS with YSR-functionalized superconducting

Nb tips as in the previous section. A dI/dV-spectrum measured on the

bare substrate at an applied external magnetic field of B = +200 mT,

i.e. where the substrate’s superconductivity is fully quenched, using a

functionalized superconducting tip, is shown in Figure 4.20a. We observe

two pairs of YSR states. One is located at ±110 µeV and the other at

±530 µeV. By comparing this curve with a spectrum that was measured

on a Mn12

√
2a − [110] chain, we find that there is an asymmetric in-

tensity shift for the particle-hole partners of the YSR state at ±530 µeV.

Therefore, we conclude that the tip has a net spin-polarization at the

biases of the tip’s YSR states at ±530 µeV. We verified this contrast by

measurements over an AFM coupled (
√

3/2)a − [111] Mn chain, where

alternating up-down contrast is easily achievable (see Figure 5.1).

Constant-contour dI/dV-maps measured at those two biases are shown

in Figure 4.20b. We find that the dI/dV-signal is evenly decreased (in-

creased) for the positive bias (negative bias) state along the entire chain.

This absence of any further contrast modulation indicates a constant

out-of-plane magnetization of all Mn atoms in the chain.

Strangely, using regular STM images, we observe additional contrast

modulations. As opposed to the just presented SP-STS and SP-STM

measurements, we reproducibly observe a periodic modulation in the

Z-signal on
√

2a-[110] Mn chains with different chain lengths, at multi-

ple different locations on the sample and employing multiple different

microtips and even different bulk tips.

An example of this modulation is shown in Figure 4.20c. The STM image

was obtained with a regular superconducting tip (without YSR function-

alization) and displays a Mn19

√
2a − [110] chain. It is apparent that the

Mn atoms making up the chain have different heights. By bare eye, it is
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Figure 4.20.: a Two dI/dV-spectra measured on the substrate and on a

Mn12

√
2a − [110] chain using a functionalized superconducting Nb tip (see

sketch in Figure 4.17). An external magnetic field of +200 mT was applied for
this measurement and the ones shown in b. b STM image and constant-contour

dI/dV-maps of a Mn12

√
2a − [110] chain, measured at biases of the tip’s YSR

states . c STM image of a Mn19

√
2a − [110] chain taken with a non-magnetic

tip. The contrast is adjusted to highlight the height-modulation of individual
atoms in the chain. The blue rectangle indicates the extraction region for the line
profile along the longitudinal chain axis, which is shown in d. d Each Z-value
of the line profile is obtained by averaging the pixels column wise, i.e. perpen-
dicular to the chain axis. Grey dashed lines mark the positions of Mn atoms in
the chain. e 1D-FFT of the line profile shown in d. Black arrows and labels mark
the k-values of the interatomic distance in the chain and a broad peak around

k = 0.5(Ã/
√

2a). f and g are STM images of two different Mn11

√
2a− [110] chains

measured with a non-magnetic tip at 0 T (f) and a magnetic tip at −300 mT (g).
Measurement parameters: a Vstab = 1.5 mV, Istab = 1 nA and Vmod = 40 µV,
b Vbias = 5 mV, I = 1 nA, Vmod = 40 µV, c Vbias = −20 mV, I = 200 pA, f
Vbias = 3 mV, I = 1 nA and g Vbias = 2 mV, I = 1 nA.
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difficult to identify a certain wavelength of this modulation. However,

one can find regions with a 4 ·
√

2a period. We further analyze this by

taking a line profile of the topography: The blue rectangle in Figure 4.20c

marks the extraction region where we averaged each line perpendicular

to the chain axis to end up with the profile shown in Figure 4.20d. For the

sake of visibility, we reduce the Z-scale to the atoms 3-17 of the chain, as

the first two and the last two Mn atoms of the chain appear much lower

than the bulk.

In Figure 4.20d one can clearly observe the atomic modulation with a

nearest-neighbor distance of 465 pm. In fact, the exact registry of the

atomic distances in the chain with the underlying [110]-direction of the

Ta(110) substrate, is also observable in the STM image of Figure 3.7c,

which was taken with an ultra-sharp STM tip. This precise and equal

spacing of all nearest neighbors allows us to exclude an internal strain of

the chain as the origin of the height-modulation. Apart from the period

of ¼at. = 465 pm, it is more apparent from Figure 4.20d that there is a

modulation with ¼ = 4 · 465 pm. This additional modulation is observ-

able in the 1D-FFT of the line profile, shown in Figure 4.20e, where one

finds a broad peak around k = 1
4 (

2Ã√
2a
).

To demonstrate that this modulation is reproducible, we used different

microtips and different
√

2a − [110] Mn11 chains, constructed at different

locations on the sample, and recorded the STM images shown in Fig-

ures 4.20f and g. Further, I want to highlight that Figure 4.20f is measured

while the substrate is in the superconducting state at 0 T. On the other

hand, Figure 4.20g is measured in the normal metal state of the Ta(110)

substrate at an external field of −300 mT. A careful comparison of these

two STM images shows that the same contrast modulation is observed

in both: Starting with the leftmost atom (1), we find that the first two

and the last two atoms have a lower apparent height than atoms in the

rest of the chain. Starting from the 3rd atom on the left side, the Z-signal

increases until it reaches a maximum at site five. For atom six we observe

a sudden decrease of the apparent height, which increases greatly again
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for atom seven and then drops off slowly for sites eight and nine.

Overall, we can not unambiguously determine the origin of this mod-

ulation. However, in the measurements shown above, we demonstrate

that neither an out-of-plane magnetic structure, nor geometric anomalies

or strain, nor electronic modulations caused by in-gap states (e.g. YSR

states) can be its origin. Due to the independence of this contrast on

the microtip and its existence with nonmagnetic tips, we speculate that

weak in-plane non-collinear spin components in addition to the dominant

FM out-of-plane contribution (Figure 4.20b) combined with tunneling

anisotropic magnetoresistance could be the origin(273). To confirm this

hypothesis, one would have to conduct SP-STM with in-plane sensitive

tips in a vector magnetic field or perform ab-initio calculations of the

magnetic ground state.

An in-depth study of dimers oriented in [110]-direction with a spacing

of
√

2a, which is published in Ref. [197], and the SP-STM measurements

shown in Figure 4.20 indicate that the corresponding chains are poten-

tially interesting concerning the formation of Shiba bands. An illustration

of the Mn sites for chains along this building direction is shown in Fig-

ure 4.9a. The spectroscopic results on the in-gap states of this type of

chain are summarized in Figure 4.21. An exemplary dI/dV-line profile

of a Mn13 chain is presented in Figure 4.21a. Well-defined in-gap states

with a mirror symmetric spatial distribution around the center of the

chain are clearly observable. This hallmark can be seen as an indicator

for good crystallographic quality and the absence of defects. However,

while the states seem to have a standing wave character, the dispersion is

not as readily observable as for the 1a − [001] chains (Subsection 4.4.2).

The Shiba state with the highest dI/dV-intensity is found at −470 µeV

and is strongly localized on the edges of the chain (Figures 4.21a and b).

We speculate that this trivial edge state could be the single impurity ³

state, which does not seem to hybridize and split in this crystallographic

direction and interatomic spacing (see dimer in Ref. [197]). It should be

noted, that all other Shiba states have a much lower dI/dV-intensity, and
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Figure 4.21.: a dI/dV-line profile measured along a the longitudinal axis of a

Mn13

√
2a − [110] chain. Dashed gray horizontal lines mark the coherence peaks

of ∆Ta. b STM image and dI/dV-grids of a Mn13 chain evaluated at energy slices
where confined states of the Shiba bands are observed. c The leftmost panel

displays chain length dependent dI/dV-spectra for Mn2 − Mn20

√
2a − [110]

chains. Each spectrum (column) was obtained by averaging over the dI/dV-line
profile measured for a chain having this particular length. An average dI/dV-
spectrum of the chains with lengths Mn11 − Mn20 (indicated by the gray arrow)
is shown in the middle panel. The rightmost panel is a magnification of the
gray-shaded area in the middle panel to improve the visibility of states with a low
dI/dV intensity. Gray dashed vertical lines mark the coherence peaks ±∆Ta. d

Averaged 1D-FFT of dI/dV-line profiles of Mn
√

2a − [110] chains with lengths
Mn8-Mn20. The white and red dashed lines are guides to the eye. Measurement
parameters: Vstab = −2.5 mV, Istab = 1 nA and Vmod = 20 µV.
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are therefore likely ascribed to the ´ and µ YSR states.

One of those Shiba states is observed at ±300 µeV, which is located ev-

erywhere along the longitudinal axis of the chain but has the spatial

distribution of a dumbbell-like YSR state in [001]-direction , as shown in

the dI/dV-maps of Figure 4.21b. Further, we observe a state at 40 µeV,

which resembles a standing wave with four maxima along the chain,

where the two inner ones are strongest. Additionally, we observe a state

at −70 µeV, which is located on every atomic site.

Overall, we obtain very similar results for all chain lengths, as apparent

from the length-dependent chain-averaged dI/dV-spectra in Figure 4.21c.

While details are difficult to extract form this plot, we may still conclude

that there are dominant states at −120 µeV, +100 µeV and +300 µeV for

chains with N > 8.

The averaged 1D-FFT of the dI/dV-line profiles of all Mn chains with

lengths of Mn8-Mn20 is shown in Figure 4.21d. We find indications for

multiple bands: One has its band bottom at the Γ -point and −550 µeV.

This Shiba band has an upwards dispersion, which is visible from its

increase to ∼ −300 µeV close to the Brillouin zone boundary at q/2 >

0.7 ( Ãa ) (white dashed line). The band has a strong particle-hole asymme-

try, as it is not observed for positive energies. The strong particle-hole

asymmetry, the elevated spectral intensity and spatial distribution of the

state at −470 µeV (Figure 4.21b) indicate that this could be the³ band.

A second upwards dispersing Shiba band is observed in Figure 4.21d. It

has its band bottom at q/2 = 0 and −400 µeV. Starting from the band

bottom, the Shiba band increases to 0 µeV at q/2 ≈ 0.5 ( Ãa ), as indicated

by the red dashed line. Its dispersion seems to be closer to a parabolic

shape than the ³ band’s dispersion. We can’t tell whether the second

Shiba band crosses the Fermi level or not within our experimental resolu-

tion.

Overall, we find that Mn chains in [110]-direction with an interatomic

spacing of
√

2a have multiple bands with multiple different orbital ori-

gins (Figures 4.21b and d). Unfortunately, an unambiguous extraction of
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4.4. Effect of substrate SOC on the topological gap size of Shiba bands

the Shiba band structure including the clear respective orbital origin was

not possible for
√

2a − [110] chains. This is partly caused by the limited

energy resolution on the small-gap superconductor Ta (Tc = 4.39 K) at

our measurement temperature of 320 mK together with the multi-orbital

character of the bands giving rise to a plethora of states in the gap. An

additional problem is the low dI/dV-intensity of the second Shiba band,

which is apparent from Figure 4.21c.

4.4.4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we learn multiple important facts from the study of Mn

chains on Ta(110), and by comparing these new results to the Mn/Nb(110)

platform. To begin with, we find that the dz2 -like YSR state of single Mn

atoms on Ta(110) has very similar properties as on Nb(110). As this YSR

state is crucial for the Shiba bands of 1a − [001] Mn chains on Ta(110) and

on Nb(110) (see Subsections 4.2.1 and 4.4.2) we performed a comparative

study on the influence of the substrate’s SOC on Shiba band properties of

1a − [001] Mn chains. The striking result of this comparison is the obser-

vation of a minigap in 1a − [001] Mn chains on Ta(110), that is 1.9 times

larger (related to the respective substrate gaps) than the one observed

in structurally identical chains on Nb(110). Therefore, we conclude that

higher substrate SOC can indeed lead to a larger topological minigap in

Shiba bands.

A second valuable lesson is learned from the
√

2a-[110] chains on Ta(110).

While it is clearly found that YSR states hybridize and form bands (prob-

ably two), we find that the reduced gap size of Ta(110) compared to

Nb(110) makes a clear allocation of in-gap features difficult. This is easily

explainable, if we consider an experiment where Mn chains on Nb(110)

and on Ta(110) have the same Shiba band structure (normalized to ∆).

In dI/dV-spectra, we would expect to find the same amount of in-gap

states for both systems. However, for Ta(110) these states are all located
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in a much smaller gap, leading to smaller absolute energy differences

between Shiba states, which makes them difficult to distinguish from

one another. Therefore, I conclude that the ideal material platform to

investigate MSH structures should be Nb-based.

These two conclusions highlight the need of superconducting heterostruc-

tures, which are composed of a high-Z metal deposited on Nb(110)(175,274).

Such proximitized high-Z films might be the ideal candidates to incorpo-

rate all the required ingredients for the realization of MBS. I proceed to

study two examples of such heterostructures in Section 4.5.
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4.5. Proximitized Ir and Au films as substrates for

MSHs

In Section 4.4 we demonstrate that employing a high-Z material with a

high SOC as the substrate for Shiba chains can increase the strength of

SOC in the relevant Shiba bands as well, and hence it can increase the

size of a topological gap. Therefore, we proceed to investigate the growth

of two high-Z materials — Ir and Au — on Nb(110), which we then use

as substrates for magnetic structures.

The experimental data, the figures and parts of the text on the growth

study of Ir on clean Nb(110), which are presented and discussed in

Subsections 4.5.1 and 4.5.3, are published in the article

Philip Beck, Lucas Schneider, Lydia Bachmann, Jens Wiebe

and Roland Wiesendanger

Structural and superconducting properties of ultrathin Ir films on

Nb(110)

Physical Review Materials, 6, 024801 (2022).

The experimental data, the figures and parts of the text describing the

study of 1 ML Au thin films grown on clean Nb(110) as well as the Fe

adatom structures assembled on top (Subsections 4.5.2 and 4.5.4), are

written up in the preprint

Philip Beck, Bendegúz Nyári, Lucas Schneider, Levente Rózsa,

András Lászlóffy, Krisztián Palotás, László Szunyogh, Balázs

Ujfalussy, Jens Wiebe and Roland Wiesendanger

Search for large topological gaps in atomic spin chains on proximi-

tized superconducting high-Z layers

Manuscript submitted to Nano Letters (2022).
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The remaining results on the growth of 2 and 4 ML thick Au films (in-

cluded in Subsection 4.5.2), and the STS studies of single Fe adatoms on

4 ML Au/Nb(110) (included in Subsection 4.5.4) and 10 ML Ir/Nb(110)

(Subsection 4.5.5) are unpublished up to this date.

All dI/dV-spectra measured at ultra-low temperature, i.e. all dI/dV-

spectra of the superconducting gaps were obtained with the bulk Nb tip

described in Subsection 3.3.3. The spectra are numerically deconvoluted

as described in Subsection 3.1.2, unless indicated otherwise.

Contributions

The STM and STS data presented in this section were measured by Dr.

Lucas Schneider and myself. The measurements on 0.3, 1 and 2 ML thick

Ir films were supported by Lydia Bachmann in the scope of her Bachelor

thesis(275). STM images were analyzed using Gwyddion(248) and the

spectroscopic data was processed using a self-written Python code.

Introduction

As we have shown in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, recent research efforts

in the quest to realize MBS have been devoted to employing Nb(110)

as a substrate for artificial magnetic structures composed of Fe(244,276),

Cr(63,174,265) and Mn(60–62) adatoms. All of those STS studies found that

in-gap features become clearly observable and distinguishable using typ-

ical ultra-low temperature STMs (operation temperatures 300 mK-1.4 K)

due to the large gap and high critical temperature TC = 9.2 K of Nb.

Additionally, Nb(110) enables highly reproducible STM tip-induced atom

manipulation. These two points clearly emphasize its advantages over

substrates as Re(0001)(55,58) or Ta(110) (see Section 4.4) which have lower

critical temperatures, and Pb(110)(53,54,56,57) where atom manipulation is

not possible in a reproducible manner.
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However, while we have shown that considerable SOC is present in Nb

based MSH systems in Section 4.1 and Ref. [60], we also found that

SOC effects turn out to be too low in Section 4.2. Additionally, low DM

interaction strengths resulting in dominantly collinear magnetic ground

states were calculated(216) and experimentally observed(59) for most Mn

chains on Nb(110).

In this chapter, we prepare superconducting heterostructures consist-

ing of a thin film of a high-Z metal grown on the (110) surface of a Nb

single crystal. The approach is centered around the idea, that the latter

component provides its excellent superconducting properties (i.e. the

large superconducting gap), while the former serves to increase SOC (see

Section 4.4) and the DM interaction within the nanostructure assembled

on top, which should favor non-collinear magnetic ground states.

We expect that superconductivity is induced into the high-Z metal over-

layer by proximity, which was discussed in Subsection 2.2.3, as long as the

film’s thickness is kept low enough(277–279). Furthermore, we expect that

the spin-carrying states of magnetic nanostructures constructed on the

high-Z metal/Nb(110) heterostructures will hybridize with the electronic

states of the high-Z metal overlayer, which should induce strong SOC

in the nanostructure. This approach follows the ideas that atomic SOC

contributions roughly scale with multiple powers of the atomic number

Z of the species and that the asymmetry of the wave functions in the

magnetic nanostructure may be increased by the hybridization with the

high-Z metal overlayer (see Section 4.4).

Therefore, such systems should be ideal to realize TSC in 1D and 2D

magnetic nanostructures. Concerning the choice of a high-Z metal to use

as an overlayer, we expect that Ir and Au are particularly well-suited

candidates. The former is appropriate, since Ir(111) surfaces have al-

ready been shown to serve as a template for the realization of spin-spiral

and skyrmion phases(280–283), where the non-collinear magnetic states

are stabilized by a large contribution of the DM interaction. The latter

appears to be a suitable candidate, since Au is well known to exhibit
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

large SOC, e.g. in its surface state(100,284). Furthermore, it was experimen-

tally demonstrated that the proximity to Au has enhanced SOC-induced

effects in light elements, including the scattering rate(285), the Rashba

splitting(103,286) and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy(287). Addi-

tionally, previous work hints at the possibility to prepare pseudomorphic

thin films of Au on Nb(110)(288), which is desirable, since anisotropic YSR

states enable the tailoring of systems into the single Shiba band regime

as shown in Subsection 4.2.2.

In the following subsections, I present coverage-dependent growth stud-

ies of Ir (Subsection 4.5.1) and Au on Nb(110) (Subsection 4.5.2), where

I use STM and LEED to determine the crystal structures of thin films.

Afterwards, I discuss the usability of films with varying thicknesses for

single adatom and Shiba chain experiments in Subsection 4.5.3. In Subsec-

tion 4.5.4, I proceed to perform the proposed experiments on Fe adatoms

and Shiba chains on 1 and 4 monolayer (ML) thick Au films deposited on

Nb(110). Last, I present a STS study on the influence of single Fe adatoms

on 10 ML thick Ir films on Nb(110) in Subsection 4.5.5 and, finally, finish

this section with a discussion and conclusions in Subsection 4.5.6.

4.5.1. Growth study of Ir on Nb(110)

In this subsection I subsequently discuss Ir films with a coverage of

0.3 ML, 1 ML, 2 ML and ∼ 10 ML on Nb(110). All samples, excluding

the latter, were prepared and investigated in the experimental set-up

referred to as the VT-STM in Subsection 3.2.2. The sample with an Ir

coverage of ∼ 10 ML was investigated in the ultra low-temperature STM

with a base temperature of 320 mK (see Subsection 3.2.1).

Throughout the following sample preparations, the Ir coverage of the

Nb(110) surface is calculated by calibration measurements for films

thicker than 1 ML: We measured the ion current of the evaporator and the

evaporation time for a calibration sample. Subsequently, we analyzed the
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4.5. Proximitized Ir and Au films as substrates for MSHs

Ir coverage of the Nb(110) sample (required to be < 1 ML) using an STM.

The determined evaporation rate was then used to calculate an estimated

coverage for all following sample preparations. A separate calibration

was carried out for the two experimental setups. We obtained the follow-

ing rates for the VT-STM: At a power of 23 W and an ion current of 29 nA

we achieved a rate of 0.024 ML/min. In the 320 mK lab a power of 53 W

and an ion current of 22 nA yielded a rate of 0.065 ML/min. Since this

method assumes a pseudomorphic ML and doesn’t account for structural

changes in the Ir film with increasing layer thickness, it should be seen as

an estimate for coverages larger than 1 ML.

Sub-ML coverage

To begin with, a sample with an iridium coverage of ∼ 0.3 ML is shown

in Figure 4.22. Large-scale overview STM images which highlight the

quality and homogeneity of the Ir islands are shown in Figures 4.22a and

b. As apparent from the irregularly shaped step edges in Figure 4.22a,

in comparison to those of a clean single crystal (see Figure 3.6d), we

conclude that iridium grows via step-edge decoration and step-flow, as

well as in a free-standing island mode.

Both, the islands and the substrate appear to be atomically flat with the ex-

ception of few randomly distributed point-like defects. Furthermore, the

Ir islands mostly have approximately rectangular shapes, whose edges

are preferably oriented along the directions indicated by black lines in

Figure 4.22b. The atomic resolution image taken on the substrate (inset in

the bottom left corner of Figure 4.22b) shows the atomic structure of bare

Nb(110), i.e. a centered rectangular unit cell with edges along the [110]-

and [001]-direction. The fact that large areas of clean Nb(110) are still

found, even after Ir evaporation and post-annealing processes, is crucial

to highlight the good quality of the Ir/Nb(110) interface.

This conclusion is further supported by the dI/dV-spectra taken on bare
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

Figure 4.22.: a and b Overview STM images of an Ir/Nb(110) sample with a
coverage of ∼ 0.3 ML. Black arrows and labels in b denote crystallographic
directions and are valid for panel a as well. An atomic resolution STM image
taken at the location of the white box is shown as an inset in panel b. The black
scale bar corresponds to a length of 500 pm. A Gaussian filter was applied in
order to highlight the atomic resolution. White arrows and labels mark lattice
vectors (a1 and a2) of the clean Nb(110) substrate. The remaining color-coded
boxes in b mark the areas, where the dI/dV-spectra shown in c were measured.
c Averaged dI/dV-spectra obtained while stabilizing on bare Nb(110) and on an
Ir island. Black arrows mark the characteristic peaks of Nb(110). Measurement
parameters: a and b Vbias = −1 V, I = 1 nA, inset of b Vbias = −10 mV, I = 5 nA
and c Vstab = −1 V, Istab = 1 nA.
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4.5. Proximitized Ir and Au films as substrates for MSHs

Nb(110) and an Ir island in Figure 4.22c. The dI/dV-spectrum taken on

bare Nb(110) (dark blue curve) agrees very well with recent results from

the literature(206): We observe a pronounced peak at −500 mV (marked

by the left black arrow), which is characteristic for clean Nb(110). Further-

more, we observe a step at a positive bias of approximately +500 mV.

Upon moving the STM tip onto an Ir island, we find that the dI/dV-

spectrum (light blue curve) is altered. While the pronounced peak at

−500 mV is still found, the step feature at positive biases is no longer

observable. Instead one finds a nearly linear increase of the dI/dV-signal

for positive biases. Since the dI/dV-spectrum measured on bare Nb(110)

fully resembles literature spectra and we observe the expected bcc(110)

surface in atomic resolution images of the substrate (inset in Figure 4.22b),

we conclude that there is no intermixing of Ir into the topmost layers

of Nb(110). Furthermore, we conclude that the observed islands can-

not be caused by Ir patches intercalated beneath the topmost layers of

Nb(110), as tunneling spectra taken on their locations no longer resemble

the spectrum of bare Nb(110). This indicates that the islands are formed

by iridium ontop of the Nb(110) surface.

Obviously, we can largely exclude oxygen diffusion from the bulk crystal

to the surface or the deposition of impurities from the evaporator beam.

The conclusion holds true, also for the further preparations with higher

iridium coverages, as long as the post-annealing protocol is not altered.

Last, a comparison of the crystallographic directions and the preferred

edge orientation of the iridium islands (both highlighted in Figure 4.22b)

hints towards a rectangular crystal structure of the Ir islands. Obtaining

clear atomic resolution images of the Ir islands was not possible in this ex-

periment, but conclusive experiments on 1 ML and 2 ML thick Ir films in

the following subsections further indicate a rectangular crystal structure.
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

Figure 4.23.: a STM image and b LEED pattern characterizing the growth of 1 ML
Ir on clean Nb(110). The LEED pattern was obtained with a beam energy of
105.1 eV. Black arrows and labels in b denote reciprocal lattice vectors, which
were observed for clean Nb(110). Red ones mark LEED spots observed only
after the growth of 1 ML Ir. c and d STM images of an Ir/Nb(110) sample
with a coverage of 2 ML. d Black arrows denote crystallographic directions as

obtained from Figure 4.22b and white arrows mark the lattice vectors (a
′
1 and

a
′
2) determined from the visible superstructure. The 2D-FFT is shown as an inset.

Here, white arrows and labels mark the reciprocal lattice vectors. The white
scale bar represents a length of 2.3 nm−1. Measurement parameters: a Vbias =
−1 V, I = 20 pA, c Vbias = −1 V, I = 20 pA and d Vbias = −20 mV, I = 8 nA.
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One and two ML: Ultrathin film limit

Now that we have established that Ir grows in an ordered and flat fash-

ion, and that the Ir/Nb(110) interface remains clean even after applying

post-annealing, we proceed to study samples with a higher coverage of

Ir, which are needed for the purpose of single atom experiments or for

the growth of metallic transition metal thin films onto Ir thin films. A

large-scale STM image obtained for a sample with a coverage of 1 ML

Ir is shown in Figure 4.23a. It is apparent, that the first ML isn’t fully

closed, as there are still holes in the film. Furthermore, irregularly shaped

step edges indicate that the formation of a second ML might have begun.

Flat connected areas are visible between the holes of the first ML, which

are only disrupted by point-like defects that we already observed for

samples with sub-ML coverage (see Figure 4.22d) as well.

We performed a LEED measurement on this sample, which results in the

pattern shown in Figure 4.23b. The data obtained from this measurement

allows us to derive a model of the crystal structure for the first ML of Ir on

Nb(110). To begin with, the LEED spots of bare Nb(110) (cf. Figure 3.6f)

are still observed in this measurement and are marked by black arrows

which are labeled by b1 and b2. Additional sharp and bright spots are

observed at locations marked by red arrows, which are labeled b
′
1 and

b
′
2. Since the emergence of these new LEED spots is linked to a coverage

of the Nb(110) substrate with an ultrathin Ir film, we can link them to

the surface structure of the Ir films. The newly observed LEED spots,

marked by b
′
1 and b

′
2 lie directly in between b1 and b2 or b1 and −b2,

respectively. Therefore, they can be described as linear combinations of

the reciprocal lattice vectors of Nb(110):

b
′
1 =

b1

2
+

b2

2
(4.6)
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and

b
′
2 =

b1

2
− b2

2
(4.7)

which enables a calculation of the real-space lattice vectors of this struc-

ture. Using reciprocal lattice vectors of the bcc(110) Nb surface for b1

and b2 and inserting them into Equations 4.6 and 4.7, we calculate the

real-space lattice vectors of the Ir film to be

a
′
1 =

(

0√
2

)

· a (4.8)

and

a
′
2 =

(

1

0

)

· a. (4.9)

Here, x and y correspond to the [001]- and [110]-direction, respectively,

and a = 330 pm is the lattice constant of Nb(110) as determined from

the atomic resolution image in the inset of Figure 4.22d. Therefore, we

find a rectangular unit cell with lattice vectors of |a′
1| = 467 pm and

|a′
2| = 330 pm for the first ML of Ir, on the centered rectangular unit cell

of bare Nb(110). We speculate that the crystal structure observed for the

first ML of Ir on Nb(110) was also present in the islands of Figure 4.22

due to the predominant rectangular shape of the islands.

Afterwards, we prepared samples with an Ir coverage of 2 ML, to deter-

mine whether they grow in a similar crystal structure. From the large-

scale images in Figure 4.23c, we find that the second ML is not fully

closed either, as there are holes with atomic step height. However, in

contrast to the sample with 1 ML coverage (Figure 4.23a), we find that

the step edges are straight which might indicate the absence of step-flow

growth of a third ML.

The atomic resolution image shown in Figure 4.23d, taken on a clean part

of the terrace, clearly shows a simple rectangular lattice, whose lattice vec-
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Figure 4.24.: a and b Ball models of two different possible crystallographic orien-
tations for the growth of Ir on Nb(110). The yellow and pink spheres represent
niobium and iridium atoms, respectively. Panel a shows the unrelaxed hexag-
onal unit cell of Ir(111), and b shows the unrelaxed one of Ir(110) on top of the
unrelaxed pseudohexagonal unit cell of Nb(110). c Structural model for one and
two ML of Ir on Nb(110) suggested by the STM images and LEED pattern in
Figure 4.23. Blue spheres correspond to Ir atoms forming the second ML. White
arrows indicate the lattice vectors of the Nb(110) substrate (a1 and a2) and of the
first ML Ir (a

′

1 and a
′

2). Red arrows in the bottom right corner of the figure mark
crystallographic directions, valid for all three panels.
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tors are indicated by white arrows and labels. Black arrows highlight the

crystallographic directions of the underlying Nb(110) lattice as obtained

from Figure 4.22d. Analyzing the 2D -FFT of this atomic resolution image

(inset of Figure 4.22d) confirms the existence of a simple rectangular

lattice and yields absolute values for |a
′

1| = 480 pm and |a
′

2| = 340 pm

which are in very good agreement with the values calculated from the

LEED pattern of the first Ir ML in Figure 4.23b. We conclude that the 2nd

ML growth occurs in the same crystal structure as the 1st ML of Ir.

To investigate the origin of this experimentally observed superstruc-

ture, the mismatches of Ir(111) and Ir(110) surfaces as grown on Nb(110)

are illustrated in Figure 4.24a and Figure 4.24b, respectively. The liter-

ature values of the lattice constants for bulk bcc Nb (330 pm) and fcc

Ir (384 pm)(258) were used to calculate the nearest neighbor distances

in [001]Nb- and [110]Nb-directions. An analysis of the unrelaxed crys-

tal structure in the orientation Ir(111)/Nb(110), as illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.24a, reveals that there is a very small mismatch (aIr − aNb)/aIr in

[110]-direction of only 0.8 %. However, the mismatch in [001]-direction,

−21.3 %, is comparably large. Moving to the growth orientation of

Ir(110)/Nb(110) (Figure 4.24b), the mismatch in the [001]-direction re-

mains the same as for the Ir(111)/Nb(110) orientations. However, it is

drastically increased to −21.6 % in the [110]-direction.

As suggested by the experimentally measured crystal structures and lat-

tice parameters of the samples with Ir coverages of 1 ML and 2 ML, the

Ir films most probably grow in an Ir(110)/Nb(110)-oriented superlattice.

If we assume, that the Ir atoms energetically prefer the four-fold coor-

dinated hollow adsorption site on the Nb(110) surface, we end up with

the structural model illustrated in Figure 4.24(c). The resulting tensile

strains ϵ = (aexp. − aIr(110))/aIr(110) of the Ir layer along the [001]- and

[110]-directions are 21.3 % and 21.6 %, compared to the unrelaxed Ir(110)

surface.
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Ten ML: Thin film limit

Since the surface structure we observed for ultrathin films is not very

densely packed and appears slightly disordered, it seems to be unsuitable

for single atom experiments, since adatoms could intermix with the film,

STM tip-induced atom manipulation might not be reproducible and YSR

states might be influenced by the defects(212). To eventually achieve a

hexagonal surface symmetry with lattice vectors similar to that of Ir(111),

we evaporated Ir with a higher coverage. Since Ir(111) is a common

stable surface of an Ir single crystal, we expect that the crystal structure of

films on Nb(110) will eventually relax into this hexagonal crystal surface

with increasing film thickness, once the strain energy accumulated in the

first Ir layers exceeds the Ir/Nb interface energy. Hence, we prepare a

sample with an Ir coverage of 10 ML to investigate if there is a structural

transition for thicker Ir films.

An overview STM image and an atomically resolved STM image of the

resulting sample are shown in Figures 4.25a and b, respectively. Similar

to the ultrathin films discussed in Figures 4.22 and 4.23, the Ir thin film

does not perfectly grow in a layer-by-layer fashion for the used post

annealing power and time. We rather observe islands, which commonly

are hexagonal in shape, have sharp edges, mostly show 120◦ corners

(marked in Figure 4.25a) and are atomically flat and clean. The atomic

resolution image shown in Figure 4.25b reveals that these islands indeed

have a hexagonal surface structure. To highlight this symmetry and

structure, a conventional unit cell and the lattice vectors a∗1 and a∗2 are

marked by black arrows and labels. The absolute length of the direct

lattice vectors may be calculated to be |a∗1 | = |a∗2 | = 227 pm. As indi-

cated in Figure 4.24a, the ideal value for a perfect Ir(111) surface would

be ∼ 272 pm, which results in a compressive strain of −16.5 %.

We speculate that the compression of the hexagonal lattice compared to

bulk Ir(111) is a result of the structural transition from the Ir(110)-oriented

superlattice to the Ir(111)-oriented structure: The lattice constants of the
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Figure 4.25.: a Overview STM image of a sample with ∼ 10 ML of Ir coverage.
Dashed lines mark common angles enclosed by the edges of Ir islands. b Atomic
resolution STM image displaying a hexagonal lattice as indicated by the black
hexagon marking a conventional unit cell of the lattice. Black arrows and labels
denote the lattice vectors a∗1 and a∗2 . c dI/dV-spectrum taken on an Ir island,
using a bulk Nb tip at two different stabilization currents. The spectra are
normalized by their respective maximum value. Gray and blue labels mark
the superconducting coherence peaks at ±(∆t + ∆s) and the merged MAR’s at
±∆t and ±∆s. d STM image of an exemplary Ir island on which we measured
dI/dV-spectra at the locations indicated by color-coded numbers. e Constant-
contour current map taken at Vbias = −1.95 mV using the Z-signal from image
d. f Tunneling spectra taken at the locations marked in panel d. Gray vertical
lines mark the coherence peaks. The spectra are offset by 0.2 arb. units for the
sake of visibility. Measurement parameters: a Vbias = −10 mV, I = 2 nA, b
Vbias = −10 mV, I = 1 nA, c Vstab = −4 mV, Istab is given in the legend, d
Vbias = −10 mV, I = 1 nA, e Vbias = −1.95 mV and f Vstab = −4 mV, Istab =
1 nA.
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Ir(110)-oriented superlattice will approach the unrelaxed values indicated

by red lines in Figure 4.24b with increasing film thickness. The Ir(110) to

Ir(111) transition could then occur by the occupation of the center of the

rectangular unit cell by an additional Ir atom, resulting in a nearest neigh-

bor distance of 235 pm. A comparison to the experimentally extracted

value of 227 pm yields good agreement and supports this theory.

Apart from the crystal structure, proximity-induced superconductivity

is another crucial physical property of the Ir films on Nb(110), which

is required to realize the experiments proposed in the introduction of

this section. Two important criteria to judge the proximity-induced su-

perconductivity in the Ir film are the size of the superconducting gap

∆s and whether it is a fully pronounced "hard" gap, i.e. dI/dV ∼ DOS

approaches zero inside the superconductor’s gap. As we have seen in

Figure 2.4c, both of those quantities crucially depend on the layer thick-

ness of the normal-metal overlayer.

To evaluate these criteria, two dI/dV-spectra obtained on the Ir film are

shown in Figure 4.25c. One one hand, a dI/dV-spectrum with a small

tip-sample distance is shown in dark blue. Apart from a typical super-

conducting energy gap with coherence peaks at ±|∆s +∆t| = ±2.56 mV,

where ∆t is the superconducting gap of the tip, a Josephson peak becomes

apparent at zero bias. Further in-gap states are observed at ±1.28 mV,

which we determine to be multiple Andreev reflections (MARs)(196).

MARs are expected to occur at ±|∆s| and ±|∆t|. Since only one pair

of MARs is observed in Figure 4.25c, we conclude that both ±|∆t| and

±|∆s| are ±1.28 meV large, which matches precisely with the observa-

tion of coherence peaks at ±2.56 mV. Compared to typical values of

±|∆s| for bare Nb(110) at 320 mK (1.50 meV(60)), the proximity-induced

superconducting energy gap is reduced by only 14.7 %.

Additionally, a dI/dV-spectrum with common stabilization parame-

ters of Vstab = −4 mV, Istab = 2 nA is shown in Figure 4.25c. We

observe a clear superconducting energy gap with coherence peaks at

±|∆s + ∆t| = ±2.56 mV. Furthermore, the dI/dV-signal drops to zero
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between the coherence peaks and ±|∆t| = ±1.28 mV, indicating a hard

superconducting gap. To further judge the spatial homogeneity of these

properties, additional dI/dV-spectra and a constant-contour current

map taken at a bias voltage close to a coherence peak are shown in Fig-

ures 4.25d-f. An overview STM image of the investigated Ir island is

shown in Figure 4.25d. Color-coded numbers mark the measurement

locations of the dI/dV-spectra shown in Figure 4.25f, which were mea-

sured (1) in the center of the island, (2) on a defect close to the edge of

the island and (3) on the Ir layer underneath the Ir island.

Overall, the three dI/dV-spectra measured at different locations have

similar characteristics. The coherence peaks are found at ±2.22 mV for

all three dI/dV-spectra, as highlighted by the gray dashed vertical line

in Figure 4.25f. Furthermore, the gap is fully pronounced in all three

cases. A closer look at spectrum (2), which was taken on a defect close to

the edge of the island, reveals a pair of in-gap states at ±1.72 mV. This

indicates that the defect has a magnetic moment, which gives rise to

YSR states, as discussed in Subsection 2.2.4. The origin of this defect is

unknown.

The constant-contour current map allows us to evaluate the spatial ho-

mogeneity of the superconducting gap. While the bias was not set to the

center of the coherence peak, −1.95 mV still lies on the dropping edge

of the coherence peak. Therefore, the measured current signal is very

sensitive to changes of the intensity or the energy of the coherence peak

(e.g. caused by a locally varying sample gap ∆s) or to the local emergence

of in-gap states, as the ones observed in spectrum (2) of Figure 4.25f. For

example, a higher current signal (dark spot) is measured at location (2),

due to the observed in-gap state of the defect. Further dark spots are

observed at the edge to the hole underneath the island. Otherwise, the

island, the layer underneath it and an additional hole to the top right

of the island all appear to have the same current signal. Therefore, we

conclude that the superconductivity is homogeneous across at least these

three layers.
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4.5.2. Growth study of Au on Nb(110)

In this section I present and discuss the structural properties of Au films

grown on clean Nb(110), where I focus on three thicknesses of the gold

overlayer. In particular, I investigate Au films consisting of 1, 2 and

4 atomic layers, all of which are prepared and studied in the set-up

equipped with the 320 mK STM (description in Subsection 3.2.1). The

Au coverage of the Nb(110) surface for samples with thicknesses > 1 ML,

where it is no longer straightforward to determine the coverage from

STM images, are estimated by a calibration measurement and subsequent

STM investigation of a sample with a coverage below one ML. For all

preparations discussed in the following, we evaporate the Au onto the

freshly flashed Nb(110) samples as fast as possible and don’t apply any

post-annealing.

This section is separated into three parts. I subsequently discuss the

surface structure and growth mode of the first ML, the second ML and

the fourth ML of Au on Nb(110).

One ML of Au on Nb(110)

An STM image of a sample with an estimated coverage of ∼ 1 ML Au is

shown in Figure 4.26a. The presence of holes in the first atomic layer of

Au shows that the first layer of Au is not fully closed at the evaporation

parameters and sample temperature of the preparation performed here.

However, the second atomic layer of Au is already partly beginning to

form. It grows in the step-edge decoration and step-flow, as well as in

the free-standing island mode. One of these regions is illustrated in the

bottom panel of Figure 4.26a, where a height profile and the underlying

layer structure are shown. Fe atoms are deposited onto the sample while

keeping it cooled to T < 6 K. Apart from these adatoms and the afore-

mentioned holes, the first atomic layer of Au on Nb(110) appears very
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

Figure 4.26.: a Overview STM image of a Nb(110) sample covered by ∼ 1 ML
of Au and subsequently deposited Fe atoms, which were evaporated onto the
surface while keeping the sample at cryogenic temperatures T < 6 K. The
blue dashed line marks the height profile shown in the bottom panel. Gray
boxes underneath the blue curve indicate the local layer structure of the Nb(110)
substrate, the first- and the second atomic layer of gold. b Manipulated atom
image obtained while dragging/pushing an Fe atom in the lateral manipulation
mode. Yellow arrows and white labels indicate crystallographic directions. c 2D-
FFT of the STM image shown in b. White arrows and labels mark the reciprocal
lattice vectors. Measurement parameters: a Vbias = 50 mV, I = 100 pA and b
Vbias = −3 mV , I = 100 nA.
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flat and defect-free.

Since it was not possible to obtain atomic resolution STM images using

a regular imaging mode, we measured atom manipulation images with

an Fe adatom, as shown in Figure 4.26b. The resulting structure of the

adsorption sites matches that of a bcc(110) surface. This is further high-

lighted by the 2D-FFT of the STM image, which is shown in Figure 4.26c.

Here, one can clearly see that the first ML of Au on Nb(110) has a cen-

tered rectangular unit cell, with reciprocal lattice vectors as indicated by

white arrows and labels. We determine a nearest neighbor distance of

260 pm, which agrees reasonably well, with the nearest neighbor distance

of Nb(110) (285 pm). Therefore, we conclude that the first ML of Au on

Nb(110) grows pseudomorphic and we attribute the mismatch of the

determined atomic spacing to an inaccurate calibration of the piezo tube.

Furthermore, the atom manipulation image allows us to determine the

adsorption site of Fe adatoms on Nb(110): As the pattern observed in

Figure 4.26b matches the lattice of the topmost layer of a Nb(110) surface,

we conclude that there is only one stable adsorption site. Therefore, we

expect that Fe adatoms adsorb in the four-fold coordinated hollow site,

which is further discussed in Subsection 4.5.4.

Two ML of Au on Nb(110)

As apparent from the overview STM image in Figure 4.26a, there are areas

on the sample, where a second layer of Au on Nb(110) has formed. Firstly,

we find free-standing islands, which are easily identified as the second

ML of Au on Nb(110). Secondly, there are additional areas growing from

the step-edges that can be identified by an irregular shape (compared to

a clean single crystal surface, cf. Figure 3.6d). One further characteristic

difference between both layers is the apparent height of Fe adatoms,

which is much larger on the second ML of Au. An STM image of a free-

standing 2 ML high island is shown in Figure 4.27a, where Fe adatoms
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Figure 4.27.: a STM image of a free standing Au island which consists of two
atomic layers of gold on Nb(110). The STM measurements were performed on the
sample shown in Figure 4.26a. Yellow arrows indicate crystallographic directions,
which are obtained from Figure 4.26b and are valid for b as well. b Manipulated
atom image obtained while manipulating an Fe adatom. White arrows and letters
mark the lattice vectors. c 2D-FFT of the STM image shown in b. White arrows
and labels indicate the reciprocal lattice vectors. Measurement parameters: a
Vbias = 6 mV, I = 200 pA and b Vbias = 3 mV, I = 50 nA.

are visible as bright protrusions.

From the manipulated atom image shown in Figure 4.27b, we find that

the film has undergone a structural transition. To begin with, we now

observe two different adsorption sites of Fe adatoms, which is concluded

from the presence of two distinct types of triangles that have different

apparent heights and are rotated by 180◦ with respect to one another.

Focusing on only one type of the triangles, e.g. the darker ones, we find

that they are arranged in a hexagonal lattice, which is characterized by

the lattice vectors indicated by white arrows and labels. The hexagonal

arrangement of the adsorption sites is confirmed by the 2D-FFT of the

atom manipulation image, which is shown in Figure 4.27c. The reciprocal

lattice vectors b∗
1 and b∗

2 are marked by white arrows. We obtain a nearest

neighbor distance of the Au adsorption sites of 250 pm. We conclude

that the second ML of Au on Nb(110) has transitioned to a Au(111)-like

structure.

This structural change allows us to identify the two adsorption sites
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observed in Figure 4.27b as the fcc and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) sites,

which are well known on fcc(111) surfaces and have been investigated by

STM(213). The adsorption sites differ by the coordination of the adsorbate

with surface atoms: The hcp site is characterized by a Au atom located

directly underneath it in the subsurface Au layer. On the other hand,

there is no Au atom in the subsurface Au layer underneath the fcc site.

The equally large triangles in the atom manipulation image (Figure 4.27b)

indicate that the adsorption sites are energetically nearly equal.

Since there is a mismatch of the first pseudomorphic Au ML and the

Au(111)-like second ML (−32 % in [001]-direction and −8 % in [110]-

direction, calculated in analogy to Subsection 4.5.1 using the extracted

lattice constants), we expect that the second ML is strained, which could

be relaxed by a superstructure. However, due to the limited size of the

islands we do not clearly observe such a superstructure. Only small hints,

such as slight depression lines extended in [110]-direction (Figure 4.27a)

and extended regions in the [110]-direction, where the adsorption sites

are brighter/darker (Figure 4.27b), indicate that the strain in the [001]-

direction is relieved by a superstructure that is periodic in [001]-direction.

Four ML of Au on Nb(110)

Last, we investigate a sample with an approximate coverage of ∼ 4 ML

Au, where an STM overview image, two atomically resolved STM images

and dI/dV-spectra characterizing the superconducting properties are

shown in Figure 4.28. To begin with, we find that the surface morphology

has changed again, moving from the second atomic layer of Au to the

fourth atomic layer. With the applied evaporation parameters and sam-

ple temperature during the evaporation, we do not obtain closed layers,

but rather observe large terraces with few holes and hexagonal islands.

Furthermore, the step-edges are not straight but are washed out by the

step-flow growth.
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Figure 4.28.: a Overview STM image of a Nb(110) sample with ∼ 4 ML of Au
coverage. Black arrows and labels indicate crystallographic directions (obtained
from Figure 4.26b), which are valid for panels b and c as well. b and c Atomic
resolution STM images of the sample shown in a. White arrows and labels de-
note the lattice vectors a∗1 and a∗2 . d 2D-FFT of the STM image shown in panel
c. White arrows and labels indicate the reciprocal lattice vectors. e Normalized
and deconvoluted dI/dV-spectra taken on the first (Figure 4.26), the second
(Figure 4.27) and the fourth (a-c) atomic layers of Au on Nb(110). Gray dashed
vertical lines mark the superconducting gap of niobium, which is typically ob-
served at T = 320 mK (∆Nb = 1.51 meV)(60). The dI/dV-spectra are vertically
offset by 0.1 arb. units for the sake of visibility. Measurement parameters: a
Vbias = 200 mV, I = 200 pA, b Vbias = 20 mV, I = 1 nA, c Vbias = −6 mV,
I = 1 nA , e Vstab = −4 mV, Istab = 1 nA.
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Most strikingly, we find a superstructure on the terraces. It appears as

bright/dark stripes oriented in the [110]-direction which have a periodic

arrangement in the [001]-direction of the Nb(110) substrate, with an av-

erage spacing of 1.95 nm. This superstructure might be a result of the

strain induced by the mismatch of the pseudomorphic first ML of Au

on Nb(110) and the hexagonal lattice structure of the following atomic

layers (see previous subsection).

From the atomic resolution image in Figure 4.28c and its 2D-FFT in Fig-

ure 4.28d, we find that the fourth ML of Au still has a hexagonal surface

structure with a nearest neighbor distance of 260 pm, i.e. the same value

that we found for the second atomic layer of Au.

Last, we investigate the superconducting properties of the three Au thin

films discussed before. One deconvoluted dI/dV-spectrum obtained on

each film investigated previously is shown in Figure 4.28e. The dashed

vertical lines indicate the typical superconducting gap of a Nb(110) sam-

ple at our measurement temperature of 320 mK. Apart from the coher-

ence peaks and a small contribution of a close-by Fe impurity in the

dI/dV-spectrum of the 2 ML, the dI/dV-spectra are featureless and the

dI/dV-signal reaches zero in between the coherence peaks. Furthermore,

we find that the coherence peaks are at 1.51 meV for all three Au film

thicknesses, i.e. the gap sizes are indistinguishable from bare Nb(110)

within our experimental resolution.

4.5.3. Discussion of the growth modes and usability of

proximitized thin films as substrates for MSHs

Ir thin films grown on clean Nb(110) undergo a transition of the crys-

tal structure from an Ir(110)-oriented superlattice at low coverages (1-2

ML), to an Ir(111)-oriented hexagonal crystal structure at 10 ML. This

structural behavior differs drastically from other growth modes of fcc

transition metals such as Ag, Pt and Pd on clean Nb(110), which were
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investigated by LEED(288–290). Those elements grow on Nb(110) by form-

ing a pseudomorphic wetting layer, followed by an fcc(111)-like growth

for thicker films, which is exactly the mode that we have confirmed in

the case of Au films grown on clean Nb(110) in the second part of this

section. However, in contrast to the aforementioned studies which only

employ LEED(288), we perform STM measurements. This allows us to

locally determine the high quality, the large defect-free terrace size and

the superconducting properties of Au thin films on Nb(110) very accu-

rately. Indeed, we observe the formation of a pseudomorphic Au layer at

a coverage of one ML on Nb(110). Already at two atomic layers of Au,

we find the structural transition to a hexagonal fcc(111)-like structure.

However, we observe a strain-induced superstructure upon increasing

the Au coverage to four ML.

Regarding the application of the studied heterostructures as substrates

for MSH systems, we conclude that the samples with an Ir coverage of

10 ML, which display a hexagonal lattice, and the sample with a Au cover-

age of 1 ML, which grows commensurate to Nb(110), are very promising

to proceed with the study of single transition metal atoms. In the fol-

lowing I will present the arguments and reasons for this conclusion: The

crystal structure and quality are the decisive factor considering both over-

layer materials. The Ir(110)-oriented superlattice has a comparably large

unit cell, which could lead to intermixing effects upon the deposition of

transition metal species and may prevent reproducible STM tip-induced

atom manipulation. Nevertheless, the observation of a strained Ir(110)-

oriented superstructure with a rectangular unit cell for one and two ML

might be interesting from another perspective. Since the Ir(110) surface

stabilizes by forming (311) facets(291,292), the preparation of a clean and

unreconstructed Ir(110) surface seems to be unachievable starting from an

Ir single crystal. Therefore, the growth of ultrathin films of Ir on Nb(110)

could enable the study of the Ir(110) surface, and could be of interest for

further experiments.

In the case of Au thin films grown on Nb(110), the sample covered by
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four atomic layers of Au has a periodic superstructure, which leads to

an inhomogeneous potential landscape and could, therefore, eventually

result in a strong location dependence of the YSR states of given tran-

sition metal species. Furthermore, with regards to constructing Shiba

chains the pseudomorphic first ML of Au on Nb(110) has the advantage

of a lower symmetry compared to a hexagonal surface, which should

lead to anisotropic YSR states of single magnetic impurities and should,

therefore, allow a selective coupling of those.

4.5.4. Tailoring a single Shiba band system in Fe chains on

Au/Nb(110)

In this subsection I present a STS study of Fe adatoms deposited onto thin

films of Au on Nb(110) in the limit of 1 ML (sample shown in Figure 4.26)

and 4 ML (sample shown in Figure 4.28). Unless indicated otherwise,

dI/dV-spectra were obtained with the following measurement parame-

ters: Vstab = 6 mV, Istab = 1 nA and Vmod = 20 µV.

Fe atoms, artificial dimers and chains on 1 ML of Au on Nb(110)

All Fe adatoms which are positioned far from any other Fe atoms or

defects show similar dI/dV-spectra. An example of such a dI/dV-

spectrum is shown in Figure 4.29a (blue curve). Single Fe atoms display

two pairs of YSR states, which are induced in the superconducting gap

of the proximitized Au ML on Nb(110). We mark those states by black

arrows and greek letters. The first YSR state is energetically located close

to the superconducting gap edge at ±1.23 meV and is labeled ±α. The

second YSR state (±β) has a lower energy and lies close to the Fermi level

EF with an energy of ±0.27 meV. Using constant-contour dI/dV-maps

(see Subsection 3.1.4) we resolve the spatial distributions of both YSR

states in Figure 4.29c(151,152).
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Figure 4.29.: a and b, Deconvoluted dI/dV-spectra measured on the first ML
of Au on Nb(110), a single Fe atom and in the center of a 2a − [001] Fe dimer.
Black arrows and greek letters label YSR states. Green ticks mark the positions
of the superconducting energy gap of the sample ∆s = 1.50 meV as extracted
from Figure 4.28e. c and d are STM images and constant-contour dI/dV-maps
of a single Fe atom (c) and a 2a − [001] Fe dimer (d). Yellow arrows indicate
crystallographic directions, red dashed circles depict the positions of the Fe atoms
as determined from the STM images, and white scale bars represent a length of
1 nm. Measurement parameters as indicated above.
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The ±α state has a spatial distribution resembling that of a dyz-orbital

with two lobes pointing along the [110]-direction. On the other hand, a

spatial distribution resembling that of a dxz-orbital extended along the

[001]-direction is observed for the ±β state. Note, that the shapes of

the +β and the −β state are somewhat different since the former has

additional faint lobes along the [110]-direction, which probably indicates

contributions from a dx2−y2 -like YSR state. The spatial distributions of

the YSR states are not surprising: As we have shown in Subsections 4.1.1

and 4.4.1, the spatial distributions of YSR states are governed by the

symmetry of the adsorbed impurity. Fe atoms on 1 ML Au/Nb(110) are

adsorbed similar to Mn adatoms on Nb(110) and Ta(110). Since all those

systems are described by the same point group (C2v), their YSR states are

strikingly similar regarding their spatial distribution, even though we

expect a completely different electronic environment for the Fe adatoms

on Au/Nb(110).

In light of the comparison between Mn/Nb(110) and Mn/Ta(110) in Sec-

tion 4.4, it should be noted, that the energetic order of the YSR states for

Fe on Au/Nb(110) is completely different compared to those systems.

Furthermore, we only observe two YSR states states and we do not find

any indications for a dz2 - or dxy-like YSR state. Therefore, we find that the

electronic properties of the Au/Nb(110) system are considerably different

than bare Nb(110) or Ta(110). Hence, I want to highlight that a compari-

son of the Fe/Au/Nb(110) system with the Mn/Nb(110) or Mn/Ta(110)

should not be overstressed.

Before we continue with the investigation of artificial structures from

Fe atoms, let us consider some intuitive ideas about the most promising

orientations of chains that we can construct from individual Fe atoms

towards the goal of topologically gapped Shiba bands. As found in Sec-

tion 4.2, a sufficient hybridization of a YSR state, which is already close

to EF, while at the same time minimizing the hybridizations of all the

other YSR states far from EF, may lead to a single Shiba band overlapping

with EF. Together with SOC, this can be an adequate condition for the
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Figure 4.30.: a dI/dV-spectrum measured in a magnetic field of +0.5 T using a
superconducting tip which is functionalized by Fe atoms. The blue curve was
obtained on the first Au ML on Nb(110) and the orange curve was obtained on
a Fe16 2a − [001] chain. Black arrows indicate an increase or decrease in the
dI/dV-signal of the tip’s YSR states when comparing the substrate and the chain
spectrum (Vmod = 40 µV). b Constant-contour dI/dV-maps of the 16-atom-long
2a − [001] Fe chain in a magnetic field of +0.5 T. The top panel shows the STM
image, serving as the contour for the lower panels. The white scale bar represents
a length of 1.5 nm and is valid for all three panels. Measurement parameters as
indicated above with the exception that Vmod = 40 µV in b.
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opening of a topologically non-trivial gap in the lowest energy Shiba

band. Starting from the experimentally detected shapes and energies

of the α and β YSR states in Figure 4.29, we thus regard chains along

the [001]-direction as most promising. For this orientation, we expect a

weak hybridization of theα YSR states which are far from the Fermi level.

Considering the energetically low-lying β YSR states on the other hand,

we expect strong hybridization effects. We are able to tune the system

into the above condition using dimers with an interatomic spacing of 2a

along the [001]-direction (see STM image in Figure 4.29d). It should be

noted that it was not possible to create 1a − [001] Fe dimers by means of

STM tip-induced atom manipulation.

To verify the speculations above, we construct a 2a − [001] Fe dimer arti-

ficially using STM tip-induced atom manipulation. A dI/dV-spectrum

measured above the center of the dimer as well as constant-contour

dI/dV-maps of the spatial distributions of the three evident YSR states

are displayed in Figures 4.29b and d. In this configuration, the ±α YSR

states of the two atoms do not overlap significantly such that they do not

split into hybridized states, but only slightly shift in energy. In contrast,

the ±β YSR states of the two atoms strongly overlap and split into an en-

ergetically higher one, with a clear nodal line in the center between both

impurities (±βa), and another energetically lower one with an increased

intensity in the center of the dimer (±βs).

Having identified a promising orientation and interatomic spacing from

the investigation of the single atom and the dimer above, we move on

to study artificial chains with the same interatomic separation, called

2a − [001] chains in the following. A sketch illustrating this geometry

and an STM image of a nine Fe atoms long (Fe9) 2a − [001] chain are

shown in the top panels of Figures 4.31a and b. In order to determine

the magnetic ground state of the chains, we perform SP-STS and SP-STM

measurements on a Fe19 2a − [001] chain, as shown in Figure 4.30. We

employ the same method as in Subsections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, i.e. we use a

functionalized superconducting STM tip for the measurements.
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Figure 4.31.: a, Deconvoluted dI/dV-line profile (bottom panel) and correspond-
ing topographic line profile (middle panel) measured along the longitudinal axis
of a Fe9 2a − [001] chain, as illustrated in the top panel. Black arrows mark the
energies in the bottom panel at which nβ maxima are observed along the chain.
b STM image and dI/dV-grids of a Fe9 2a − [001] chain, obtained at energies
indicated in the top right corner of each panel. The red lines mark the spatial
extent of the chain in the STM image. The white scale bar represents a length of
1 nm. c, Averaged 1D-FFT obtained from dI/dV-line profiles of FeN 2a − [001]
chains with lengths N ranging from seven to fourteen atoms. Measurement
parameters as indicated above.
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A dI/dV-spectrum taken on the Au/Nb(110) film using a functionalized

STM tip at an external B-field of +500 mT, which quenches the supercon-

ductivity in the substrate, is shown in Figure 4.30a. We find that the tip

has three pairs of YSR states in total. One of those pairs is located at 0 mV

and, therefore, appears as a single peak. A dI/dV-spectrum taken on the

Fe chain with the same microtip is shown in Figure 4.30a (orange curve).

The dI/dV-intensities of the individual YSR states are considerably al-

tered compared to the spectrum taken on the substrate. Using the YSR

states at ±310 µV as an example, we find that the state at negative bias

voltage has a much lower dI/dV-signal in the measurement on top of the

chain than it is the case on the substrate. However, its positive-bias coun-

terpart has an increased dI/dV-intensity. A similar behavior, although

inverted for the positive- and negative-bias YSR states, is observed for

the higher energy YSR state at ±760 µV.

As demonstrated in Refs. [59, 271], this behavior is explainable by TMR.

Constant-contour dI/dV-maps measured on the YSR states at ±310 µV

are shown in Figure 4.30b. Since the dI/dV-intensity is continuously

increased (decreased) at +310 µV (−310 µV) along the entire chain, we

conclude that the spins in this chain configuration are FM aligned.

We now proceed to investigate the Shiba band properties using similar

methods as e.g. in Subsections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3: We perform a length-

dependent study of dI/dV-line profiles measured along the longitudinal

chain axis. An exemplary dI/dV-line profile for a Fe9 2a − [001] chain is

shown in Figure 4.31a (bottom panel) alongside the acquired stabilization

height profile (middle panel). The first apparent characteristic of this

measurement is the modulation of every feature with the interatomic

spacing of 2a. This modulation is also visible in the height profile. It

should be emphasized that this is not a feature of the chain’s in-gap band

structure but just due to the lattice periodic part of the wave function.

However, we find additional states with different well-defined numbers

of maxima at increasing energy and also very close to EF as indicated by

the labels nβ (nβ − 1) for the numbers of maxima (nodes). Note that all
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these states have particle-hole partners occurring on the other side of EF

with the same energetic distance to EF and equal numbers of maxima and

nodes. However, they mostly have much smaller dI/dV-intensities such

that they are barely visible. These pairs of states can thus be assigned

to confined BdG quasiparticles residing in a Shiba band induced by the

finite magnetic chain on the superconductor(61).

To determine the orbital origin of these states, we show dI/dV-grids of

the Fe9 2a-[001] chain in Figure 4.31b. We find that the confined BdG

states identified before in Figure 4.31a are localized inside the spatial

extent of the chain deduced from the STM image (dashed red ellipti-

cal circumference). We assign those states to a Shiba band formed by

the strong hybridization of the ±β YSR states of the single adatoms as

they are expected to be largely localized along the longitudinal axis of

the chain. Additionally, there is a state at a similar energy as the single

adatom’s and dimer’s ±α YSR states around ±1.09 meV. This state has

exactly as many maxima as there are atoms in the chain (nine) which are

spatially localized along both sides of the chain with a similar distance

to the chain axis as the lobes of the single adatom’s and dimer’s ±α YSR

states (cf. Figures 4.29c and d). Therefore, we assign this state to the very

weakly hybridizing ±α YSR states of the single atom. It is not observed

in the dI/dV-line profile of Figure 4.31a due to its nodal line along the

longitudinal chain axis.

In order to measure the dispersion of the confined BdG states from the

β Shiba band we perform a 1D-FFT of the dI/dV-line profiles of chains

with lengths ranging from N = 7 to N = 14 atoms in Figure 4.31c. The

obtained dispersion is closely linked to the β Shiba band structure. We

find that this Shiba band has an approximately parabolic dispersion

ranging from −0.9 meV at q/2 = 0 to +0.5 meV at q/2 = π/d, where d

is defined as 2a. Note that the particle-hole partner of this band has a

much lower intensity, as already discussed for the dI/dV line profiles

above. It is only visible around the Brillouin zone center (q/2 = 0) in our

measurements. Most importantly, the β Shiba band smoothly crosses EF
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4.5. Proximitized Ir and Au films as substrates for MSHs

without any indications of a minigap opening within our experimental

energy resolution. These results are further discussed in Subsection 4.5.6.

Fe adatoms on four ML of Au on Nb(110)

Let us move on to investigate Fe adatoms on 4 ML thick Au films on

Nb(110), whose structural properties are presented in Figure 4.28. An

overview of the spectroscopic results obtained on an individual Fe atom

is shown in Figure 4.32. To begin with, an atom manipulation image

which is measured with an Fe adatom on the 4 ML thick Au films on

Nb(110) is shown in Figure 4.32a. We find two possible adsorption sites,

which are apparent from two equally spaced triangles in the manipu-

lation image, that both form a hexagonal lattice, but are rotated by 60◦

with respect to each other. As these Au films structurally resemble a

Au(111) surface, we expect that these two adsorption sites are the fcc and

hcp sites(213). Since both species of triangles in Figure 4.32a are equally

sized, we conclude that both adsorption sites are similarly stable and

neither one is largely energetically favored. Throughout the spectroscopic

investigation of Fe adatoms on 4 ML Au on Nb(110) we do not observe

any indications for spectroscopic differences between Fe adatoms located

in either site. Therefore, I refrain from discussing the existence of two

adsorption sites in the following.

An STM image of a single Fe adatom on the 4 ML thick Au film is shown

in Figure 4.32b. An averaged dI/dV-spectrum over the adatom extent

and a substrate spectrum are shown in Figure 4.32c. We find signatures

of two clear pairs of YSR states. Considering this particular atom, we find

one pair of YSR states at E1 = ±1.44 meV appearing as shoulder of the

coherence peaks and another pair at E0 = ±0.18 meV. Constant-contour

dI/dV-maps taken over the Fe adatom at exactly the aforementioned en-

ergies are shown in Figure 4.32d. We find that the YSR states resemble tri-

angles. Interestingly, the triangles of the particle-hole partners of a given
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

Figure 4.32.: a Manipulated atom image obtained with an Fe adatom on 4 ML of
Au on Nb(110) (see Figure 4.28). b STM image of a single Fe atom. c Deconvoluted
dI/dV-spectra measured on the 4 ML thick Au film on Nb(110) and on an Fe
adatom. Black arrows mark the positions of YSR states. d Constant-contour
dI/dV-maps measured on the single Fe adatom shown in b and c. e STM image
of an Fe adatom positioned in an environment where all other impurities are
removed. Blue dots indicate all locations where the adatom is moved and a
dI/dV-spectrum is measured. f The apparent height of the Fe adatom in each
adsorption site of d was evaluated and is plotted against the corresponding
energetic position of the low-energy YSR state. Measurement parameters as
indicated above.
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4.5. Proximitized Ir and Au films as substrates for MSHs

YSR state are rotated by 60◦ with respect to one another. Furthermore,

the triangular shapes of the YSR states at +1.44 meV and +0.18 meV are

rotated by 60◦ as well. The same holds true for the negative bias YSR

states.

This drastically different shape of the YSR states compared to all other

single impurity YSR states that were investigated throughout this thesis

is again explained by the symmetry of the adsorption geometry. An Fe

adatom on the hexagonal 4 ML thick Au film on Nb(110) belongs to the

C3v point group. The symmetry of the ligand field results in a hybridiza-

tion of the Fe atom’s d-orbitals with p-orbitals. Therefore, the YSR states

states no longer resemble the characteristic shapes of the d-orbitals, as it

was the case for C2v symmetric substrates in Figures 4.1, 4.16 and 4.29.

We rather obtain threefold symmetric YSR states (Figure 4.32d). Simi-

lar spatial distributions were observed for Fe impurities on Pb(111)(151),

which have the same C3v point group symmetry.

As we know from the investigation of the structural properties in Sub-

section 4.5.2, a pronounced superstructure is observed on the fourth ML

Au on Nb(110). This superstructure is clearly visible in Figures 4.32a,b

and e as well. To investigate the influence of the superstructure on the

YSR states of a single adatom and to investigate whether such a thin film

could be used as a substrate for Shiba chains, we perform a novel kind

of experiment: To begin with a sufficiently large region (approximately

7 nm × 7 nm ) is cleared from all Fe adatoms except for one (Figure 4.32e).

Thereby, I make sure that the observed YSR states solely stem from the

single adatom and not from long-range hybridizations with other impuri-

ties. I then proceed to manipulate the single adatom along the line which

is indicated by the blue dots in Figure 4.32e. For each of the adsorption

sites, I measure a dI/dV-spectrum on the Fe atom and obtain an STM

image.

Using this data set, I extract the energies of the low-lying YSR states

±E0 and the apparent height of the Fe adatom for each adsorption site.

By linking these two pieces of information, I obtain the plot shown in
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

Figure 4.32f. To begin with, it is apparent that the energy of the low-lying

YSR state varies considerably from 50 µeV to 850 µeV throughout this

measurement series. Additionally, we find that there is a clear correlation

between the apparent height of the Fe adatom in a particular adsorp-

tion site and the respective YSR state’s energy. With increasing apparent

height, we observe a decrease of the YSR state’s energy.

The observed relationship is easily explainable by considering Equa-

tion 4.5. If the exchange coupling J of the impurity spin to the substrate

is altered, the YSR state’s energy changes. It is reasonable to assume

that a change of the apparent height of a given Fe adatom results in

a change of this parameter and, therefore, a change of the YSR state’s

energy. The observed behavior is similar to that investigated in a study

of manganese phthalocyanine on Pb(111), where the YSR states of the

molecules vary energetically due to Moiré-like variations in the molec-

ular film(270). Unfortunately, this strong local variation of the coupling

strength of the Fe adatoms and the gold film renders these thick films

of 4 ML Au on Nb(110) useless for studying Shiba chains. Since the YSR

states of individual atoms would vary drastically along the chain, the

Shiba band structure would vary locally as well, resulting in regions of

distinct Shiba band properties along the chain. Shiba chains exposed to a

locally varying potential — although on a much larger length-scale and

induced by the domain walls of a charge density wave — are studied in

Ref. [238].

4.5.5. Single Fe impurities on proximitized films of Ir on

Nb(110)

The last example of a proximitized thin film used as a substrate for mag-

netic adatoms, which I present in the course of this thesis, is the promising

10 ML thin Ir film that was prepared in Subsection 4.5.1. We proceed, as

with all samples investigated so far, and deposit a 3d transition metal
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4.5. Proximitized Ir and Au films as substrates for MSHs

Figure 4.33.: a Manipulated atom image obtained with an Fe adatom on 10 ML of
Ir on Nb(110) (see Figure 4.25). b Overview STM image of a sample consisting of
10 ML Ir on Nb(110) covered by statistically distributed Fe atoms. c Three dI/dV-
spectra measured on the sample shown in b. The light blue curve was measured
before the deposition of Fe atoms. The two darker curves were obtained after-
wards. Black arrows mark the positions of ∆tip in the dI/dV-spectra, which were
obtained with microtips 1 and 2, as indicated by the labels. d Schematic illus-
tration of the tunneling processes leading to the peaks at ∆tip in c. e Overview
STM image of the sample consisting of 10 ML Ir on Nb(110) covered by statis-
tically distributed Fe atoms. The dashed blue line marks the position of the
dI/dV-line profile shown in f. f The bottom (top) panel displays the dI/dV-line
profile (Z profile). Measurement parameters: a Vbias = −3 mV, I = 200 nA,
b Vbias = 50 mV, I = 1 nA, c Vstab = 4 mV , Istab = 1 nA, Vmod = 20 µV, e
Vbias = −4 mV, I = 1 nA and f Vstab = −4 mV , Istab = 1 nA, Vmod = 20 µV.
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4. The influence of spin-orbit coupling on Shiba bands

adatom species, in this case Fe, at temperatures below < 7 K, which re-

sults in a statistical distribution of the adatoms. Two exemplary overview

STM images are shown in Figures 4.33b and c. As illustrated by the

manipulated atom image in Figure 4.33a, we find that STM tip-induced

atom manipulation is easily possible. As the Ir film studied here has an

Ir(111)-like surface structure, we find two stable adsorption sites. Fol-

lowing a similar line of argumentation as for Figure 4.32a, we conclude

that there are nearly equally stable fcc and hcp adsorption sites for Fe

adatoms on the hexagonal Ir films.

Two dI/dV-spectra obtained on the bare surface of the 10 ML Ir film on

Nb(110) after the deposition of Fe atoms are shown in Figure 4.33c. These

two dI/dV-spectra are very distinct from all other substrate spectra that

were discussed in the course of this thesis and, in particular they differ

from the previously obtained dI/dV-spectrum on the Ir films on Nb(110)

prior to the deposition of Fe atoms (light blue in Figure 4.33c): While we

observe regular coherence peaks at ±(∆tip +∆s), we find that the dI/dV-

signal does not sharply drop to zero inside of the superconducting gap

region. It rather appears as if the coherence peaks are smeared out and

as if the dI/dV-intensity approaches zero only very slowly. Right before

the dI/dV-intensity would reach zero, we find additional peaks in the

dI/dV-spectra. We mark them by black arrows and their labels indicate

that the two dI/dV-spectra were obtained with two different microtips

(labeled 1 and 2). From additional spectroscopic data we find that the

energies of these peaks coincide with the energetic positions of one of the

MARs, which indicates that they are located at ∆tip or ∆s.

Our measurement temperature of 320 mK allows us to rule out ther-

mally activated tunneling processes as the origin for the additional peaks.

Therefore, I conclude that either the tip or the sample DOS is non-zero

at the Fermi level. In order to determine which of both scenarios is true,

I display two dI/dV-spectra obtained with different microtips in Fig-

ure 4.33c. Since the low energy peak varies energetically between the

two tips 1 and 2, I conclude that the sample DOS is non-zero at the Fermi
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level: If the sample DOS is non-zero at the Fermi level, and we consider

finite temperatures, tunneling may occur at ±∆tip (see Figure 4.33d). If

the tip DOS was non-zero at the Fermi level on the other hand, we would

expect peaks at ±∆s. However, these peaks would be fixed in energy and

would be independent of the microtip. Therefore, we can conclude that

the DOS of the sample is non-zero at the Fermi level, which is evidently

connected to the coverage of the Ir film with Fe adatoms.

To investigate if these peaks vanish if we move far away from any im-

purity, I perform dI/dV-line profiles as illustrated in Figures 4.33e and

f. The dashed blue line indicates the location of the dI/dV-line profile

shown in Figure 4.33f. The STM image shows that the left end of the line

profile starts in close proximity to two Fe atoms but then moves onto

an island without any impurities nearby. It is then terminated on an Fe

adatom on the right-hand side.

The dI/dV-intensity of the peaks at ±∆tip is enhanced at the positions

of the Fe atoms in Figure 4.33f. Additional broad in-gap states between

±∆tip and ±(∆tip + ∆s) are visible at those locations. However, the in-

crease of the peaks’ intensities (at ±∆tip) appears very local. Within 1 nm

distance from the impurities, the dI/dV-intensity of the peaks at ±∆tip

drops down to a relatively constant value. Most importantly, this value is

observed throughout the entire central region of the dI/dV-line profile.

At no point of this dI/dV-line profile does the spectral intensity at the

energy of this peak disappear nor is the superconducting gap consider-

ably restored. Therefore, we find that the superconducting state of the

proximitized Ir layer is already considerably quenched by this dilute cov-

erage of Fe adatoms. Unfortunately, this renders the material platform

hardly usable for studying Shiba chains.
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4.5.6. Discussion & Conclusion

In conclusion, we grew thin films of Ir and Au on Nb(110) at various

coverages and determined the structural properties layer-dependently

in Subsections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2. We identify the coverages which have a

structure that likely enables single atom experiments (Subsection 4.5.3)

and we determine the proximity-induced superconductivity for both

material platforms. We find fully pronounced hard superconducting gaps

for all Au films that were investigated. Considering the 10 ML Ir film on

Nb(110), we found a hard gap, whose size was slightly reduced compared

to that of bare Nb(110) by 14.7 %. Thereby, we have identified two

proximitized high-Z thin films which are promising for the realization of

Shiba chains exposed to high SOC or strong DM interactions:

• a single pseudomorphic layer of Au on Nb(110), which yields a

high degree of tunability for the Shiba band structure by choosing

an appropriate crystal direction and interatomic spacing

• ten ML Ir films, which have a strained Ir(111)-like surface structure,

which is well known to lead to large DM interaction in transition

metal films deposited on top.

We study both of these interesting platforms in combination with single

Fe adatoms.

To begin with, we find spatially anisotropic YSR states for Fe atoms on

the first layer of Au on Nb(110). These YSR states enable us to tailor

Fe chains along a certain crystal direction with a particular interatomic

spacing, where it is likely that we realize a one-band system (2a − [001]).

We perform a length-dependent study of this chain type and extract the

Shiba band structure from the QPI of BdG quasiparticles. Indeed we find

a single Shiba band crossing the Fermi level. However, the Shiba band

is not gapped out around EF by p-wave correlations, as one could have

expected due to the high SOC of the substrate. Furthermore, chains of this
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type are in a FM ground state. So far unpublished ab initio calculations

(based on the method presented in Ref. [223]) indicate that the absence of

a non-collinear magnetic ground state of the chains may be the limiting

factor for the absence of a topological gap and MBS in this type of chains.

Recent first-principles calculations of the magnetic interaction parameters

in ultrathin film systems have demonstrated that the connection between

the formation of a spin-spiral state and SOC is complicated. In particular,

the DM interaction preferring a non-collinear spin alignment is typically

weak when a 3d transition metal is deposited on a Au surface compared

to other 5d substrates(293–295), which may be tentatively attributed to

the fully occupied 5d band of Au having a reduced effect on the DM

interaction. Proximity to a Au layer is known to give rise to strong

Heisenberg exchange interactions and anisotropy(287) in the magnetic

layer instead, both of which prefer a collinear spin alignment and the

latter being induced by the SOC. Our results indicate that a strong SOC

itself is not sufficient for inducing topological superconductivity, but its

role may be more complex, similarly to the competition between DM

interaction and anisotropy terms in the formation of non-collinear spin

structures.

Considering these conclusions, the 10 ML Ir films on Nb(110) with a

Ir(111)-like structure appear even more promising. However, we find

that the superconducting gap of the proximitized Ir film is considerable

changed when Fe adatoms are evaporated onto it. In particular, we

observe that the gap is beginning to fill up and does not recover its

original state, even if one moves away (> 5 nm) form single Fe adatoms.

The exact origin of this effect is unknown so far. Recent theoretical

calculations(296,297) and experimental results(298) suggest that Ir is a strong

paramagnet, i.e. that it is close to fulfilling the Stoner criterion. Screened

KKR calculations for a single Fe adatom on Ir(111) find that a finite

magnetic moment is induced in the Ir atoms underneath the impurity.

These moments are even observed if one moves multiple sites away from

the impurity center(296). Therefore, I speculate that a finite magnetic
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moment could be induced in the topmost Ir layer by the statistically

distributed Fe atoms, which would slightly fill up the superconducting

gap. Unfortunately, the filling of the substrate’s superconducting gap

renders the platform useless for the construction of Shiba chains and for

the realization of MBS.

Nevertheless, the growth of proximitized high-Z films on Nb(110) and

the investigation of Shiba chains on such films can still be considered as a

great success. The herein presented results prove that it is experimentally

possible to grow heterostructures of a high-Z metal on a superconductor

with a high Tc as a substrate for the deposition of transition metal atoms

and to construct defect-free 1D structures in an excellent quality. In fact,

the thin film and chain quality is so good that we even observe QPI

of BdG quasiparticles, which has only been observed for Shiba chains

constructed directly on single crystals so far. Therefore, our work opens a

great perspective for the growth of other high-Z materials on Nb(110) as

a substrate for Shiba chains, which can eventually lead to the realization

of MBS in a hard topological gap.
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Spin dynamics across a

superconducting transition

5

The magnetization dynamics of AFM coupled spin chains positioned on

a superconducting substrate are investigated in this chapter. The new

aspect of this study is the possibility to switch the substrate between the

SC state and the normal metal state, which drastically modifies the avail-

ability of substrate charge carriers at the Fermi level. The experimental

results and the corresponding discussion are so far unpublished. An

introduction to the basic theoretical framework of single atom magnetism

and magnetic switching between two Néel states is given in Sections 2.1

and 2.3, respectively. The measurement method and the data analysis

procedure are introduced in Subsection 3.1.4.

Contributions

The experiments presented in this chapter were carried out by Dr. Lucas

Schneider and myself. The extraction of lifetimes and switching rates

was performed using a group internal program. Self-written Python code

and Gwyddion(248) were used for further analysis of the data and the

presentation of data in figures.

5.1. Introduction

The underlying microscopic processes of magnetization dynamics and

the time evolution of artificially prepared magnetic states are funda-
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mental for potential future applications in the broad field of nanoscale

spintronics(299,300) and are even more decisive for future applications

which aim to prepare, manipulate and measure individual quantum

states of spins on surfaces(301). The STM has proven to be a powerful tool

to investigate static magnetic properties of individual nanomagnets on

surfaces with atomic resolution using SP-STM(48), giving it a lead over

spatially averaging techniques such as X-ray magnetic circular dichro-

ism (XMCD) measurements(302). In the last decade, SP-STM has been

further developed to gain access to the time domain and to spin dynamics.

Breakthroughs were mainly achieved using the following three methods:

(I) From an experimental standpoint, telegraph noise switching was

the first realized method which enabled the direct measurement of

spin dynamics(49). It relies solely on the effect of TMR(199) (see Sub-

section 3.1.3), which induces current changes if a nanomagnet switches

its magnetization between two opposite spin states relative to the probe

magnetization. Therefore, this technique is limited by the bandwidth

of the transimpedance amplifier and typically enables a time resolution

on the order of > 1 ms. After this method was pioneered on relatively

large magnetic islands (approximately 5 nm × 5 nm) where it uncov-

ered the role of spin-transfer torque, Joule heating, the Oersted field of

tunneling electrons and temperature(49,50,303–305), the method was sub-

sequently applied to artificially constructed clusters and chains with

tailored properties on different substrates as metals and ultrathin decou-

pling layers(74,184,187,306,307).

(II) By employing a pump-probe scheme, in which a short pump pulse

of spin-polarized electrons locally excites a nanomagnet and one subse-

quently detects the spin state with a probe pulse after a varying delay

time ∆t one can measure the temporal evolution of spin states. This

method enables the measurement of dynamics at shorter times scales

down to the nanosecond regime(51,308).

(III) Last, recent efforts have combined STM and electron spin reso-

nance (ESR), where microwave radiation is guided into the tunnel junc-
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tion in order to drive spin transitions of individual atoms and small

dimers positioned on thin decoupling layers on metallic substrates, which

can then be detected as resonances in the tunnel current(309–315).

One particularly interesting aspect for spin dynamics of a given spin

chain is the role of the substrate’s itinerant electron bath, to which the

system is coupled. So far, research has focused on metallic surfaces

covered by an ultra-thin decoupling layer (e.g. CuN on Cu(100)(184,316))

and bare metallic surfaces(306,307). Therefore, the question arises how a

superconducting substrate influences the spin dynamics of individual

atoms, molecules and artificial structures. Inelastic scanning tunneling

spectroscopy(317) is the only tool employed, so far, to address such mate-

rial systems. These studies come to the conclusion that a superconducting

substrate increases the lifetime of magnetic states and spin excitations

due to the absence of substrate electrons that could spin-flip scatter with

the spins(318–320).

Let us now consider AFM coupled spin chains, which are described by

the model introduced in Section 2.3 and Refs. [64, 65]. In this model,

external perturbations and scattering with substrate electrons are pre-

dicted to cause a decoherence of the quantum ground- and excited states,

which lead to a bistability of the Néel states and quasiclassical switching

between the two Néel states. In the absence of any substrate electrons or

other influences leading to decoherence, the spin chain is expected to be

in a pure quantum limit and, thus, in a superposition of the two quantum

states.

In this section, we proceed to investigate the transition between those two

limits by studying the switching behavior of artificially-constructed AFM

coupled Mn
√

3/2a-[111] chains on Ta(110)(222) using the spin-state tele-

graph noise method. Since Ta(110) is a type-I SC, it has a sharp phase tran-

sition to the normal metal state once a critical field of HC,Ta = 84 mT(321)

is exceeded, which enables us to study the switching behavior of the

chains in the superconducting and in the normal metal phase of the

substrate, i.e. without and with substrate electrons at the Fermi level,
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respectively. Furthermore, we tune the influence of other perturbations

by employing multiple types of STM tips: On the one hand, we employ

Cr bulk tips with a Mn cluster at the tip apex which has a stray field. On

the other hand, functionalized superconducting Nb tips are used, which

screen magnetic fields and are expected to exhibit a low stray field as

their spin contrast is generated by YSR states and not by a magnetized

cluster. Thereby, we control the degree of perturbing B-fields that the spin

chain is exposed to and have an additional parameter to hopefully switch

between spin chains in the pure quantum case and the quasiclassical one.

5.2. Antiferromagnetic spin chains

Figure 5.1.: a and c Illustrations of the STM tip including the magnetization of
the apex, the externally applied out-of-plane magnetic field Bext and the spin
orientations of all atoms in the Mn9

√
3/2a-[111] chain, which were investigated

in b and d. b and d STM images (4 nm × 1 nm) of a Mn9

√
3/2a-[111] chain on

Ta(110), measured in an out-of-plane field of +20 mT and −20 mT, respectively.
White circles mark the atomic positions of Ta atoms in the underlying layer. Note
that the first and last atoms of the chain are not visible in the STM images due to
the adjusted contrast. Measurement parameters: Vbias = 1 mV, I = 200 pA. A
Cr tip was used for all measurements.
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To experimentally demonstrate the AFM ground state of
√

3/2a-[111] Mn

chains on Ta(110), we perform SP-STM on such artificially constructed

structures using a stable out-of-plane magnetized Cr bulk tip in the fol-

lowing. We prepared the tip by picking up several dozens of Mn atoms

until a magnetically stable tip was achieved (demonstrated in Figures 5.1

and 5.4). Nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity, I will refer to the tip

as a Cr bulk tip in the following unless the apex and its properties are

relevant.

A sketch of the measurement set-up, including the assumed magnetiza-

tion of the STM tip as well as of the atoms of a Mn9

√
3/2a-[111] chain,

is shown in Figures 5.1a and c. From measurements with multiple dif-

ferent tips we find that the AFM coupled chains are typically in a state

where their net magnetic moment is aligned with the external B-field,

as illustrated in Figures 5.1a and c. This behavior is demonstrated by

the SP-STM measurements presented in Figures 5.1b and d, which were

performed with the aforementioned stable out-of-plane magnetized Cr

bulk tip. Let us consider the first SP-STM measurement shown in Fig-

ures 5.1a and b: Without the loss of generality we assume that the tip

apex atom is oriented antiparallel to the external magnetic field due to

the magnetic field history of the tip. The SP-STM image in Figure 5.1b

shows an alternating contrast modulation with four atomic sites that

display an elevated height, and three with a reduced height.

Upon changing the B-field to −20 mT (Figures 5.1c and d), which is too

low to cause an inversion of the magnetic moment of the stable Cr tip,

we are in a configuration in which three brighter and two darker atomic

sites are visible in the SP-STM image shown in Figure 5.1d. These results

are consistent with the sketches of the magnetization of the chain shown

at the top of panels Figures 5.1a and d: For positive fields, atoms 3, 5, and

7 are magnetized antiparallel to the tip and appear darker while atoms

2, 4, 6, and 8 are magnetized parallel to the tip and appear brighter. For

negative fields, the atoms 3, 5, and 7 are magnetized parallel to the tip

and appear brighter while atoms 2, 4, 6, and 8 are magnetized antiparallel
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Figure 5.2.: a-c Series of STM images (4 nm × 1 nm) showing a
√

3/2a-[111] Mn
chain, whose length is subsequently reduced from N = 10, over N = 8 to N = 7
by STM tip-induced atom manipulation. d In a last step, an out-of-plane field
of +100 mT is applied. Black spheres and arrows located underneath each STM
image indicate the atomic positions and the spin alignment deduced from the
SP-STM images. Measurement parameters: Vbias = 1 mV, I = 200 pA. A Cr tip
was used for all measurements.

to the tip and appear darker. Note, that the first and last atom of the chain

have a lower apparent height compared to the bulk chain atoms. Hence,

they are not visible in the adjusted contrast of Figure 5.1d. Presumably

this is the reason why we only observe three bright atomic sites in the

SP-STM image shown in Figure 5.1d, compared to the naively expected

five sites. Additionally, it could be that the magnetizations of atoms 1

and 9 are canted with respect to the z-direction.

As already demonstrated throughout most experiments in Chapter 4,

STM tip-induced atom manipulation is an incredibly powerful tool to

study spin chains length-dependently. We can exploit this tool to investi-

gate if there is a lower length limit, below which we no longer observe

an AFM ground state in SP-STM measurements. We commence this in-

vestigation with an SP-STM image of an artificially constructed Mn10√
3/2a-[111] chain in zero magnetic field, which is displayed in Figure 5.2a.

We find that the chain is in a stable AFM ground state which displays

four maxima. Again, it should be noted that we observe a state with four

maxima instead of the naively expected five maxima due to the different
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5.3. Magnetic switching of AFM chains

apparent height of the edge atoms (or due to the canting of the edge

atoms’ magnetizations). Overall, it is interesting that we observe a stable

AFM contrast for a spin chain with an even number of atoms at all. In

principle, both antiferromagnetic configurations of the spins (↑↓↑↓) and

(↓↑↓↑) are expected to be degenerate and neither of the states should be

preferred. It could be, that a nearby magnetically stable FM cluster on

the Ta(110) surface is coupled to the chain (e.g. via the RKKY interaction)

and therefore stabilizes one of the two spin configurations. Additionally,

one can not rule out that an influence of the tip magnetization breaks the

degeneracy: Spin-torque or exchange interactions could favor one of the

two states and, thereby, stabilize it.

As shown in Figures 5.2b and c, the chain length is sequentially reduced

to Mn8 and to Mn7. Indeed, we no longer observe any contrast modula-

tion along the chain in both of the STM images. We do, however, observe

streaky features at the edges of the chain, which could be explained by

a very fast magnetic switching (see Section 5.3). As the disappearance

of contrast upon decreasing the chain length is a reversible process i.e.

the magnetic contrast is recovered upon attaching three Mn atoms to the

Mn7 chain, we conclude that a tip change can’t explain the absence of

contrast on chains shorter than nine atoms. Additionally, if we increase

the magnetic field to +100 mT, which is above the critical field of Ta(110)

in this measurement configuration, we find a contrast modulation that is

consistent with AFM order for the Mn7 chain.

5.3. Magnetic switching of AFM chains

Careful readers of the previous section may have noticed that I avoided to

discuss the streaky features in the SP-STM measurements of Figures 5.1b

and d, as well as in Figures 5.2a and d. That is, because I will proceed

to discuss them in-depth in this section. In particular, two STM images
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5. Spin dynamics across a superconducting transition

Figure 5.3.: a and b STM images of a Mn9

√
3/2a-[111] chain in an out-of-plane

magnetic field of 0 mT and +100 mT, respectively. c Time traces recorded on the
left end atom of the Mn9 chain shown in a and b. The curve at 0 mT is offset by
100 pA for the sake of visibility. The right panel displays histograms of the full
time traces of the cutouts shown in the left panel. d B-field-dependent dI/dV-
spectra measured on the Ta(110) substrate. The spectra are offset by 0.5 arb. units
for the sake of visibility. e Magnetic field-dependent lifetimes and asymmetries
of the Mn9

√
3/2a-[111] chain displayed in a and b. The red vertical line marks

the effective critical field H
∗
C of Ta in this measurement series. Measurement

parameters: a-c Vbias = 1 mV, I = 200 pA, d Vstab = +1.5 mV, Istab = 2 nA and
e Vstab = +2 mV, Istab = 200 pA. A Cr tip was used for all measurements.
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5.3. Magnetic switching of AFM chains

of a Mn9

√
3/2a-[111] chain in magnetic fields of 0 mT and +100 mT are

shown in Figures 5.3a and b. Apart from the clear alternating contrast

modulation with four (Figure 5.3a) and three (Figure 5.3b) maxima on top

of the chains, that we have ascribed to AFM aligned spins in Section 5.2,

we find similar streaky features as in the STM images mentioned before.

However, the STM image shown in Figure 5.3b allows us to determine

the origin of these streaks, as they are not only few pixels wide but even

extend over multiple scanned lines.

It is instructive to separate the image into four sections where the chain

appears differently in order to understand the effect: Those sections are

marked by white dashed horizontal lines and are labeled on the left side

of the panel. In regions I and III the contrast modulation on top of the

chain has three maxima. Opposed to that, the alternating contrast is

shifted by one site and displays four maxima in regions II and IV. There-

fore, we interpret the streaky lines to be a result of magnetic switching of

the chain from one Néel state to the other Néel state, which is character-

ized by an inversion of every spin in the chain.

To further evaluate the switching between the two Néel states, we po-

sition the STM tip over the leftmost atom of the Mn9 chain and turn

off the feedback loop at stabilization parameters of Vstab = 1 mV and

Istab = 200 pA (see Subsection 3.1.4 for details on the measurement pro-

cedure). We can then record time traces of the current channel. Two

exemplary cutouts of such time traces are shown in Figure 5.3c. Apart

from a slight noise contribution of ∼ 5 pA, we find that the current signal

switches between two states in both curves, which corresponds to the

chain being in one of the two Néel states: If the tip magnetization and the

moment of the leftmost chain atom are parallel (antiparallel) the current

signal is high (low). The observed current difference of the two align-

ments is on the order of 70 pA for both magnetic fields (slightly larger at

+100 mT).

Apart from the fact that the current switches between two states, both

time traces have very different characteristics: It is clearly visible that the
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5. Spin dynamics across a superconducting transition

switching rate is much higher at 0 mT than at +100 mT. Furthermore,

the lifetime of the low current state at 0 mT is very short compared to

that of the high current state, while at +100 mT, the lifetimes of both

states are not only much longer but also more evenly distributed between

both of the Néel states. These findings are fully supported by histograms

(Figure 5.3c, right panel) of the time traces which evaluate not only the

cutout shown in the left panel, but include the entire measurement over

a longer period of time.

To investigate if these changes occur continuously with an increasing

magnetic field, we perform a B-field-dependent study in Figures 5.3d

and e. To begin with, we measure dI/dV-spectra on the Ta(110) substrate

field-dependently to obtain information on the electronic structure of the

substrate. These dI/dV-spectra are shown in Figure 5.3d. It should be

noted, that the spectra are offset by 0.5 arb. units for the sake of visibility.

Taking this into account, we find that the four dI/dV-spectra measured

at B = 0, 10, 20 and 30 mT all lie exactly on top of each other and display

coherence peaks at the superconducting gap of tantalum ∆Ta = 690 µeV.

After increasing the B-field to 40 mT the dI/dV-spectrum is drastically

altered. The superconducting gap of the substrate is no longer clearly

visible, but only a very shallow dip around 0 mV remains. At 100 mT,

the dI/dV-signal is almost constant in the measurement range, which

indicates that tantalum is in the metallic phase. These finding are in line

with the expected behavior of the type-I SC Ta, with the exception that

the reference value of tantalum’s critical field is 84 mT(321). Therefore, we

refer to the observed critical field as H
∗
C = 40 mT. It should be noted that

this behavior is reproducible using a Cr bulk tip and that it is indepen-

dent of the magnetic field’s orientation.

Similar time traces as the ones shown in Figure 5.4c were obtained in

20 mT steps up to a magnetic field of +120 mT. We extract the lifetimes

of both Néel states and their asymmetry according to the procedure de-

scribed in Subsection 3.1.4. The extracted values are shown in Figure 5.3e

as a function of the B-field. The qualitative description of the results,
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5.3. Magnetic switching of AFM chains

Figure 5.4.: a - d Magnetic field-dependent lifetimes τ , τ0 and τ1 and their asym-
metries extracted for multiple stabilization biases. All measurements were per-
formed on the same end atom of a Mn9

√
3/2a-[111] chain. The red vertical lines

mark the effective critical field H
∗
C of Ta in this measurement series. e B-field-

dependent lifetimes (Vstab = 3 mV) evaluated on two different sites of the Mn9

chain discussed in a-c. f Bias-dependent lifetimes which were obtained on the left-
most end atom of a Mn8 and Mn9 chain at a constant magnetic field of +100 mT
and using the same micro-tip. Measurement parameters: Prior to all time traces,
the tip was stabilized at Istab = 200 pA. A Cr tip was used for all measurements.
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which I performed above, is confirmed by these values: As soon as the

magnetic field is increased above H
∗
C, the properties change abruptly and

drastically. The lifetimes of both Néel states are increased by two orders

of magnitude. Furthermore, the asymmetry changes across the super-

conducting transition of the substrate as well. Below the effective critical

field H
∗
C the lifetime of the Néel state "0" (τ0) is more than one order of

magnitude lower than that of the Néel state "1" (τ1), which results in an

asymmetry of ∼ 90 %. However, above the effective critical field, the

asymmetry of both states is reduced below 50 %, which highlights that

τ0 is now slightly larger than τ1.

In Figure 5.4, we proceed to investigate how the lifetimes of the Néel

states and their asymmetry depend on other parameters such as the stabi-

lization bias Vstab, the atomic site above which the STM tip is positioned

and the chain length. To begin with, we find that an increase of Vstab

reduces the lifetimes of both Néel states (Figures 5.4b and c) as well as

their average lifetime τ (Figure 5.4a). This finding is equally true above

H
∗
C and below H

∗
C. For example, note that the switching at 4 mV and

0 mT is too fast to be accurately measured in our set-up, while lifetimes

on the order of ∼ 1 s are observed for 1 mV. Similarly, the average life-

times for Vstab = 1 mV and 4 mV are four orders of magnitude apart at

40 mT, i.e. above H
∗
C. This effect can be explained by the fact that the

tunneling electrons have a higher energy with increasing bias voltage

and are thus more likely to induce the spin flip to the other respective

Néel state(307,322).

Overall, we find a similar sudden increase of the lifetimes for all stabi-

lization biases once the B-field exceeds H
∗
C and the SC of Ta is quenched,

as we have observed for Vstab = 2 mV in Figure 5.3e. Additionally, the

lifetimes increase exponentially once the critical field H
∗
C is exceeded.

The previously discussed behavior of the Néel states’ asymmetry across

the superconductor-metal phase transition of the substrate is observed

for all investigated bias voltages as shown in Figure 5.4d, i.e. it drops

from a high value close to unity below H
∗
C to nearly 50 % above H

∗
C.
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5.3. Magnetic switching of AFM chains

However, we do not observe a clear trend in the lifetime asymmetry at

fields larger than H
∗
C, which we attribute to the low B-field range in this

measurement series and a correspondingly small Zeeman effect. As I will

show later, larger magnetic fields favor the Néel state which has the net

magnetic moment of the chain aligned with the field over the other Néel

state (see Figure 5.5e). Moving to very high fields, this should yield a

lifetime asymmetry close to one.

Apart from the previously discussed strong bias voltage dependence on

the switching rate, we also uncover a pronounced relation of the lateral

tip position and the Néel states’ lifetimes. In Figure 5.4e, we display the

extracted lifetimes of both Néel states τ0 and τ1 at Vstab = 3 mV while

the tip was positioned over the left edge atom (site 1 — circles) and the

middle atom (site 5 — squares). In the entire B-field range considered

in this measurement series, we find that both lifetimes τ0 and τ1 are at

least one order of magnitude larger on site 5, compared to site 1 at the

same field strength. As we observe this effect of increased lifetimes at

the chain’s center in comparison to both ends of the chain and since it is

independent of the actual micro-tip, we ascribe this effect to the switching

mechanism between the two Néel states, and not only to an asymmetry

of the tip.

An additional interesting feature of the measurement series in Figure 5.4e

is the site-dependence of the lifetime asymmetry. From the color-coded

lifetimes τ0 (dark blue) and τ1 (light blue) it is apparent that the asymme-

tries are inverted below the effective critical field H
∗
C, i.e.: state ’1’ has a

longer lifetime than state ’0’ if the measurement is performed on site 1, as

opposed to site 5, where τ0 > τ1. Note that site 1 and site 5 have aligned

spins for a given Néel state, which excludes the trivial explanation that

τ0 and τ1 are linked to a different Néel state in each case.

Finally, we move on to investigate the effect of the chain length on the

lifetimes. Bias voltage-dependent extracted lifetimes for a Mn8 (circles)

and a Mn9 (squares)
√

3/2a-[111] chain obtained at a constant magnetic

field of +100 mT are shown in Figure 5.4f. Besides the fact, that the
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lifetimes τ0 and τ1 of both chains exponentially decrease with increasing

bias voltages, it is apparent that the lifetimes are enhanced by more than

one order of magnitude for the one atom longer Mn9 chain compared to

the Mn8 chain, which is a well known effect from other studies of spin

dynamics on AFM-coupled chains(184).

5.4. On the influence of the probe

To investigate the influence of the STM probe on the switching behavior,

we performed a measurement series using a functionalized supercon-

ducting Nb tip. As described in Subsection 3.3.3, we picked up Mn

atoms from the Ta(110) substrate, in order to achieve a spin-polarized

tip. A SP-STM image of a Mn11

√
3/2a-[111] chain measured at 0 mT is

shown in Figure 5.5a. A small contrast-modulation with a period of

∼ 500 pm is visible on top of the chain and is in good agreement with the

measurements which we performed with a Cr bulk tip (cf. Figure 5.3a).

Therefore, we interpret this height modulation as AFM contrast resulting

from spin-polarized tunneling. One minor difference between the two

measurements with different tips is the lower amplitude of the contrast

modulation which is approximately one order of magnitude smaller than

with the Cr tip.

A striking difference, however, is the absence of any streaky lines, which

would indicate the presence of magnetic switching and which is clearly

visible using a Cr bulk tip (cf. Figure 5.3a). In fact, we do not observe any

indications for magnetic switching at all, as long as the Ta(110) substrate

is in the superconducting phase. This is apparent from the light blue

time trace in Figure 5.5c, which was obtained with Vstab = 3 mV at 0 mT,

and from the histogram illustrating the current distribution, which only

shows a single centered broad peak.

We proceed to perform B-field dependent measurements as we did in
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Figure 5.5.: a and b STM images (3 nm × 500 pm) of a Mn11

√
3/2a-[111] chain in

an out-of-plane magnetic field of 0 mT and +100 mT, respectively. The bottom
panel in b displays two line profiles, which were extracted at the vertical positions
indicated by two color-coded dashed horizontal lines. c Time traces recorded
on the left end atom of the Mn11 chain shown in a and b. The right panel
displays histograms of the full time traces of the cutouts shown in the left panel.
d B-field-dependent dI/dV-spectra measured on the Ta(110) substrate. Dashed
vertical lines indicate the superconducting gap of Ta ∆Ta = ±0.69 meV (gray),
the superconducting gap of the Nb tip ∆Nb = ±1.31 meV (black) and the sum
of both ±(∆Ta + ∆Nb) = 2.00 meV (red). e Magnetic field-dependent lifetimes
and asymmetries of the Mn11

√
3/2a-[111] chain displayed in a and b. The red

shaded area marks the magnetic field region where no switching is observed.
Measurement parameters: a-c Vbias = 3 mV, I = 200 pA, d Vstab = +4 mV,
Istab = 1 nA and e Istab = 200 pA. A functionalized Nb tip was used for all
measurements.
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Section 5.3. To begin with, dI/dV-spectra taken with the functionalized

tip on the Ta(110) are shown in Figure 5.5d as a function of the external

field. The overall shape of the spectra is more complex than in Figure 5.3d,

due to the use of a SC tip with a magnetic apex. In the range of 0 mT

to 100 mT we observe four pairs of maxima in the dI/dV-spectra. The

outermost peaks are the coherence peaks at ±(∆Ta + ∆Nb) = 2.00 meV,

which are marked by the red dashed lines. Additionally we observe three

pairs of YSR states at ±1.71 meV, ±1.40 meV and ±0.19 meV. Since the

Ta substrate has a clean SC gap, we do not observe any peaks in between

∆Ta = ±0.69 meV. This area is marked by the gray dashed lines.

Once we exceed a B-field of 100 mT, the dI/dV-spectra change consider-

ably: First of all, the coherence peaks ±(∆Ta + ∆Nb) vanish. The highest

energy peak is now found at ∆Nb = ±1.31 meV, as marked by the black

line. Therefore, we conclude that the SC is quenched in the Ta(110) sub-

strate and we now obtain a critical field of HC = 100 mT that is in good

agreement with reference values. Note that the coherence peaks are no

longer extremely sharp and high in dI/dV-intensity, as we are now in

a N/S tunneling geometry. Apart from the coherence peaks we still ob-

serve three pairs of YSR states (the highest energy one is faint) at energies,

that are decreased by ∆Ta = 0.69 meV with respect to the dI/dV-spectra

taken at B < 100 mT. At B-fields larger than 100 mT the dI/dV-spectra

only change slightly due to external parameters such as, e.g., additional

noise at higher fields. The tip remains superconducting in the entire

measurement range due to finite size effects.

Returning to the switching behavior of the chains, we find that it is dras-

tically changed, once the superconductivity is quenched in the Ta(110)

substrate. A STM image obtained at +100 mT is shown in Figure 5.5b,

alongside with two color-coded height profiles in the panel below. The

height profiles indicate that the chain has switched between the two AFM

Néel states in between the measurement of the two lines. The occurrence

of magnetic switching is further clarified by the time trace shown in

Figure 5.5c.
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The B-field dependence of the lifetimes and their asymmetry are shown

in Figure 5.5e. The red shaded regions indicate that we don’t observe any

magnetic switching in the field range Bext < HC. In the normal metal

state of Ta(110), however, we do observe switching in the investigated

bias range. After a short decrease of the lifetimes in the B-field range of

100 mT − 180 mT, they increase exponentially. Furthermore, we find that

the asymmetry of the lifetimes increases nearly linearly and approaches

unity for high magnetic fields.

Another interesting series of experiments is shown in Figure 5.6. After

performing a B-field sweep and after subsequently ramping the magnet

to 0 mT we prepare a superconducting tip which has a trapped magnetic

flux (indicated by red currents and the B-field vector in Figure 5.6a).

This is an effect of the hysteresis loop of type-II superconductors. If one

applies the Bean model to a cylindrical SC wire one obtains an average

remanent magnetization of ïMð = −JBean
C

R/3 at zero field, where JBean
C

is

the material specific critical current density and R is the cylinder radius

of the wire(114). After heating the STM to 7 K and subsequently cooling it

down to 300 mK we reset the sample into the virgin SC state, while the

Nb tip retains the trapped magnetic flux. This way, we can artificially

induce a larger tip stray field.

Experimental proof for the success of this procedure is shown in Fig-

ure 5.6c, where B-field-dependent dI/dV-spectra of the substrate are

plotted. Comparing this plot to the previous one obtained with the same

tip in the virgin SC state (cf. Figure 5.5d), one observes a striking dif-

ference. All in-gap features continuously shift to higher energies if the

|B|-field is increased. For example the coherence peaks at ±(∆Ta + ∆Nb)

shift from ±1.85 meV at 0 mT to ±2.00 meV at −100 mT. At a magnetic

field of −120 mT the SC of Ta is quenched. The observed behavior is only

explainable by the aforementioned trapped flux in the SC tip at zero field,

which is subsequently compensated by the external field, up to a value

of −100 mT. This subsequent compensation gives rise to an increasing

gap ±∆Nb for an increasing |B|-field.
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Figure 5.6.: a Illustration of the magnetic field history of the STM tip. After an
upward sweep of the magnetic field (as in Figure 5.5), it was ramped down to
approximately 0 mT. The STM was heated to 7 K, in order to reset the sample
into the virgin SC state. However, the tip maintains some trapped flux and is not
reset to the virgin state at this temperature. Such a tip is used for the following
measurements. b Time traces recorded on the left end atom of a Mn11 chain at two
exemplary magnetic fields. The right panel displays histograms of the full time
traces of the cutouts shown in the left panel. c B-field-dependent dI/dV-spectra
measured on the Ta(110) substrate. d Magnetic field-dependent evaluation of the
magnetic contrast-modulation caused by the AFM order of a Mn11

√
3/2a-[111]

chain, which was extracted from constant-height current maps. e and f Magnetic
field-dependent lifetime and lifetime asymmetry of the Mn11

√
3/2a-[111] chain

discussed in b. Measurement parameters: a-c Vbias = 3 mV, I = 200 pA, d
Vstab = +4 mV, Istab = 1 nA and e Istab = 200 pA. A functionalized Nb tip was
used for all measurements.
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As apparent from the time traces and their histograms in Figure 5.6b, mag-
netic switching is obviously observed for fields of 0 mT and −120 mT.
The average lifetime and the lifetime asymmetry are shown in Fig-
ures 5.6e and f. Qualitatively, we observe the same behavior as we
did for the Cr tip in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, besides the fact that the average
lifetime is increased, due to the two additional atoms of the Mn11 chain
compared to the Mn9 chain in Section 5.3.

5.5. Discussion & Conclusion

The most intriguing properties of the spin chains that we have uncovered
in the previous sections are: (I) the abrupt change of the lifetimes of Néel
states and their asymmetry across the superconducting transition of the
substrate, (II) the fact that the lifetimes are shorter in the SC state of the
substrate than in the normal metal phase, even though scattering with
quasiparticles from the substrate should be suppressed in the former case,
and (III) the absence of switching in the measurement series performed
with a virgin-state SC tip.
In the following I will discuss these findings using the model introduced
in Section 2.3. To begin with, we found that there is a lower chain length
limit of N = 9, below which we do not observe any spin contrast at zero
magnetic field (even though the tip is spin-polarized). However, if the
substrate is in the normal metal state, AFM contrast is recovered. In Ref.
[64] critical chain lengths below which the spin chain is in the quantum
limit are calculated for Fe on CuN/Cu(001). Considering this particular
system, spin chains are in the quantum limit for N ≤ 4 at a measure-
ment temperature of 300 mK. However, we expect to have a drastically
decreased Γ (Equation 2.36), as there are no substrate electrons at the
Fermi level of a SC (see Equation 2.23 and Figure 2.3b). Therefore, we
expect that this critical chain length is increased for our material system,
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as long as the substrate is in the SC state. Once we quench this state and
the spin chain is coupled to a normal metal bath of itinerant substrate
electrons, which are expected to stabilize the Néel states by decoherence,
we observe AFM contrast again.
Points I and II are also explainable in the framework of this theory.
Naively thinking, one would expect that the absence of scattering charge
carriers should increase the spin lifetimes and the lifetime of magnetic
states, as demonstrated in Refs. [318, 319]. However, AFM coupled spin
chains are an exception. Here, the lifetime is given by Equation 2.35,
which can be converted to τ ∝ Γ/2V2 ∝ NTatom(EF)/2V2. In the SC case,
where NTatom(EF) approaches zero, lifetimes are low. In the normal
metal state of the substrate, this term increases and, therefore, the life-
times increase as well. Note, that the spin chains measured with a Cr bulk
tip and a large Mn cluster at the apex in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 at Bext ≤H∗

C
are not in the quantum limit. Presumably, this is caused by a significant
stray field of the tip and by the fact that the spin chain is not screened
from external fields, which energetically separates the two Néel states
and therefore reduces their coupling V.
In order to explain the observations of point III, I will begin to exclude
two possible trivial explanations for the observed behavior, one being
that the spin-polarization of the tip might be too low to observe switching
in Figure 5.5 and the other being that the stabilization biases are too high
if a SC tip is employed.
An analysis of the contrast-modulation in SP-STM images (constant
height mode) for both measurement series performed with a super-
conducting tip is shown in Figure 5.6d. It is apparent, that the ob-
served SP-STM contrast is equal in strength for both sweeps. Since
spin-switching telegraph noise was clearly observed in the second mea-
surement series (Figure 5.6) with the same level of spin contrast, we can
exclude a lack of spin-contrast to be the origin of the absence of switching
in Figure 5.5.
One could also argue that the absence of switching in Figure 5.5 is
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related to a characteristic of SIS tunnel junctions, that all features are
shifted to higher bias voltages by ∆tip. This leads to coherence peaks at
±(∆Ta + ∆Nb) = 2.00 meV, which are separated from one another by
a gap (see Figure 5.5d). Due to this gap, we only performed measure-
ments at bias voltages sufficiently larger than ±(∆Ta + ∆Nb) = 2.00 mV
in order to reliably stabilize the tip. As the expected lifetimes in this bias
voltage range (see Figures 5.4a-c) are at the lower limit of lifetimes that
can be detected experimentally, it could be that the switching is too fast to
be observed at the accessible biases. However, if we recall the lifetime of
τ ≈ 10 s that we obtain at +100 mT and Vstab = 3 mV (Figure 5.5e) and
we use the information from the investigation with a Cr tip (Figures 5.4a-
c), where we found that the lifetimes are decreased by approximately two
orders of magnitude upon entering the superconducting state, one would
expect to be in a regime where magnetic switching lifetimes are well
within the observable time scale for 3 mV, even below HC. Therefore, we
can exclude that this effect is only caused by the high stabilization biases.
Therefore, we explain the absence of switching in the measurement series
with a virgin-state superconducting tip by the assumption, that the spin
chain is no longer in a quasi-classical limit but its rather in the quantum
limit: The SC tip in a virgin state locally screens perturbing magnetic
fields and has a low stray field on its own. Therefore, we argue that the
spin chain is decoupled from its environment as far as possible, where the
only external influence is caused by the tunneling electrons. The fact that
we still obtain slight AFM contrast below the critical magnetic field (see
Figure 5.5a) could be explained by a minor stray field of the tip, which
causes a slight asymmetry between both spin states that can be detected
by time averaging SP-STM measurements.
Overall, the spin dynamics of AFM coupled chains on superconducting
substrates are highly interesting. In contrast to common believe, the ab-
sence of quasiparticles at the Fermi level does not lead to a stabilization
of the spins. We rather find that the dynamics is too fast to be observed
with random telegraph switching if external influences are screened (e.g.
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by a superconducting tip) considering the case of AFM coupled spin
chains. However, if we expose the spin chain to local B-fields, either us-
ing a non-virgin state SC tip or a bulk Cr tip with a Mn apex we observe
enhanced lifetimes, which we explain by a decoherence of the chain’s
quantum states.
In conclusion, our results motivate a theoretical study of single Mn
adatoms and

√
3/2a-[111] chains on Ta(110): To begin with, ab initio calcu-

lations to determine the magnetic moment of a Mn adatom, the direction-
and distance-dependent exchange couplings (direct and RKKY), as well
as the DM interaction and magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) would be
highly useful as input parameters for a spin Hamiltonian. This Hamil-
tonian could be used to set up a Master equation to determine the spin
dynamics of the AFM coupled chains in the normal metal state of the
substrate. Additionally, one could extend the model of Ref. [64] to super-
conductors and check if our interpretation of the results is confirmed by
the theory. Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate the role
of YSR states on the spin dynamics of

√
3/2a-[111] coupled Mn chains,

which we neglect in our discussion so far.
Additionally, a position-dependent investigation of the lifetimes in com-
bination with theoretical modeling of the system could be a powerful tool
to learn something about the dynamics of the actual switching process,
which is not accessible in regular random telegraph switching measure-
ments due to the limits set by the bandwidth of the transimpedance am-
plifier (1 kHz) and the time scale of the actual switching process (∼ ps).
The strong dependence of the switching rate on the lateral position of the
STM tip in our measurements could indicate that spin waves drive the
switching between both Néel states(187).
From the experimental side, it would be highly interesting to further
investigate the set-up in which the spin chain is in the quantum limit (Fig-
ure 5.5). Using a pulsed pump-probe scheme or by employing ESR-STM
one could attempt to initialize the spin chain in one of the quantum states
and subsequently attempt to measure the Rabi oscillations between both
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Néel states. Ultimately, if pulsed ESR schemes allow a precise control
and readout of the spin state, one could design a novel type of qubit.
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A. Extended Data

Figure A.1.: a dI/dV-line profile measured along the longitudinal axis of a
Mn33 1a − [001] chain on Ta(110). Red dashed horizontal lines indicate the
edges of the minigap. b STM image and dI/dV-grid of a Mn33 chain evaluated
at energy slices indicated in every panel’s top right corner. Gray dashed lines
mark the spatial extent of the chain. Measurement parameters: Vstab = −2.5 mV,
Istab = 1 nA and Vmod = 20 µV.
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